Faim, Garden, and Household,

Republican Jottrnat,

Winter.
We may mourn the summer’s
:.ml sigh over the fallen leaves

departure,
and faded

;lowers, may shrink from the chilly blasts
and biting frosts of December, and long lor
more

genial skies, and softer atmospheres;

yet it is wise? Is it not true that winter
has its pleasures as well as sorrows?
Can

VOLUME

gaze upon the beautiful lorn.- it presents to our view and not find joy as well
as sorrow in its presence?
It may often
w<

mam

Do

seek

\v«>

the beautiful in Winter? We

our eyes to the delicate
the panes, the work of that
mmltuMc artist. Jack Frost, or his crystal deckings nf twig and bough of the forest trees.
We have .miy to examine the

to turn

on

delicate snow-flake,
tti m

if.

\

I

■

K.

<r

the sHid purity of

the pure white field
driven snow resting down like a benison
:.p"M the dead, sere bosom of earth, hiding
ihe wrecks of Autumn's devastation.
We
the

or

tiave only to gaz upward at night into the
deep, clear, blue dome of the heavens studied

with gems of
unsurpassed
out with peculiar lustre

brilliance,

standing

an 1 lightunknown in the lia/y skies of Summer.
Then the snow drills whirled up by the
wind into lanta. ’ic forms of loveliness and

ness

weird shapes. Tike minauire mountains,
plateaus, and valleys, with deep ravines
and abrupt (dill-, seamed with fissures and j
channels like the more majestic mountains |
-d rock and soli that ridge and variegate !
the surface of the earth. Long lines and i
gentle slopes, with undulating swells <»i

less altitude and extent, all here mirrored
in truthful I> j• *. and prominent :o the eve
that seeks their beauties. Over the wide
Helds

we see

imaged

the ocean’s

foamy

sur-

when the winds freshen, and the spirit.' are abroad for frolic or for fury.
Fitted
:

ice,

and wrinkled, waved,scolloped, like a sheet
»f water suddenly turned to sn >\v In its

gambols.
Winter bring-

its

\v

alt.li of

now

and

travel with

:

ve

smooth slippery covering over which
elides ilmjilcei t.-am with its freight of light
happy, hearts, or the heavier burden of
its

the bounteous harvest, that
cops before the winter’s reign.
In our
northern woods ring the voices and sounds

produce

of

of

the stalwart lumbermen’s

axe

and his

operations go briskly on. From their native place of grow; h, the huge pines and,
other timber tree-

are

cut

and hauled to

stream, and departed up
on its frozen bosom to lie t.iii the melting
snows shall swell its volume, and the mild
some

near

lake

41.
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“The Last Piece of Pork.”

subject us to inconveniences ami deprive
us of privilege>1 the -cher seasons, but
only to give us privileges m>! found in them
ami to keep us from still worse evils.
■■illy have
j cm ilings

■—

A

Ex-Deputy Collector Canning is putting ;
“in pickle lor preservation” some of the |
“okl stories” of Stockbridge, Ms. Here i>
one of them
:—“Among the pioneers of our
valley were three brothers, each having
families of 12 or 13 children. They owned
large farms and lived on the fat of the
laud. Now it was one of the family tenets
never to be without pork of their own raising. the year round. Negligence on this
point was u crime, and rendered the derelict liable to loss of caste among his kindred.
The good wife of one of these brothers one
dav came up from the subterranean with
consternation depicted on her face and reported ‘Mr. Blank, as sure as you live,
this is tin* last piece of pork in the barrel!’
‘Why, wife, you don't say so. Well, there
must be some mote there by to-morrow
morning.’ Several fat swine were waiting
in the pen for the annual massacre, which,
in the ordinary course of tilings, was to
take place the following week. The whole
family were assembled and laid under injunctions of profound silence on the matter,
and preparations made to hasten the exit
of one of the doomed porktirs before the
next sun.
Long before day the family must
rise and have the scald ready, while to prevent the outcry of the victim usual on such
occasions, the eldest son was appointed to
enter the sty, wake up the animal and drive
him out. The father would stand at the
entrance with a huge club and stun the
failing before he had time to lift up his
voice. The subsequent proceedings could
then goon, and bv sunrise the all-important
stapl e could be re-supplied. This programme
was
carried out successfully as far as
the waking up of the beasts; but the latter
made objections to so untimly a call, and
one of them turned upon the intruder, giving hi in a grip in the leg and obliging him
t<> seek safety head first through the door.
The father unable in the obscurity to distinguish between biped and quadruped, and
thinking only of the latter, brought down
tfic club so effectively as to leave a scar upon the forehead of the boy which he carried
to his grave more than T*0 years afterward.
Nevertheless, I believe the pork got into the
cellar in time to save the reputation of the
family. But the occurrence leaked out and
was the occasion of a bon mot at the expense of the wounded lad. When grown !
to man’s estate he was one day hectoring
an
iuoUcnsive old gentleman who was a
stammerer.
The latter bore it for some
time, and then turned the tables on his tormentor by sayiug: “Boy, they say that wli
—when you were y—y —younger, your
It was
fit her st—st—stuck you for a hog.
tin* sm—smallest m—m—mistake he ever
in- made in his 1—1—life.”

or

Co-Operativt? Housekeeping.
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Starting

Potatoes.

moment, give a light ploughing, a good
harrowing, pick off' all the stones, sow the
seed, and give it a good rolling, which
finishes the work. By sowing early in the
spring you may have a respectable lawn be-

Editor Massachusetts Ploughman: Will
you kindly inform me through the medium fore midsummer.
of the Ploughman, of the mode of sproutUtilize the Carcass.
ing seed potatoes for early planting, also
what kind of manure I can use to them, on
When
a
farmer loses a horse, or ox or
sandy, gravelly soil?
any other animal, instead of leaving the
By so doing you will greatly oblige a
carcass to be devoured by
Working Woman.
dogs or crows,
Ton will 11 nd your question answered un- he should cover it with six or eight times
tler the head of “March on the Farm” last its bulk of eartn, and thus arrest the fertiweek.
Select a warm and sheltered spot, lizing gasses which will be thrown off in
and make a bed of horse manure a foot and
process of decomposition. By so doing ue
a hall deep,
would secure a quantity of manure which
it down hard with the
beating
tork or spade. The
length and size of the would pay him five times over for the
bed may be arranged to suit
it would cost him; for there is very
your conveni- trouble
ence, and the quantity you desire to start iu little land in the older portions of the State,
Put
this way.
about two inches of loam on which might not be greatly improved by
the top and spread the potatoes evenly over the application of fertilizers.
this loam. Cover them with two Inches
more of loam.
Farm Rakings.
ft is a good plan to set up hoards arffund
the edges of the bed and bank up agaiust
Let the good housewife put bones and
them with leaves and manure, taking care ashes in a
barrel, half and half, and keep
that the bed does not over heat so as to in- them
constantly moist with soapsuds, the
the
will
and
jure
sprout
potatoes. They
stronger the better, but not in such quantibegin to grow by the time it will do to set ties as to leacli the ashes. In a few
them In April. Plant them out in ridges months the bones will have become disinraised a little, say live or six inches above tegrated, and the whole mass
may then be
the surrounding laud, in a warm soil and a thoroughly mixed, and will make an excelsheltered location. Ashes and plaster mix- lent fertilizer for the flower border or the
ed with old rotton compost, are about the kitchen garden.
best of manures for potatoes. The strong
iiufermeuted aramonical manures of the
Invigorating House Plants.
barnyard are apt to cause the potatoes to
rot.
Set the potatoes carefully and cover
House plants ought to be stimulated
them with an inch or two of soil. 11 the
gently once or twice a week. Rain water,
sprouts appear before the frosts are over, so refreshing to summer flowers, always
cover them at night with old hay or straw
contains ammonia, which also abounds in
to be removed iu the morning.
In this way all liquid manures. If you take an ounce
you have ripe potatoes by the last of June. of pulverized carbonate of ammonia, disIt will pay to take the trouble, and you solved in one
gallon of water, it will make
will flud it Is less than it seems to be. Make
spring water even more stimulating to your
the forcing bed by the middle of March. plants than rain water. Keep the soil in the
[Ed.
llower pots loose.

It

was

night in

the

■
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Sail.

golden Summer,

And we sailed the Indian seas,
'Neath a cloud of swelling canvas.
Before a favoring breeze,
That wafted the good ship homeward,
A*. it bent our taper spars;
While the broad bright moon sailed o'er us,
Through a sea of shining stars.
We stood

on

the deck,

and watched her,

As she felt the favoring gale—
When the watch on the lookout forward
Shouted, “A sail! A sail!"
And straight on her larboard quarter,
With a crowd of canvas set,
We sighted a stately vessel,
Where the sky and the water met.

Then down on the balmy breezes,
And over the long sea-swells.
Came floating, in solemn echoes.
The sound of her clear ship’s oells;
So steered she, and so sailed she.
Straight in our silver wake,
With the white loam ’neath her forefoot,
And each sail a snowy flake.
On her deck there stood no mortal.
At her peak there shone no sign,
As she bowed before the trade-wind,
And cleft the seething brine;
Now rising, and now falling
Iler taper mast-heads dip,
While calm, in the flood of moonlight,
Floated the phantom ship.
But h>! as the night waned slowly,
While the great broad moon sunk down
And the solemn stars dropped seaward,
Like gems from her golden crown,
The sound of a silver whistle
Swept down on the midnight airs,
For the boatswain of yon strange vessel
Was piping her crew to prayers.
As the moon’s bright disk dipped lower,
We heard her creaking brails,
And the fair ship floated from us.
As she furled her ghostly sails;
And oft, Twixt the night and morning,
As

neared our rock-b. uud shore,
We looked for the stately stranger,
But no eye saw her more.
we

Happy the ship that meets her,
Sailing from unknown lands;
Freighted with unknown treasures,
And steered by no human hands;
Ilappy the hark that sights her,

F<»r slit—the sailors tell—
Will weather the storm and

tempest,
And reach the harbor well.

Swiftly
As

a

our bark swept homeward,
queen m her regal state,

Till we ploughed the surging billows
That roll through the Golden Gate;
And, wherever that lonely stranger
May sail the moonlit sea,
Still f prav that soft airs may waft her,
That a blessing mav with her be.

The

Third

Bowl.

Tom clung dole, to her. One would
have thought he was watching the opportunity I was after myself. Now he rode
a few paces forward, and as 1 was catching my breath to say “Sarah,” he would
rein up and fall back to his place, and I
would make some flat remark that made
mo seem like a fool to myself, if not to
her.
“What is the matter with you, Jerry?”
said she at length.
;
“Jerry’s in love,” said Tom.
1 could have thrashed him on the spot.
“In love! Jerry in love!” and she
turned her large brown eyes toward me.
In vain I thought to fathom, and arrive
at some conclusion whether or no the subj ject interested her with special force.
| The eyes remained fixed, till I blunder\
i ed out the old saw, “Tom judges others
by himself.”
Then the eyes turned to Tom, and he
pleaded guilty by his awkward looks,
and half blushes, and averted eyes, and
loud laugh.
"By Heavens!” thought I, “what would
I not give for Tom’s awkwardness now !
The scoundrel is winning his way by it.”
“Jerry, is Tom in love?”
The naivete of the question, the correctness of it, the very simplicity of the thing
was irresistible, and I could not repress a
smile that grew into a broad laugh. Tom
joined in it. and we made the woods ring
with our merriment.
“1 say, Tom, isn't that your whip lying
back yonder in the road?”
“Confound it, yes; the cord has broken
1
lront my wrist;’’ and he rode back for it.
“Jerry, whom does Tom love?” said

Eds. Country Gentleman—I have read
breathings of Spring shall dissolve its icy , something of'the co-operative movement in
1
fetters, and then away with rush and foam, our cities, and thought a great deal about
careering ever onward, bearing its wealth it, with reference to our farm-house work.
I do not know that my suggestions will
of entrusted rafts jf logs, it speeds to the
seem practical to others, but I
wish to
rivet to swell its bulk and mingle with offer some to be
approved, or disapproved,
other kiudred currents, on the way to their or improved upon. It seems to me that
the question of the coming help for housefuture home in the ocean’s depths.
is an important one, and nowhere
On the sheeted, glassy, surface of river keepers
more important than on the farm.
and lake, long lines of ice-cutters may be
Years ago, our grandmothers spun aud
seen securing the frozen treasures,
that wove, each in her own kitchen, the cloth
winter spreads with liberal hands free as for her family. Then a great improvement
took the weary work fforn their hands, and
the air above. The creaking machinery
now hundreds of yards are made with the
lifts the huge blocks from their beds, and labor that made one. Then came
sewing
machines, stitching as if by magic the long
upon the sleds that wait to draw them to
the packii.g-housi s to await future useful- ; seams that has required many hours of
night labor from our over-worked mothers.
ness, when summer with its heats shall
Eater still, we have a co-operative move1
render these doubly a Hes.-iim. What vis- ment, that has lifted a great burden from
hundreds of farmers' wives—the cheese
iu t nesv Hear, pure,
ins "f
ciliie.-s
and butter factories, where two or three
X.
limp- >f solid, crystal ice.
skillful, painstaking people, with the help
of modern conveniences, do each
day the
work that required twenty or thirty, and
Why Mot Have a Hot-Bed.
do it more easily and better. Why may not
Ki'>. C-M n,!:v (ii;\h.i max—I judge that this system or something similar be extendmost of my brother tanners are hardly I ed into other branches of our domestic
awaiv of tin pleasure aud profit, with little
physical economy? Each Monday throughMU\ ill*;-- and < \pi■ 11si■, t.o
deriveil from a out our land, one in every household must
small hot-bed.
Three or four years ago 1 bend from three to six hours over the
purchased a sash 1 1-l' by b ft. at a cost of j wash-board or steaming suds. Why should
si bo. and tlu n with some rough boards in a j not a neighborhood or district laundry do
couple of hours constructed a frame of the I ail this more easily aud cheaply ? I know
dimensions in length and breadth, two feet “f an institution where the washing for
ii height at, one end, and one at the other, j lie iirly two hundred people is done each
the sides chamfered so that the sash will tit wt ek. and done with perfect ease, by live
or -ix people in as
on
it nicely, thus forming an inclined
many hours, with the
plane, whirls, when til b d is completed ! aid oi a steam-engine, chemicals, washingand tin- frame permair-nily arranged, should machines, &c. Why should not a hard day
face toward the southeast, so i> to admit j be saved each week in every house in this
And further, could not some coas much sunlight as possible-. My practice is j way?
in the spring
usually about the lirst of- operative system of bread and cake baking
March), say one week before wishing to be made to spare scores of heated kitchens
our haying aud harvesting?
sow the seeds, to make smooth a suilicient
Why
j through
should not our meat be killed and prepared
amount of space.* on my horse manure heap,
for
then place the frame upon it, llil with rich
use—lard, head-cheese, sausage, ham,
earth to a depth of four to six inches, ac- dried beef and all, in some place where
conveniences could be afforded?
to
theot
in
greater
fermentation
cording
activity
j
die manure beneath. The sash should then j
Everywhere we hear the supplication
be placed upon the frame and allowed to re- 1 from housekeeper* of “help, help.” lu the
main
until the ground
becomes warm ! country, the majority of them are mothers
enough t.o cause the seeds to germinate i and heads of families, jaded not only with
In
cold
weather, or where the work that constantly presses, but with
jeadily.
very
fermentation is not very active, it will be the care of inefficient, unreliable help. One
advantageous to place a rover ot boards woman pleads for the Chinamen to be in- I
troduced into our kitchens, and the excelover the >ash at night; als
to increase the
warmth, the frame may b hanked with Hie i' nt journal that publishes her petition is in
tlie
habit of remanding women and girls
manure nearly as high as the top.
Too high
temperature, however, is not desirable, j hack from other pursuits to the kitchen.
and nearly every one's judgment will prove j We have moralized, and argued, and rhyma suilicient,
guide. Another fact should be ed for years, about the beauty and dignity
of household work; trying to persuade our
borne in mind, and that is, that the plants
should have air. and as the. weather grows j girls that a place in the kitchen is most rewarmer, on liue days tin: sash should be «• ii- \ spectable aud lucrative of all situations;
but they do not believe it. The bright, the
tin ly removed during the day and replaced
in the evening.
Thus the plants may he ; capable and intelligent make haste to find
otlui
made more hardy and better able to with- ;
employment; and the sluggish, the
unreliable, come and go among us at uncerstand the change in transplanting.
tain times and seasons. Would it not be
And now as to pleasure and prolit. Within a frame ot this size, live hundred early ! cheaper, would it not be pleasanter and better, to take a part of the work and care out
•abbage plants may be started (besides of
our
s
houses, instead of adding such
aving space for a few tomatoes, We.,) and
members
to our families?
Busy Hands.
placed in the market at a time when they
will bring double the price of later ones.
With many other garden vegetable, a day
The Best Lawn Grass.
**r two in market makes a vast ditl'ereuce
Mr. Burry .said in Ids address before the
in '.he price. After the cabbages have been
removed, melons and cucumbers may be Western New Vork Horticultural Society,
planted in the frame on bits of sods and that rod top is the best grass for a lawn,
When about fifty or sixty pounds to the acre, fifty
brought forward very rapidly.
large enough tiiey are easily removed with- Pibunds will be sufficient if the seed be clean
out disturbing them in the least.
Who add good, which it seldom is.
Some peodoes not enjoy eating ripe tomatoes a
ple recommend white clover,say one-fourth,
be
to
mixed
with
red top, and tiffs does
month in advance of the usual crop, or anxiously wait the ripening of the lirst melon very well, but I prefer the pure red top.
in the patch?
1 incline to the opinion that
Marly in the spring is the best time for
we farmers are too much hampered down
seeding a lawn. All prepartory work should
with the old routine of farm duties without be performed in the fall, so that during the
attending to any ot tin; smaller matters winter the ground may settle, and any dewhich servo to relieve out- min is and make fects that may be developed can be corrected before sowing. In spring, at the fitting
life enjoy able.
i.

j
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she, quickly turning to me.
“Tou,” said I, bluntly.

of course; but who is ho in love
?”
It wasaeurious way to get at it. Could
1 be justified ? It was not asking what I
had not intended, but it was getting at it
in another way, and just as well, perhaps.
It was, at all events, asking Tom’s question for him, and it saved me the embarrassment of putting it as my own.
I determined this in an instant.
“Sarah, could you love Tom well
enough to marry him ?”
“I! .Terry, what do you mean ?’’
“Suppose Tom wants you to be his
wife, will you marry him ?”
“I don’t know—I can’t tell—I never
thought of such a thing. You don’t think
he has any such idea, do you ?”
That was my answer.
It was enough
as far as it went, but I was no better off
than before.—she did not love Tom, or
she would never have answered thus.
But did she love me ? Would she marry
me ?
Wouldn’t she receive the idea in
just the same way ?
I looked back. Tom was on theground,
had picked up his whip, and had one foot
in the stirrup, ready to mount again. I
gulped down my heart that was in my
throat, and spoke out:
“Sarah, will you marry me?”

“Why,

with, 1

mean

limp, sue rumen nor eyes again toward
those large, brown eyes, those holy
eyes—ami blessed me with their unutterably glorious gaze. To my dying hour
1 shall not forget that gaze; to all eternity it will remain in my soul. She looked at me one look ; and whether it was
pity, sorrow, surprise or love, I cannot
tell you, that filled them and overfiowed
toward me from out their immeasurable
depths; but, Philip, it was the last light
of those eyes 1 ever saw—the last, the
last.
Is there anything left in that howl?
Thank you. Just a glassful. You will
not any?
Then, by your leave, I will
finish it. My story is nearly ended, and
1 will not keep you up much longer.
We had not noticed, so absorbed had
we been in our
pleasant talk, that a black
cloud had risen in the west anil obscured
the sun, and covered the entiro sky ; and
even the sultry air had not called our attention to the coming thunder storm.
As she looked at me, even as she fixed
her eyes on mine, a Hash, blinding and
fierce, fell on the top of a pine tree by the
roadside, not fifty yards from ns, and the
crashing of thunder shook the foundations
of the hills.
For a moment all was dazzling, burning, blazing light; then sight was gone,
and a momentary darkness settled in our
eyes. The horses crouched to the ground
in terror, and Sarah bowed her head as if
in the presence of God.
All this was the work of an instant, and
the next Tom’s horse sprang by us on a
furious gallop, dragging Toni by the
stirrup. lie had been in the act of mounting when the Hash came, and his horse
swerved and jumped so that his foot
caught, and he was dragged with his
head on the ground.
There was a point in the road about fifty
yards ahead, where it divided into two.
The one was the carriage track, which
wound down the mountain by easy
descents: the other was a footpath, which
was a short, precipitous cut to the carriage road nearly a quarter of a mile below.
Calling to Sarah to keep back, and wait,
I drove the spurs into my horse and went
down the steep path. Looking back, I
saw her following, her horse making tremendous speed. She kept the carriage
road, following oil after Tom, and I passed on, thinking to intercept his horse below.
My pace was terrible. I could hear
them thundering down the track below.
I looked up and caught sight of them
mo,

—— —

through the trees. I
saw the gully before

■
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relative to the local situation and advanTHE CONGRESSIONAL FORCE BILL.
tages of Bangor. Mr. Webster referred
to the notice which had been taken of his
feet wide and as many feet deep.
A great horse was that black horse services in defence of the Constitution,
Cicsar, and lie took the gully at a flying and reiterated his strong and heartfelt atleap that landed us far above it, and a tachment to the Union.” He then spoke
When the infamous election bill, which
moment later I was at the point where of his attachment to a system of internal
the roads again met; but only in time to improvements; and referred to the tenfinally passed Congress and is now clothsee the other two horses go
by at a furious dency of men to rely upon good intentions ed with all the forms of law, was pending
pace, Sarah abreast of the gray, and she in their rulers, instead of keeping them in the
House, it was ably opposed by the
reaching her hand out bravely trying to strictly within the limits of the ConstituDemocratic members.
Among others,
grasp the flying rein as her horse went tion.
Mr. Webster spoke about forty-five Hon. D. W. Voorhees of Indiana made
leap for leap with him.
To ride close behind them was worse minutes by the clock, although, without
an eloquent speech against it.
From the
than useless in such a case.
It would but that certain evidence the people would inspeech wo make the following extract
serve to increase their speed; so 1 fell sist that it was not over fifteen ; and, in
back a dozen rods, and followed, watch- conclusion, said that it might be expect- which we ask our readers to consider and
ed that he should offer a sentiment local reflect
ing the end.
upon. And we ask our RepubliAt the foot of the mountain the river in its character, but we were members
can friends in view of the result of the
ran
broad and deep, spanned by the and citizens not only of this city and State
bridge at the narrowest point. To reach but of a great nation, and deeply inter- New Hampshire election, if that “good
the bridge the road took a short turn up ested in the perpetuity of its institutions. time coming”.predicted by Mr. Voorhees,
Mr. Webster gave:
stream, directly on the bank.
is not in very truth near at hand “when
On swept the gray and black horse,
“Civil liberty—It can only bo preservthe people will rise up and cry out in beside by side, down the hillside, not fifty ed by Constitutional restraints upon .pohalf of the old landmarks of liberty, of
leaps along the level ground, and then litical parties.”
yjn
came to the turn.
me
Mr. Voorhees
twenty-eigntn ot sepccmocr, justice, and of right.”
She was on the off side. At the turn Mr. Webster proceeded to Belfast, in the said :
she pressed ahead a half length, and rein- steamer Bangor, which at that time, did
I call the attention of gentlemen upon
ed her horse across the gray’s shoulder, not make regular trips into the harbor.
if possible, to turn him toward the bridge. On this occasion, out of respect to her dis- the other side ot the House to the great
It was the heaviest horse. lie pressed tinguished passenger, the boat came un- fact, now almost forgotten, now lading
in memory, that there was a time
her close; the black horse yielded, gave expectedly to the wharf. The unannouno- away
once in the history of this Government
w ay toward the fence. stumbled,_and the
ed arrival of Mr. Webster prevented any
when such a thing as a Federal officer
fence, a light rail, broke with a crash, and formal public demonstration, although a
the ballot-box in the various
approaching
went
all
the
salute
was
fired
after
he
had
landed.
into
At
over,
hey
deep
together,
of this Union and supervising popblack stream.
the Eagle Hotel, a large number of citi- States
ular elections all over this widespread
Still, still, the sound of that crash and zens collected and tendered their hospiland would have been looked upon with
in
see talities.
Slill I
Mr. Webster
started
looked down and
me, full eighteen

can
plunge ring
my ear.
them go headlong down the bank together
into the black water.
I never knew exactly what I did then.
When 1 was conscious, I found myself
swimming around in a circle, diving occassionally to find them, but in vain.
The gray horse swam ashore and stood
on the bank by my black, with distended
nostrils and trembling limbs, shaking
from head to foot with terror. The other
black horse was floating down the surface of the stream, drowned. Ilis mistress was nowhere visible, and Tom gone
also

soon

for the

by

a

Kennebec.

private conveyance,
On his journey, homeward, the citizens
of Augusta, llallowell and Gardiner
availed themselves of the occasion to invite him to a dinner at the llallowell
House.

The invitation

was

accepted;

and about two hundred gentlemen were
present. The Hon. George Evans presided at the table. After the cloth was removed, Mr. Evans explained the purpose
of the citizens of Kennebec to signify
their approbation of the public character

and eminent service of

a

distinguished

Senator in Congress, now present, and
took occasion to refer, at considerable
length, to some prominent political events
in which Mr. Webster had been a leader
and champion, in defence of the Constitution against fearful and violent assaults,
from various quarters, but particularly
from the administration, or party in power.
He concluded by offering the following sentiment:
“Our distinguished (luest—Daniel Webster—The profound civilian—the eloquent
the enlightened Statesman—
advocate
None .so worthy the highest honors under
the Constitution, as its most untiring and
orter
ablest sti
After
applause had subsided, Mr.
Webster addressed the company in a
speech of three quarters of an hour. This
speech is not included among his works ;
but an abstract may be found in the Kennebec Journal of October Gth, 1335. He
offered as a contiment:
“The Constitution of the United States
—The proudest inheritance of the Ameri-

t iouml her at last.

Yes, she was dead!
Restore her? No. A glance at Iter face
showed how vain all such hopes was.
Never was human face so angelic. She
was already one of the saintly—one of
the immortals—and the beauty and glory
of her new life had left some faint likeness of itself on her dead form and face.
“Philip,” said he, “1 have never grown

tenacity

ot

will,

a

steady,

and even vin-

dictive courage, together with a woodman’s intuitive
knowledge of the face of
a country tor
military operations, have
89.
combined to give him a permanent place
I
among the great commanders ot the
world.
heads shall bow at the mandate of the
In his civil knowledge, however, his
deputy marshal. The plume of the great- capacity for civil affairs, I have no faith.
est hero will trail in the dust at the feet of And a
combination of military power and
the bar-room and back-alley politician civil
all

NUMBER
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Speech

when at the head of a nation and supporta
party reckless of constitutional
restraint. I do not disparage the military
capacity and the military i:\c-utivc ability ol the present Chief Magistrate of this
nation. No man could have achieved the
results which arc recorded in his history
without military talents of a high order.
Concentration of purpose, force and
ed by

of Mr. Voorhees!

much affright as if a wild beast had escaped from a menagerie, and was prowling for prey in the midst of a peaceable
neighborhood. Until these latter and
evil days the people in the cities and
towns and villages, and in their far-away
hamlets, along the banks of the creeks
and rivers, met and held elections, and
no Federal spy or informer dared tread
the hallowed precincts of the people’s
place of voting.
In that way the Government, was sustained upon the principle of the fathers,
for our fathers did lay down that this
Government rested upon the consent of
the governed. They did lay down that
the virtue and the intelligence ot the people could alone sustain it; and whenever
we proclaim that the people are not to be
trusted, that it is necessary to haye force
bills in their midst, that Federal
satraps
have to go among them with bayonets in
their hands, that informers have to stand
at the polls with the Army and Navy at
their backs, to regulate tlie canvass, to
inspect the ballot as it goes in, and after
it is in, and as it comes out, it will be a
proclamation that our Government has
failed, that its foundations arc false, that
their virtue and their intelligence are
myths and mockeries, and do not exist.
That is what your bill does here. It accomplishes this fell purpose. It lays hold
It
upon the foundations of the Republic.
drags them to their downfall. It declares
an absolute loss of taitli in
the people.
Sir, I knew when you entered upon your
career of violence in prostrating the Southern States by your misnamed reconstruction that it would not stop there. 1 knew
when the sky darkened in that quarter
1
that it would darken likewise in this.
know that usurpation could not be con1
fined to any one section of the country.
knew that despotism had no boundaries
when once begun save the outside limits
as

I dressed in authority by this wretched bill.

William T. Sherman must obey; Phillip
Sheridan must obey: George II. Thomas,
if alive, would have to obey; Winfield S.
Hancock must bend his proud head to
some poor, slimy creature born in infamy
and reared in corruption, who, as a deputy, might see fit to call upon him for military assistance with which to carry an
electioa by force. Gentlemen, if you can
stand that, we can. Little by little
you
are giving us the
advantage before the
measures
of
this kind you
country. Upon
are
alienating your honest followers. It
was once said,
“Oh, that mine enemy
would write a book !” We mav well
say,
“Oh, that our enemy will continue such
legislation as this, until the mighty and
colossal structure that once reared its insolent head to the very heavens and overshadowed all the land, known by the
name of the Republican
party, shall tott r
to its fall, forever!"’ It is not for me to
complain, except in behalf of the public
good. I do not complain in the spirit of
party. My party rejoices and prospers in
your follies and your crimes. You cannot
undermine the strong battlements of your
party more effectually than by such gigantic, heedless, and unnecessary outrages
as are
contemplated by this bill. The

people are resenting your lawlessness I
day by day, and soon will turn and rend

your political Inline to pieces.

It requires no eye of prophetic light to foresee
this doom, unless the downfall of
liberty
itself is at hand.
When will the people awake to their
danger? How ranch longer will the delusive cry of “All is well” lull them into
a false
security ? Must they behold the
gleaming bayonets at their throats on the
day of election before they will believe
in the open and shameless advances of
tyranny ? Must they see the cannon
trained upon the ballot box before they
will rush to its rescue? Must shot and
shell lie piled up at the voting precincts
before the voter will recognize an assault
upon his freedom as an elector? All
these things are provided for in his bill.
The regulation, small arms, the
cartridge,
the bayonet, and cannon, the shot, the
shell, and the lighted brand are all in
this pregnant engine of destruction and
ruin. And all these dread implements of
horror are in the hands and under the
control, not of trained and tried men,
high in the confidence of the nation, but
most likely of vagabonds who earn a
precarious livelihood in the lowest regions of

inferiority

the most

has in
ages produced
enemies that ever

dangerous

menaced the liberties of the* people. Such
a man relies
upon tin' qualities of which

he is conscious.
11<* esteems the faculties
with which he is endowed and
despises
those of which nature has bereft him.
lie
can command
therefore
he
an*l
troops;
wants to command them.
He loves power; and the control of an army at tin* ballot-box is a certain means of obtaining
and retaining power. He is conscious
ot no other means of securing
popular
support. He is unlearned in the laws of
his country, knows nothing of the reasons
which dictated its institution in the minds
of its founders, has never read its Constitution, and openly sneers at men who
have the gifts of knowledge and ot speech
with which to explain and enforce the
great doctrines of tree governments. Is
such a character a stranger to tin* minds
of members? Do you not recognize and
dread him ?
Again, behold the fallen emperor of
France—fallen now, like Lucifer, the
bright son of the morning, to hope no
more.
Wh it manner of man was he
twenty years ago, and how did In- attain
those giddy heights from which a righteous retribution, the avenging band* of
God, has hurled him to the ground Without military
capacity, he was supposed to
possess it and able generals surrounded
him and clung to his innuucs
History
pictures him to my mind in striking semblance to the present American ('iii< f Magistrate. His exterior was chilling and n
pellant. He had unscrupulous favorit
who would stop at nothing in his behalf
and on whom he lavished unite riled honors and wealth.
He was regardless of
human life am! human misery,
it:-* designs were hidden. His purposes we,
mysterious and unknown. II- elimhcd
to power by breaking all the pledge** ip
which he got his lir>t foothold in tin
Kiench assembly.
And, when tie hem
came, it was by virtue of just such preparations as are made in this bill that he
found the way plain, the, obstacles all removed, the ladder set up on which to
ascend to the topmost round, till he reached the throne over the prostrate liberties
of France and the bleeding and mangled
forms of his countrymen.
Shall this dark
and startling page of history be all lost
upon us P
Sir, when Cromwell designed the overthrow of his country, what did he d»*P
1
will let Hume the historian speak.
Hear
him :

older since that time. A'ou know
1 have never ceased to think of
her as on that day. I have never lost the
partisan strife.
“Cromwell began to
that, by his admin(lentlemen, make no mistakes. In my istration attended with hope
blessing of those eyes as they’ looked on
so much Iu.-ter and sin
me in the forest or the mountain road.
I
and
in
fond
the
time
less abroad, so much order and tranquility at
judgment
my
hope
is fast coming when the people will rise home, he had now acquired >ueh authority as
have never left her, never grown away
would enable linn to meet the repiv^mtatives
from her. If in the resurrection we are
up and cry out in behalf of the old landmarks of liberty, of justice, and ot right. af the nation, and would assure him of their duto resume the bodies most exactly fitted
tiful compliance with his Government.
He
to represent our whole lives; if, as I have
summoned a Parliament; hut not trusting altosometimes thought, we shall rise in the
to
tin
will
of
the
he
used
good
people,
The lessons of history upon this great gether
forms wo wore when some great event,
■very art which his new’model of reprcs,-nfasubject are fill! of deep and painful in- tion
allowed him to employ in order to inthi1
then
our
souls
am
cerforever,
stamped
struction. t look at questions in their 2nce the elections and till the hou-e with his
tain that 1 shall awake in form and feageneral import. By degrees, in all the nvn creatures. Ireland, being entirely ,11 the
ture as I was that day. and no record will
ages of the past, tyranny has encroached (lands of the army, eho>e only >ueh olll ers as
remain of an hour of my life after her can people.”
Scotland "bowed
The citadel of liber- were most acceptable to him
upon popular right.
like
and as the nobility and genburial.
It was intended by tiie Whigs of Portty was never taken by sudden assault ry of compliance;
that kingdom regarded their attendance
We buried her in the old vault close by land, to give a collation, at the City-Hall,
without previous mining, battering and m English Parliament as an ignominious badge
the solemn oaks. on Mr. Webster’s arrival in that city, on
the house, among
treachery. The approaches have been >1 slavery, it was on that account more ra>y
his way home.
The following correBeautiful, angel-like, to the very last.
made by numerous measures of a kindred br the otiieer* to prevail in the elections. Nofwithstanding all these precautions, the protedMy voice is broken. I cannot say any spondence passed on the occasion :
tendency. The progress to the strong- m*
still found that the
would not be
You have my story. That
more, Philip.
hold has been step by step.
Good men favorable to him. lie majority
Portland, Oct. 7,1S35.
sets guards, therefore,
is the whole ot it
God bless you, Phil, I Ion. Daniel Webster,
have
often
been
the
instruments
oi
too,
>n
the
who
none
to enter hut
door,
I knew unit when you
ol the Union.
permitted
j
my boy. You have listened—patiently—
l’lausible argu- siifli as produced a warrant from tie-council;
•Sir :—In the name of the Whigs of this city, overthrew anil ehaineil a portion of the these encroachments,
ind
the.
council rejected about a hundred, who
we take pleasure in requesting you to meet
to—my—talk.
would seek to overthrow and ments have likewise been made for them.
dthor refused a recognition of the protector’s
Good night, boy. Go to bed. I’ll stay them at the City Hall, to-morrow, at 12 M. States, you
chain ail the others. The unlawful oxer- ! The gentleman form Ohio, [Mr. Bing- Government, or were on other aeeosnrsolmovami partake of a collation there to he provided.
here in the old chair awhile. I don’tham.] no doubt, will rise here and tell us ous to him. These protested against so egreIn discharging this duty, as the organ of this rise of power is the tiger’s taste ol blood.
exaetly—feel—like—sleeping yet
of a political party whose principles
It grows more that all the abominable features of this gious a violence, subversive of all liberty; but
It cannot be appeased.
I left him sitting there ; his head bowed portion
■very application for redress was neglected
you have so ably defended, and so eloquently
insatiate upon its unnatural and horrible measure are wise and good. So, too, the doth
on his breast, his eyes closed, his breathby the council and the Parliament.
sustained, throughout a long series of usurpaadherents of Catsar said at Borne, when
in
It
ravens
fierce
and
repast.
hunger
"The majority of the Parliament, by means
upon tne part of the present administrahe was controlling the elections prior to
ing short and heavy, as if with suppress- tions
new
from
the
thirst
each
>f
these
arts and violences, was now’at least
tion. we beg leave to assure you of our persondraught
upon
j
ed grief.
My own eyes were misty.
•ither triendly to the protector, or resolvetj. by
al
as well as
political sympathy, and ! veins ol its bleeding and dying victims, j crossing the Rubicon and usurping imIn the hall 1 found John sitting bolt up- ; are,regard,
In
heir
Your
of
most obedient servants,
.Sir,
compliance, to adjust, if po»* hi--, ibis uni1'iesar,
speaking
j The lust has not boon quenched in your perial power.
right in a large chair.
tary government to their law and lit-.*: ti«
Levi < 'utter,
.Montesquieu
hearts by its unbridled indulgence.
says :
)
1
“Why, John, I thought the Major sent
And we, too, have our Irel.-uu!,
Samuel Fessenden,
There
You crushed the States of the South
“He raised troubles in the city t-y his etuis- I
1
Noah HinKiev,
•lie lies, across and beyond the P-uoma- :
you to bed long ago.”
after their people had surrendered : you suries; he made himself master of all election.-;
Marshall
L.
Freiich,
“Yes, sir; the Major always sent me to
ni‘
invaded their voting precincts, you regu- and consuls, pra'tors. uud tribunes purclia-ed i.id the work is done on her as it was done
Nathan Cummings,
be at the third bowl, sir, and I always ]
ti the days <>t (.Tornwell.
The Ireland ->!
lated all their elections with the iron hand j their promotions at their own price."
Hosca lislev,
lie's
been
the
old
doesn’t go.
telling you
America is entirely in the hands of the
Thomas Amory Deblois,
of the military; you elected such persons
Ca-sar made himself master of all the
Mr.
hasn't
he,
story, now,
Philip?”
.John Edwards.
as you desired.
There' is nothing more t<> elections. This hill confers a like power Army, as was the Ireland ot Europe
“What old story, John I"
he done in that quarter.
Your ruthless i on the Executive of the United States. more than two hundred and tilty wars
[Mr. Webster’s reply.]
all
Miss
and
Masabout
Lewis
“Why,
j
work is finished under a southern sky. j And yet its supporters will commend it in igo. She sends up mostly obedient RepPortland, Oct. 7, 1835.
ter Tom and the General.”
resentatives now as she did then.
Gentlemen :—It would give me true pleas- And now, unlike tin*
In
great Alexander, j the name of the public good. The black“Yes.”
ure to partake of a collation with the Whigs of
who wept because there was no more ; est crime ever seeks the brightest livery Scotland tile potent chiefs of tribes disJohn laid his long black finger know- Portland, to-morrow, in compliance with their
dained to hold power under the Roundworlds to conquer, you have found new ; of virtue to cloak its infamy.
When
ingly up by the side of his nose, and look- kind invitation, communicated through you. and
lead
But my engagements at home do not allow me,
inviting fields of_ conquest over your ; Satan himself came from the burning pit he Government, and there was left to
ed at me.
on this occasion to stay in the city long enough
protector the easy task of bringing
own countrymen ; and this bill declares j below, when lie lurked around the courts
“Why, John—you don’t mean to say— to enjoy such an interview. I take leave to say the
n
such Scottish members of Parliament
war, and orders the ravaging and j of Eden, and finally, sealing the bright
eh ?”
that I value highly, their approbation of mv
is he desired.
Hut when he came, sir,
march, a march over the ark ramparts, sat down to seduce Eve in those
“All the punch, sir.”
political conduct; that 1 accept their offered devastating
of the covenant of a free Constitution and ! green and ambrosial bowers, ho led her :o England, which with ill our hit.*, is
with
and
and
satisfaction,
cordiality ;
“What! Sarah, and the black horse, sympathy
'till ourgre.it mother, the moth- r ofGunto her fall and all ot us to our ruin
I pray von to assure them, that, under no cir- over the downtrodden forms of American
by dis- ;
and—”
cumstances, shall I abandon these principles of freemen.
You turn away for awhile trom guising the hideous lineaments oi' evil language, of our literature, and of out“All punch, sir.”
civil liberty^ and that devotion to the Constitusouthern captive.
You turn the under the skillful guise of good. So the laws, and of that daimtle.-s blood whi
“John, my man, go in and take care of tion of the country, to which I owe the cheer- your of the sword
las filled all the font
now to the States ol ! advocates of this bill will tell
pta t r- ol the e mil
edge
commendation
of
the
you it is all
of
Portland.
ing
Whigs
him. He’s either asleep or drunk. CuriYou point your cannon for the best.
I tell you it is all for the with its prowess and glory, wh-m he <• m
sentiments of warm personal attach- the North.
With
a
man
ous, that!—Why I didn’t think that
ment, 1 am. Gentlemen, yrour friend and obliged toward Saratoga, and
Monmouth and j worst. And feeble though my voice may -o England, he failed, an I the peopi
was hardly to be believed after the second fellow
Daniel Webster.
citizen,
and Bunker Hill.
be, small though my intkience may be, rue to themselves, returned m-miber**
Brandywine
on
the
and
incredible
bowl,
To Messrs.
perfectly
What are some of the leading features j yet, in the straightforward performance hat were true to liberty. Defeated
Cutter, Fessenden, llinkley, French, Cumthird. By Jove, he’s a trump at a story
he polls, he placed guards a* the door-*
of this bill ot nineteen sections?
My; of a constitutional duty, with all my >f Parliament.
mings, Ilsley, Deblois and Edwards.
though.”
time is too short for more than a glance, j strength, 1 warn my countrymen against
the
kind
intentions
of
the
It would be dillieult to describe all that
Though
Whigs You provide lor the appointment of two j a measure
limy required Irom parties who sought
fraught with disaster and over
were not consummated, in the form of a
I dreamed about that night.
<>
enter passes signed by tin
eouueil.
to supervise at each voting pro- j throw to the institutions tor which their
public dinner, there was a general gath- persons
Why should not that be tin- u \! -t.q»
Daniel Webster s Visit to Maine in 1835 ering of the party at Mr. Webster’s lodg- cinct, the registration of all the voters in lathers fought and bled on a hundred
n-re
If
elections cannot lie controlled
all the cities and towns of over twenty I tields of battle.
the evening that he remained
it
the ballot-box; if this frightful bill
The following sketch is contributed to ings, during
thousand inhabitants in the several States.
in Portland. The Advertiser states that,
should
fall
short of its purpose, why not
the Historical Magazine for January, by
Who ever heard of such an outrage on legislation of this kind at one time in tin* j
“from the houi appointed to call upon
station guards a! the doors of this Hall
local liberty in the good old days now South; none to my mind; some to vours.
Joseph Willamson Esq., of Belfast:
him until nine o’clock, the drawing-rooms
md allow no obnoxious member to enter ?
Tlie recent appearance of the lile of
gone, and, I am afraid, gone forever? Hut limv any sane man can justily the inat the Cumberland House were
1 hey might as well be stationed here and
You say these two officials shall be of vasion of every town, of every township,
Webster, written by Mr. George Tieknor with the friends of the favoritethronged
J
son of
u the doors ot the Senate as at mv neighdifferent political parties. What care I? of every city, of every village, of every
Curtis, awakens a renewed interest in New
to
flocking
>(>r\s ballot box at home, in the West,
exchange salu- if
everything which relates to tlie great tationsEngland,
they were both ol my own party i hamlet in aii the States of this broad land,
with one to whom they feel a
American statesman.
would denounce the principle just the north and south, east and west, from one l’hev might as well control usastoconindebtedness
for
the
able
and
fear“In August, 1835,” says the biography strong
same.
Sir, l despise argument based up- ocean to the other, by Federal power, for j rol our brethren who toil on the land and
less manner In which he has ever sustain“Mr. Webster being at Bangor, Maine,
I spurn it; I loathe it: tiie purpose of striking at the freedom ol ! m I he seas to uphold the (rovernment.
on such an idea.
ed their principles.
In the course of the
W. are not better than our constituents.
on a professional engagement, lie acceptit is unworthy the Hall of the national tiie baliot-box, is a mystery which I canMr.
was addressed
Webster
by Legislature. 1 cast it from me as false i not solve. I can conceive but one intel- j >ur rights are not, more precious to us
ed an invitation to a public entertainment evening,
one of the company, in the name of the
ban theirs to them. <>ur aired fathers.
.‘in11 nevnieinns
and afterwards addressed an immense
ligent motive, and that is the suppression
rest, and replied in his usual happy manconcourse of people who had come from
Another section of the bill provides that of free elections and tiie substitution of inn- brothers, our kindred and our loving
ner.”
far and near to hear him.” A note to his
the United States marshals shall have arbitrary despotism. This bill overruns Iriends, scattered alj over the plains, the
Mr. Webster left for Boston, the followcertain high and almost unlimited powers: tiie land with armed troops; it sends in- valleys, and tlitf mountains of this fruitful
speech on the occasion, as published in
ing
morning.
land, have a stake in this measure a> vi
the. revised edition of his works, slates
they shall appoint as many deputy mar- to every section of the country informers, tal
as yours and mine.
If the people are
that the banquet took place on the twenshals
as they may desire, either for the
and
clothed
with
Federal
pimps,
spies,
An old octogenarian miser died in this
to be surrounded, guarded, ami controllfiftli of August. There is an error in the
or l >r malicious oppression.
public
good
authority.
old bachelor, who
month and day. Mr. Webster’s visit to vicinity recently—an
In what ago, where in all past history, ed while they deposit their ballots, then
There is no limit in this respect. He
was a queer old fellow.
lie denied himlet the lictors advance here also and bind
Eastern Maine was not until the latter
self everything in food and clothing ex- may organize companies, regiments, and through all the s-paco of time, shall we the
people’s Representatives and compel
battalions of deputies. No words ot lim- look lor a proceeding like this? Here is
part of September, and the first week of cept what was most
indispensable. Ilis itation contract his
them to register the edicts oi a master.
October.
lie makes an army of civil as well as military olli
powers.
turns
out
to
be
than
was
larger
The work will then be complete in which
The dinner was given at the Bangor property
his selections also to suit himscll.
No cials, who are to settle down upon the
The administrator, in looking
Your task will
House which had been recently opened, supposed.
you are now engaged.
appointments from different parties arc land, covering it all over as thick as tiie be
over his effects, came upon an old wooden
finished, your mission ended.
The
and was then the most spacious hotel in
chest full of old papers. In the bottom of here provided for. The execution of this locusts, and as moan, perhaps, as the lice
the State. Edward Kent, Esq., presided
bill rests in the hands of the mar- of Egypt- They are authorized to arrest nightfall of liberty will be here. The curthe chest was an old and rudely construct- terrible
assisted by several Vice-presidents. “Mr.
shal and his denuties, and they will all without warrant and imprison without tain ot darkness will descend on the prosed box of
wood, the top of
t may be their victim; so may trate anti humiliated Republic, and then
Kent,” wrote a correspondent of the Bos- which was unplaned
to the party in power. This is a process,
held in place by a couple of belong
mother curtain will rise on tin* haughty,
ton Courier, “made a brief but eloquent
wooden pins. Removing the cover, a lot cunning device. There is a deceptive you. We are all at the mercy of this insolent and erect crest of the
empire.
speech on the faithful conduct and high of rags was all that was visible. Further show of fairness in regard to the appoint- more than imperial decree, it levels
character of Mr. Webster, as a public
ment of the supervisors, but where the every right secured by centuries of wisunearth four or live bags
A
investigation
in
was
raised
from
building
Augusta
man ; referring, with a master’s hand, to
is lodged, dom and valor into the dusk. One of tiie
full of Spanish and English silver dollars real power to grind and oppress
die ground chimney and all one story for
the great constitutional battle of 1830.”
none but the adherents of usurpation are
terms
in
this
bill
is
“to
empowering
and other coin. There was in the box
die addition of a basement story, without
Jacob MeGaw, Esq.,.an early and pertrusted lor a moment by this bill.
supervise.” ft is an excellent term for
$150 in silver and $85 in gold. The old
of tin* internal or domessonal friend of Mr. Webster, gave the
And what does the execution and en- the purpose in view. These officials are disturbing any
miser’s estate is valued at nearly $5,000,
tic arrangements; the family living in it
following sentiment, prefacing it by a few besides quite an amount of notes which forcement of this measure involve ?. Who to supervise the conduct of tiie citizens at
the same as though it stood firmly on
it with calmnesg? By tiie polls.
Will this be endured ? How just
pertinent remarks:
are out of law.
When he died and left can contemplate
its foundations, the culinary department
“Our distinguished guest, Daniel Webof this monstrous revolu- long can it last? You enter on this desthis world, he neglected his funds and left section twelve
sustained as usi.al, and in fact all
ster.”
When Mr. Webster rose, every his
tion—it is nothing less—provision is made potic policy for the purpose of controlling being
coin, his notes, and his bonds behind
die household duties performed just as
nook and corner of the large hall was
that a marshal, or his general deputies, the elections in the desolated South.
him!
Journal.
[Lewiston
hough the domicile were not rising
or his special deputies, or either one of You did it to uphold colored
filled; and, at tlie earnest solicitation of
suffrage. lea veil ward.
the multitude without, he yielded to their
A Washington correspondent of the New them, shall, upon his own judgment, if You thought it a part of your mission.
wishes, and made his appearance on the York Tribune relates all the gossip for and lie thinks or pretends to think that he has You have pursued it until you now dare
The highest degree of heat
steps of the hotel. “You would have against the renJmination of President Grant. been interfered with, or opposed in the to assail tiie great States of New York,
employed
n
known that the people were there,” con- Jlis conclusions: “The opposition to the re- execution of his duty, call the command- Ohio,
tempering steel is f>00 degrees, which
Indiana, Pennsylvania, Illinois,
nomination
force
or
as
little
has,
direction, er of the nearest
yet,
tlie spring-temper required lor saws
tinued the correspondent above quoted,
?ives
to
his
aid
and
I
and
all
the
rest.
Missouri,
Sir,
military post
and none of the strength of combination; but
“by the cheering and acclamation with there is enough in it to insure an active canvass to enforce this bill with United States pledge the remnant of my life to this con- i'ul sword-blades. The color indicating
his heat is a greyish blue, approaching
which they hailed the ready watchman of the question
test. We will dispute every incli of
among the people during the j troops.
•lack. For hammer-faces and drills only
of human liberty. His speech was wor- summer and fall, and when Congressmen re- j
I appeal, in all candor and kindness, to ground henceforth to tiie end. We will
next
turn
from
their
fresh
constit!
December,
the gentleman from Ohio in the face and join with you on this attempt to subvert 130 degrees is required, producing a faint
thy of Daniel Webster, of his eminent uents, the active work of
and ma- j
organizing
ability and exalted fame. After express- neuvering to control the Nominating Conven- hearing ol the country, tell me what you the liberty of the people. We will appeal yellow tint.
to tiie people, whom you are afraid to
mean when such a section as this is writing his acknowledgments to the citizens tion may be expected to begin in earnest.”
The only anthracite coal deposits yet
assembled, for their kindness and courteten ; where power to command the Army trust, and whose rights and honor you
he
adverted to a visit he made to the
discovered on this continent are those in
The Norwich Bulletin tells a pathetic little
and Navy is given not merely to a United menace and trample under loot,.
sy,
more
than
about
a
atbecame
but
to
one
ot
his
fastened by States marshal,
story
pigeon which
place
thirty years before,
deputies ;
Why should you do this thing ? You Pennsylvania, which are comprised in
tracted by the geographical situation of a long string hanging from its leg to a telegraph to one of the low. crawling creatures, distrust tiie people. You show that
counties and underlie 170 square miles
you six
on
Main street in that city. Two or three
the spot—the advantages of which must wire
were raked up in the vile purlieus distrust them.
Extensive as this area apThe people in turn will :>l surface.
cruel boys wanted to throw stones at it, but a such as
it would seem that its limit must
lie evident at a single glance on the map kind gentleman
telling them not to hurt the of the City of New York last fall, and ap- distrust you. They are the fountain of pears,
—situated on a noble river, navigable for poor bird, got a ladder and carefully unwound pointed to act in that capacity ? I chal- power. They are omnipotent. And you, soon be reached at the present rapid rate
the largest men ot war, and the centre of the string and put the frightened, fluttering lenge the attention of this Mouse, I chal- the steam, can never rise
higher than the of consumption.
creature
into his bosom, while he dedenial of the assertion that under fountain. I will not say that the present
adepot for an immense extent of country. scended. tenderly
The next evening he remarked that lenge
‘At that time,’ said Mr. Webster, ‘there it had made a
law any one of those bawds of poli- Executive has evil intentions against the
‘Where the shoe pinches’ is attributed
much nicer pie than he expected. this
wero about twelve houses in the limits
tics who may be appointed a deputy mar- liberties of his country. It docs not be- to Plutarch, who relates a story of a
of the present city of Bangor:’ at that time
New Orleans papers report the elopement of shal can call upon the commander of the come any one to utter such a charge with- Roman who was divorced from his wife,
he crossed the Kenduskeag stream, on the wife of one of that city’s merchants with military post nearest him, and compel his out
strong and clear proof, ami then with and who, being blamed by his Iriends,
floating logs, to visit a friend—a man al- her cook, taking with her over $10,000 in money services with all the troops at his com- care and prudence. Hut the grim, silent, who demanded, ‘Was she not chaste?
and jewelry. The cook is represented to be a mand, and this bill
ways respectable, and whom he was hap- handsome
says that the ollicer taciturn man of action, whose opinions was she not fair?' held out his shoe and
Englishman, about thirty years of thus called
py to meet again that day, in health and age, who has been
upon shall obey, or incur the are never uttered in advance, and whose asked them whether it was not new and
three weeks in the
only
He alluded to Capt. Wilder country. The husband is
comfort.
wrath of heavy penalties. There is no purposes are enveloped in constant well made; ‘yet,’ he added, ‘none of
very anxious to seyou
of Kirkland. After some further remarks cure the return of the property.
exemption by reason of rank. The tallest mystery, is to be watched and dreaded can tell where it pinches me.’
a day
why.

—

|

|

¥

REPUBLICAN JOURNAL.

The Situation in Paris.
I*\i;is, April 1.’ Communication ben ibis city anil Versailles is interruptcil. N.i letters or papers passed the two
on Friday.
A meeting of the meroil i;1
chants was held for the purpose of demanding an explanation from tlie Commune. whereupon one ol the delegates
responded that liampont, who lias had
barge of tlie general post office, lias fled
with all the staff and materials. The service will he reorganized speedily by the
Commune.
A rumor having arisen that
a bodv of troops, intended for an attack
on Paris,
had reached Neuilly and St.
('bind, all the western gates of Paris were
closed, and several officers of the orderly
eighth battalion of the National Guard
The inhabitants continue
were arrested.
In leave the city, and many of the streets
already look deserted. The Constitutionucl newspaper was seized yesterday.
Che complete isolation ol Paris is monientarially expected. The report that
lie Kith regiment of the line entered Paris and fraternized with the National
Guards is false. Tlie sub-Central Committee lias ordered new elections for military officers, at the same time reminding
the'National Guard that they have the
rigid to remove all officers in whom they
have lost confidence. Tlie Commune has
seized all offices tor collection of taxes.
Lielesehuze lias demanded that the sittings of tlie Commune lie made public,
and tlie proposition is approved by the
Rappel and other journals. The red flag
lias been hoisted on the Tuileries' and
Louvre. Provisions are already becoming very scarce, and tlie supply at presThe Central
ent i> exceedingly limited.
Committee refuse to dissolve, but insist
mi
continuing in the enjoyment ol the
Imwers it held prior to the late elections.
I'he power of tin committee is seriously
impaired by the lack of unanimity existing between its members, and at its daily
sessions violent personal recriminations
re Ireipiently indulged in.
t

wi

ETC., ETC.
The Commune lias forced loans from
live of the city Insurance Companies, viz.,
I he Nat innate", Urbane, Phu nix, Generate
Union Companies. All denial was
ai d
overruled by the threats and intimidation
used towards the officers ot the insurance
companies, and they were finally compelled to submit to the demands of tlie
It is apprehended that other
C immune.
will lie subjected to similar
ITlliCEI) LOANS,

iinpauies

demands. At tlie sitting'yesterday Lefranwas appointed President, Rigault
I'errav. .Secretary, and liorgeret and Duval, Judges. Tlie Commune proposes to
admit foreigners to tlie membership oi tlie
.uncil. The flag of tlie Commune will
I
that of the Universal Republic. The

cais

1

five
decided to issue
’onmmne lias
Loans will also be
and ten franc notes.
of
the
issued by the Commune on security
direct taxes on real estate for the year
1870.
f

rm; INS I III

HINTS DEI MATEO AT NAMM »SNE

ETC.,

Till. I.EADEItS C-U'TI'IIED

:

ETC.

The Government
\T;n.s weeks. April'-’.
has charged Gen. Clinehamps with the
Gen. Chaof the troops.
* a <uuiizalion
A movement is on
lvtte holds Nantes.
loot to disarm and disband all the battalions ol Nationals which do not recognize. the authority of the Committee. The
Cri du l’euple demands that the proposition be speedily carried into effect in the
second arrondissement. The Sociale. a
new evening journal, proposes the abolition of the inheritance ot properly, and
ihe Cri du l’euple approves. M. Thiers
telegraphs the. Perfects of the Departments
that’Lyons, St. Ktienne, Le Creuzot, Toulouse and Perpignan are quiet. Zenits,
with Hon men, has defeated the insurgents
at Narbonne and captured their leaders.
Marseilles lias recognized the regular
Government, and the Commune in Paris
is divided, agitated and powerless. The
Assembly is sitting tranquilly, surrounded by the best army France ever had.
London, April 2, 10:!Jo P. M. Flic
following lias just been received from
Several thousand National
Versailles:
Guards, occupying Puteau, Courbcvoie
and Hridge Ncuilly, have been routed by
the troops, who carried the barricades and
captured many prisoners. The Nationals
tied into the city. The moral effect of the
affair is excellent. The Paris Committee
intend to issue assingats to meet their immediate necessities. The Nationals have
occupied the building of the Credit Foulin'. The party of order still hold posThe
si-ssion of the' Hank of France.
bank, however, to save itself from being
plundered, has advanced three million
francs to the insurgents. The organization and equipment of marching battalions in Paris is actively going on. The
Army of Versailles has occupied St.jCloud
and the line ofthc Seine.
About 1 o’clock yesterday afternoon, after great preparations,
the National insurgents commenced passing out at the Ncuilly gate; in all, 50,iiiiii men. Generals Ilergeret, l’lourcns
and Minotti Garibaldi, commanding. It
was understood that Fort Valerien would
not lire, lull about G o’clock—the artillery
all in front, and Gen. Ilergeret in advance
with to,Odd men—Fort Valcrine opened
lire, killing the Commandant
Ilcnry.
General Ilergeret had just got out of his
carriage when the vehicle was smashed
by a liom'i-slicll. The wildest excitement
The troops tried to retreat.
ensued
Thu main body lull Ilergeret alone with
ii
in
lie tried to light with Fort
nu‘ii.
I ii.i
Valerien, but it was useless. The Communists got into the city, but Ilergeret
and his men were cut off and cannot pass
The main body escaped with
Valerie],.
a loss ol
100, lmt Ilergeret must lose
large numbers. Altogether there are 12,Paris,

ddo

April

men

killed, wounded and missing,

The Comincluding licrgerel’s
munist troops under arms number 160,di iii
Tremendous excitement prevails.
force.

Pi.ro Tobacco.

A Wahnink
A postmaster in Illinois chewed
aoainst

bacco, which vifc habit

plug todirectly instate prison,

was

terested in sending him to
As tints: A letter was mailed in his office containing live one hundred dollar
hills, and directed to Chicago. When the
letter arrived at Chicago the funds were
minus, and a detective was set at work.
That clever man soaked the envelope in
water and loosened the gummed portion ;
he found on microscopic examination that
the re-sealer had. been chewing plug tobacco, and in moistening the gum had
left specks of the weed adhering to it.
J’hen this detective went along the line
traversed by the letter and asked everybody who could by any possibility have
handled the letter, lor a “chaw terbacker.”
to furnish
everybody was handy
this masticator with the desired article,
Imt it was invariably fine cut, until at the
mailing office lie sat down, and to the

enough

postmaster—wno

was

an

oiu menu- uc

himself that the thief would
The habit he had so innever he found.
dustriously pursued of asking lor a
“chaw,” instinctively prompted him to
a chaw of tobacsay. “Old chap, give us
co," to which the friend replied, “I don’t
think I have any you would use; 1 never
chew anything but plug." The detective
An old friend, the] man
was puzzled.
before him was the thief. He stifled the
promptings of affection ; arrested *’•« postmaster; the case was tried, aim now the
tobaceo-chewer is in Joliet, boarding at
the .Slate hotel.
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—A stronp minded woman stepped from her
of duty to tho corporation,
patn of rectitude a day or two since in as much
an honest difference of opinion,
or
of
as she visited a liquor shop, purchased and
The Prog. Age of last week, has the folThere was a sequel to
a ftlass of liquor.
seems not to be comprehended; but there drank
the report her neighbors spread, which is that
lowing—
is advanced a theory of personal hostility she did so to save her husband’s taking the poor
Wlmt is the trouble between the editor of the
debtor’s oath, lie being in .jail on a debt ill favor
Journal and Ex-Mayor llayford? All the past to account for action adverse to his inter- of the illicit trader. After she bad paid for the
season, they were as thick as hasty pudding.
It is a peculiarity of his to hold liquor she demanded with considerable fire the
ests.
We could scarcely look into the streets without
release of her husband, and the crest fallen
seeing the Mayor i# his carriage with the Jour- that a man who has acted with him once, dealer did so as an alternative to a liquor seiznal editor by his side. Alas, that tile warmest
him always, and act as ure and prosecution. [Portland Argus.
with
act
should
love should be the soonest cold. They no longer
This is the latest ease of “doing evil
ride together, and we can hardly take lip a copy he thinks. Like the lover in Tom Moore’s
of the Journal without seeing some unfavorable
to
no one
that
countenance
lie
graco may abound.” It was probagives
allusion to the Ex-Mayor. East week, in giv- poems,
ing account of the washout on the railroad, the who is not
bly a lucky thing lor the creditor that ho
Journal stated that Mr. llayford, the superin“-always the same,
dealt in the ardent, because it is difficult
tendent. was at Brooks, close by, and instead of Thro’joy ami thro’ sorrow, thro’glory and shame.”
to say iu what direction that determined
going to see to it, took a hand car and came
tho
Democratic
when
Manv
years ago,
home. This we call a little hard on the superinfemale might have “stepped from her
in
tendent from what we hear. He was on the
party was in the ascendancy Maine, a
of rectitude” in order to make out a
road with all the section men lie could muster
path
a Conambitious
leader,
certain
during
to
up to midnight, Tuesday, in the rain; up
lie thankful if she
which time the large washout had not occurred. vention at Portland, introduced a score or case. Creditors should
her wrongs only through the
At daylight, Wednesday morning, no informaredresses
tion of the big washout having been received, so of his local supporters to a high official
of whisky straights.
the force was divided at Brooks, the superin- who had rooms at one of the hotels. medium
tendent taking one gang and coming towards
Lewiston Journal makes its local
—The
Belfast to repair damages, and Mr. Mitchell, a Marching in at the head of the squad, he
most energetic and competent man, taking the
very lively with the descripto
introduce
to
department
I
want
you
said—“Sir,
other and going towards Burnham. The supertions of the effect of rum. On Saturday
intendent and his crew after working nearly all some of my friends in W- County.
a hodav, got to this city, late in the afternoon, he
These are the tools that I work with!" it had a case of delirium tremens at
having been in the meantime, quite severely
in which there were “little devils in
Hurt by being struck with the lever of the hand When we state that we are not inclined to tel,
all over the house,” and
Mr. Mitchell on reaching the washout re- be
car.
similarly introduced by the Superin- rags running
paired the damage with surprising promptness,
iu which a drunken woman
a scene
building a tressle work some SO feet long and IS tendent of our road, we have answered
High in some six or eight hours. It was one the query put above—“What is the trouble “roared and screeched through the streets,
of the smartest bridge building feats tlmt we
between the editor of the Journal andex- and swore and raved like the hoary devils
have ever known. But for the unnecessary
fears of the engineer, the train might have been
of Palestine.”
Pretty hard place over
Mayor Rayford ?"
brought in Wednesday evening.
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Our first

The

Trouble is.

What the

thought,

on

there.

the

—

—

reason,

we expected, exactly, but
nothing. There was one
Democratic member of Congress before,
and there is one now. Governor English

It isn’t what
have lost

we

is re-elected, if the count of
friends is correct. IVe had

our

Hartford

strong hopes

clean sweep in the State, and
have been disappointed—that much must
be admitted. One cause of this failure is
the bringing in of the negro element to
of

making

vote

a

for the first time.

votes,

nearly

all

That

icals.

the

They

throw 1500

of which go to the raddemocrats have held

their own, amounts really to a gain to
them in the while vote equal to flic negro
enfranchisement.
Very great exertions were put forth by
the radicals. Office holders bled f'-eely,
and substantial aid was had from WashAt the last hour a

ington.
from the

capitol

dispatch

lelf, of Boston, for a copy of his new and
“A Topographical
to
navi
which
owns
the
right
gate very interesting work,
pany,
of Boston.”
and
Historical
Description
imthe Kankakee river, in Illinois, by its
notice
It also owns a very large It will receive a more extended
provements.
amount of the finest coal lands in the hereafter.
in another column, of the Kankakee Com-

noticed last fall that the

The Connecticut Election.

canto

to the effect that Grant

would not press the San Domingo business, but leave it witli Congress and the
people. Perhaps this soothing syrup had
There was a desperate atsome effect.
tempt to stay the current of Democratic
victories in Connecticut. The wave rose

Mayor’s carriages
were getting
After much
lop-sided.
thoughtful consideration of the subject,
we

discovered the

cause.

When

the

employed, as so often noticed
on its works.
The soil
eagle-eyed observer of the Age, State, bordering
it was loaded, on the opposite sides of its of the region is the most fertile in Illinois,
bearing heavy crops of corn and wheat,
seat thus—

vehicle was

by

the

SEAT.!
President of R. R.
Superintendent ot R. R.
Director of R. R.
Mayor of City.
Financial agent of City.
Purchaser of City Ruin.
!
City Road Builder.
Railroad Contractor's agent.,
Sub-Contractor for timber
f
&c.
ON ONE END OF TIIE

ON THE

which furnish business to the company in

OTHER,

transportation.

on

livery stables
freighted with

a

foot,
team

or

to hire at the

not

so

are

now

in

—Will the press of thi- Slate extend us their
A girl is learning to play the
piano, and tliev run a singing school under this
office. [Gardiner Beportcr.
Get a velocipede, which may now tie

sympathies.

had

dog cheap, and ride it
They won’t stop long.

over

their

heads.

—There

arc

to

heavily

Cesar and his fortunes.

them.

fifteen ex-confederate officers

victory.
-111*.

Ivv-'ll 11*.; * M.*

iitii

n

.UiU nu.u

Letter from Buck9port.
about the present session of Congress anil
importits effect upon the party.
It advises it to
Correspondence of the Journal.
ance of the San Domingo question or the
BrcKSPORT, April 4,1871.
Alabama claims, but we are obliged to
get up and leave, which is very judicious
I was sorry to see reported in’tiie last week's counsel. Shoo
discuss them as called for by the questionfly !
Journal, by a correspondent from this place,
of
the
—The Portland Press receives the reAge.
ings
what purported to he a fact which had tor its
XX e come now to the grand query—
lint
foundation not a decent shadow. It is small ward of virtue, in the shape of authority
not quite so high as we had wished.
‘What is the trouble between the editor business for any one to stoop to such low gos- to publish the U. S. laws, taken from the
the tide is coming in, nevertheless. King
it the Journal and ex-Mayor Ilayford ?” sip, and when it reflects upon the character of Biddefovii Union. It is the result of
Lynch
Ulysses can’t set his chair on the strand
When the railroad company was organ- an estimable women who seeks only the good law in the first district.
and bid it stop.
ized for the construction of the road, we of those under her charge, it is depisable. In
—Col. Z. A. Smith, having sold his inthe estimation of some persons, stepmothers
Justice of the Peace and Quorum.
were led to believe that, all things conshould not exercise any control over the house- terest in the Skowhcgan Reporter to Mr.
The poet says that “some are born sidered, Mr. Ilayford was the most availhold to which they are called—which is simply Moody, ot the Androscoggin Herald, will
great, some achieve greatness, anil some able man to act as President. We ac- absurd.
take the position of editor ot the Portland
have greatness thrust upon them.” With cordingly gave him our vote, and support.
The use of the bridge between this village and
Press, in place ot Mr. Gifford, who rea new and
resplendent commission as We knew his great energy, hi,s business Verona for smelt fishing, has been let this year tires.
for
the
sum of $1,321, which is a little short of
Justice of the Peace and Quorum before capacity, and his unyielding persistence.
last year’s figures.
—The Dexter Gazette announces an
He stood at the head of an enterprise that
us, we wondered uniter which head we
Mr. Daniel Robinson, who has for the last
Dance in that town. What the
Apron
might be classed. After due reflection, was bitterly opposed by a clique whose thirty years or more, controlled the stage routes
deuce is an Apron Dance?
the
Whether
all
we conclude that it lias been thrust at us,
was
in this section of the State, and formerly landProg. Age.
organ
and so we seize it, with a due sense of expectations from him were answered or lord of the Robinson House, the chief hotel of
The Railroad
added dignity. It is no ephemeral honor, not, we will not now discuss. Suffice it this place, died at his residence last Sabbath, afThe
President
c the Penobscot Bay ami Rivter
has
been
exa
illness.
Mr.
R.
protracted
either, for by its terms the person upon to say, the road was built. The purpose
and favorably known, not only as n er Railroad (Jo., lion. N. (». Hiehbom, was in
town on Wednesday, and held a consultation
whom it is conferred is to wear the digni- for which we were associated xvas accom- tensively
prominent business man, but likewise us a life with a number of our citizens. The expresty tor seven years, “If he shall so long plished. Wo had furnished the support long and leading democrat of the county.
sion seemed to be, both on the, part of the President of the road,who said he was authorized
behave himself well.” Whether these are xve had undertaken to. Mr. Ilayford had
A Grand Masquerade Ball is to come off here
to speak for all the up-river Directors, and our
to be seven years of plenty or of the reign kept his eye on the road, although it is to-morrow night. Great preparations are made* own
people, that this end of the route, from
of Pharaoh’s lean kino, is to be developed said that some bad sleepers unaccountably and the promised presence of Mr. Edgar H. Rockland to Camden, should be built the present
season.
Steps will be taken within a week
It is usual to dis- Goodale, formerly of this place, with his Cornet or two
in the future. The good behavior is the escaped his vigilance.
to settle the land damages in this town,
These matters do not rise to the

cuss

radicalism ?

won’t abide with us
One

thing

is

Are

Must

we

we

poration,

long.

certain,

question of its superintendIlayford thought he could run
it to advantage. We thought he couldn’t.
A railroad superintendent should be an

Then came the
we can insure

folks who may be matrimonially inclined,
against the blunder that happened to a

ence.

garth’s

sip

been

brain all this

dancing through
dreary morning. Sip,

our

her-

a

and forget their

sorrows.

weary for that.

too

Hall

“Bear

yesterday
one

yc

on

the

another’s

burdens.”

respectable looking and well dresslady walked up Washington street
Saturday with “For Sale” pinned to her
back. It was an April Fool joke, evidentNo sensible
ly perpetrated by a fool.
joke3 get abroad on that day.
The funeral of the late Capt. Robbins,
for twenty-five years superintendent of
the House of Correction, took place on
Friday last, and was very largely attended. The Masonic fraternity, of which the
A

girls laugh,

Her feet

of

subject

never

mock show to make the

Fraternity

in

mon

danced. She sang sometimes.
Bpl there was no heart in it. Tt was only

self,

Tin* Hot. ga.-i. The ease of Jewett against
»agc. decided at Augusta, has excited a good
!• i of
V hog belonging to the
interest.
lefcndant, a fanner living in the town of Benon, was ,u large in the highway some years
ig<*. and frightened a horse driving by the plainin'. Miss Annette Jewett. Miss jewet was
brown out of her wagon and injured so seriou.v
y that she i- -till lame. After a trial lasting
hree days, the jury brought in a verdict for the
•luintiir, awarding $2.*s:» damage-.
At the
ime «.f the accident it i- said ihe
plaintiff" *
riend offered to settle for *50.

ed

were

Feet and hands botli

tired struggling against the stern,
stubborn, hard, unyielding facts of life.
Yet in that life, as she lived it, there was
something so grand and noble, that we
fancy we would rather be Sip than Miss
Kelso. Do you not see her now, as she
sits upon the chopping block with the axe
were

The Xcw bury port Herald says, sch. Kdward
Lameycr, commanded by Capf. Gorham, lett
Yewburvport. F'-b. 20, at noon, and on her reurn trip arrived at Vineyard Haven, (Holmes*
Hole.) on the 23d of March, on the 27th she arived at Gloucester, and on the 29th at noon
At t o'clock on
Hi<- came into Xcwburyport.
rimrsd-iv morning she hauled into the wharf
it >oYb<-k iier cargo of 219 hogsheads of
in. 1
*off*ee were landed on tin*
ultrar and 25 b:u- •!
tvlnirf, and beton- -nnset ln r outward cargo
,vas on hoard and she had cleared lor Port ltieo,
crew, and sailed Thursday
new
ihippeti
•veiling.

resting at her side P Do you mark the
light in the eyes and tlie pain-lines deceased was a member, made a very iml’he Reporter -avs sugar orchards in SkowThe floral decorations,
round the mouth P She is facing an un- posing display.
i.gan yield a better return this year than Hu
welcome future. She loves Dirk, but she presented by the I)e Molay encampment,
Don. Kimball ma le a barrel
wo preceding.
•t excellent -vrup from a hundred trees before
can’t and she won’t marry him, and bring were unsurpassed by those of any similar
innocent children into the world to enact occasion. A large patriarchal cross of l'uesday.
The German peace jubilee to take place iu
Marshal Neil and tea roses, eamelias, Xcw
over again her life of sorrow and drudgYork. April 9th aiid lltli, is to he a grand
of
the
and the ommir.ee have issued a proclalilies
Brave
rather
affair,
azalias,
carnations,
valley,
Sip, suffering yourself
ery.
mation inviting Germans throughout the counthan bring suffering to others.
Some- ivy and smilax, was considered worthy
try to institute -similar festivities.
It
times we hope to see you glowing upon of being photographed by Whipple.
Join. Hodgkins of Nobleboio, implicated in
canvass as you now glow from the pages
was live feet in height and was made at a the 'somcrville rape ca-e last fall, has been
captured in nortlu rn Illinois and is now in
Pkuoik.
of this book. God sees her, pities and cost of $75.
Wiscasjel jail.
comforts. The fierce light softens and
The administrators on the estate of a Bosthe pain lines creep into a tender smile.
Letter From St. Johns.
tonian, who recently died worth $300,000, found
if
Miss
her
and
finds
mission,
that his total indebtedness was just $1.
Phelps
Sip
Correspondence oi the Journal.
fierce

<

had left all the other pages of her “Silent
Partner” blank and given us only that
one

Sip's

I presume you were aware that 1 left
Belfast in the new bark Mendez, ten

grand, earnest, prophetic sermon of
from the stone doorway, we still

could have thanked her.

Tli< Whig says the Steamer Cambridge took
from Bangor to Boston, Friday, about u
hundred bo\ -s of eggs, each of which contained
an average of lUO dozen

Sr. Johns, N. B., March it, 1871.

>f Bangor, seventy-three
Mr. Jacob IVrley
vi ars obi, after taking tea Friday night as usual,
i-n down upon a lounge and expired instantly.
< aii-e probably heart disease.

for this port, as passenger, for
rest, and to see how the bark

days since,

As it is we turn

a

little

thrilling book, from worked. Arrived here all safe in about
quaint aphorism on the first to the 30 hours.
poetical suggestions on the last, with a
Since I have been here I have looked
delight and fresh pain. Pain that such about some,
especially at the ship yards.
sorrow should be in the world, delight
I find there are about
vessels now

to

each page of this

the

larger

sale than “Gates
than

are double
building here.
decked, and several (seven I think,)
above one thousand tons.
That woman was u philosopher who, when
'l’he English Government looks after she lost lu r husband, -aid she had one great

Ajar,” of which
copies have

thousand

sixty

In Milwaukee, Wis., a manufacturer of washhoards, as an advertising medium, employs a
dozen wcll-div-M'd young women to march
through the streets of the city, each with a washboard under her arm.

twenty
About half

that a master hand and a master heart
have at last come to the work of relief.
We predict for the “Silent Partner” a

more

A Vermont man, who has been arrested for
shooting his mother-in-law, contends that he
mistook her for a wild turkev.

consolation—she knew where In*

shipping. A vessel ot
the Mendez size, (say 550 tons.) will cost |
PECULIAR PEOPLE,
hero about $21,000 or 322,000 at most,
with their peculiar ways sometimes crowd
all ready for sea, and gets a rate in the !
attendance upon your thoughts, whether
English Lloyds of 8 years, the same as
you will or no. Thus from thinking of we
get in the French or American Lloyds,
Sip Garth, we go straight to thinking of for tho Mendez. The vessel built here is
j
a certain wealthy philanthropist in this
nearly every pieec in her of spruce, from
city. Not one of your Pharisaical indi- keel to truck, and not one third the
viduals who proclaim their deeds from
weight ot iron we put in, treenailed with
the house-tops; but an eccentric, honest,
spruce limbs, and coal tarred all over. \
already

the interest of its

been sold.

whole-hearted,

noh'.c man, whose ears
always open to the cries of

and purse are
distress. Yet with ail

heart, and excellence of purpose, there
are people who think John will never get
to heaven, he is so irreverent. Here are
a couple of good stories related of him
which we think are deserving of print.
Always a free-thinker, he found no difli-

freight

m becoming a follower of llieouore
Parker, and in the zeal and earnestness
of his soul sought upon every available

aside here, with me, into Music
Ilall, ami my word for it, you will hear
more

truth in

one,

half hour than lias been

dealt out in Trinity Church for the past
twenty-live years.” The mau of the meek

we

do.

The Muchias Republican .notices the performof a gymnast on “a taught rope.”

ance

letter says that forty or fifty Amerikilled tim ing tlie Franco-German
lighting on tin side of the French; that
«>f them had long been residents of the
country, and had adopted its manners, language
and custom-.

is the Adams

at the corner of

were

The. entire speech of Senator Sumner was
transmitted over Hie Western Union line on
Monday, and published in San Francisco and
Sacrcmonto papers.
A man who buried a bag of gold dust in Denill ls(!2, valued at *12,090, returned from
Idaho in search of it about n week ago, and
found it.
v.-r,

We could build such

offer them to me here for ;i cents, and almost

everything

in the same

town Mass, took

’Tis no use for us to build vessels to compete against such fearful odds. To clear
a new vessel from the custom house here,
costs about live or sis dollars. To clear
the Mendez from Belfast, cost Silk.’.no.

Every

time a

all

parties

case

of

captain,

j

to
no

duced

a

day,

Howard *f Michigan, died
Detroit, of apoplexy.

at

'ahfoniia !: el

Nobody

1

m

:•

paak*'

o'tb

on

n

Su

Sun-

nday.

Inin.

The Journal thinks the Spragues will expend
nundi money in Augusta, and feels good about

a crew by the run to St. .Johns,
puts their names on the articles for the
voyage, and clears as the laws require.
Well, he comes here, and pays the crew
off, and they go home as agreed.
Now lie must go to the American Consul, and make oath that his crew have
deserted, as there is no law by which you

ships

and Tremont streets, and

martial neigh.

a

senator

ar-

truly,

veil

is

re

Hknky McGit.viun

exchange,

The Commissioners report that San Domingo
perfectly healthy, but—••acclimating is necessary.” l’hat i- .ilist what is tin* matter with
the Siinth 'oast *1' All a

In the

turn to the United States, as lie cannot
lie
clear for a foreign port otherwise
then

the

The ••buggist” <>f t he Sail Domingo Commission lost one of his finest specimens—tarantula
about tin- -!/" of an average diamond-backed
terrapin. The ins* *-; bit old Hen Wade ami
died in seven minute-.

the Mendez, for instance—the
to conform to the laws of the

United States, makes up his shipping
ticles for some kind of a voyage, to

precisely

thing.
an

avoiding it, and

in it know it to lie so.

out.

Ami
"France produced no Marshal Murat.”
yet she at*' avulry Ik»r-**s nougli to have pro-

ship-master

make oath to

of Charlesiv-loft on SatThu sameeven-

man

to his li

pistol

Herman cabinet maker d;*l

a

same

clears or enters his vessel at the custom

house, he is obliged
falsehood. There is

prosperous

a
a

and Mew his brains

urday
ing

This is not the worst feature in the nav-

igation laws.

Hodgkins,

I.- vi

proportion.

it.
yet made public
believed to be that ot
appointee in the Kiglith nl > District

The mo>; suspicious
for
tin'

a revenue
new

name

collector i-

—Kobb.
The

Commonwealth Fire Insurance Com••gone where the wood-

pany of New York, lias
bine twineth.”
The Canid* n H r.; !
Jin- ibs K'lubrook. wife

minister

building,

Paris

as

commenced
fast know all this, the consul here knows
praying, lie was at last reminded of his just what is done; still, with all this humduty by a nervous man who sat beside buggery, those Congressmen expect us to
him.
“Won’t you put away your paper
respect them. They get our money, and
sir? I can’t hear the prayer.” “Oh yes,”
is poswe get in return the worst laws it
said the smiling John, “and i would besible for us to have.
fore if 1 had only known ; hut I thought
I do believe 1 could come here and
the minister was praying to (foil instead
build vessels, and make money by it.
of von.”
They do not have so good system in
NEW BUILDINGS.
as
we.
They do not need to
Two large, elegant and commodious building
anil manage as we do.
study
economy
buildings that have been in process of
have at least 2.3 per cent, advantage
erection for the past two years arc now ; They
to start with, setting aside the difference
the
Girl’s
nearing completion. One,
I will agree to build a ship
in our ships.
High and Normal School House, is al- of the same class and materials
here, at
lie
dedibut
will
publicly
ready occupied,
I could
2.3 percent, less than in Belfast
cated on the nineteenth of this month.
set a ship up here right’alongside of them,
in
tour
It is a noble structure,
stories
and make money at their cost prices.
height above the basement, and covers an
I think now I shall give up trying to
It contains sixtyarea of half an acre.
build ships, when I realize, as one must
four rooms. One of these is fitted up for
here, what disadvantages we are laboring
a laboratory, one of the most complete in
under.
the country, where the young ladies are
rries
The Mendez works very nicely,
taught not only the art but the science ol a large cargo, and is ready for sea. bound
cooking. In the upper part ot the build- to Havana.
ing is an art room to bo filled with charts,
I shall leave here for home next Monstatuary and paintings. In all its details day, by the American steamer New lingthe building is an ornament to the city
land to Portland, thence bv ears to Bel
and a credit to its intelligence and
fast, and be glad when I get away from
liberality. The other edifice alluded to St. Johns.
Yours
the

A

uns

war,
most

speech bowed with just a perceptible
smile lighting his face and said “thank
you but in an humble way I myself am
going to officiate at Trinity Church this
morning.” John passed on. On another
occasion having got deeply interested in
can legally discharge a sailor in a foreign
a paragraph, lie forgot to put away his
port. The custom house officials at Belwhen

o’nlghts

they build, with their oppnrtu- ; Tin; A< know mix. i:i> >t i*f.hiokity “t
heavy boot- and shoes, fastened with Gable
nities, for less than they do.
-brew Wire, has iuduced the belief that this
Everything that they put into a vessel m fastening i- applicable only to the heavier grades
of work. So far from tins being the case, the
building, or on board in sailing, is duty cxi-ci’-'in-e
of this mo«le of manufacture is strik1 paid 7 l-l cents for chains; they ingly manifest in the most delicate goods.
free.
vessels

ruin'

Turn

as

was

Nathan murderer again,

the

this time in California.

While we, in the Mendez, have hacmetac
and hard pine, locust treenails, and e<>'t
ac-uit $58,000. They, get just a.^ much'

his kindness of

opportunity to I ring others into the light
of this great mail’s teachings. This accounts for the following circumstances
which happened one lovely Sabbath morning as John was sauntering service-ward.
“Can you tell me the way to Trinity
Church ?" said a well dressed stranger
with politeness in his air, humility in his
mein, and meekness in his speech. “Certainly,” replied the obliging John, and
the needed directions were given. “But,”
he continued, “you
are evidently a.
stranger in a strange land, and 1 will do
by you as 1 would want you to do by me,

They have found

1

died quite suddenly

on

that Mi's. Caroline
Dr. I. II. Kstabrook,
Saturday last, at the ftgt
-;iv-

of fs years.

The Hovernment will send two vessels to the
fishing ground**, thi- summer, for tin protection of American citizens.

Finding
Y *rk is tli*» K.

New

J

cd
one

j
j

of

republican papers ot
cuing Post, eonduet-

I'ullon

William

by

Parallel.

a

One <>t the ablest

tlic ni'i'l

(,rant's el" tim. ami
administration up to

a

a

It

Hryant.

zealous

was

promoters

of

supporter of the

very recent

period

Tlie etVcet which the San homing** scheme
and the quarrel with Sumner has had upon
tiie Post, may he seen by the following
article, taken IVoui tun- nt its issues ot last
weekSr
W<tlinl

a in!

.i

>

in

rrn

11

u

si

.ms

Fkikxds

siirjui I and alarmed to find
usually uncompromising Republican;
-*■

are

journal, the New \ ork 1 ribune, undermining the Republican party by covert
attacks up u tie Administration. Alter

:i!| it- [>i-"tc»ion> ot lidclity, after all its
denunciations ..t others tor “attackingthe
Administration,” surely we had a right to
expert better things of the Tribune than
tin* following sly but injurious hit, which
appears in its Sail Domingo correspondence—
WHY

H\K/

l»i:siKi:s

\ S’N’KX ATI* >N.

Hut if th'* tinted states govern merit determines to buy this republic you must not be surprised t«» tintl H;u-z him*elf pocketing most of
VII Dominican otttewls
the purchao* nmm v.
arc -aid to be In-ax y creditors to the State.
Noim of them ar- paid at present—for the very
good reason licit there is nothing b> pay them
with. The soldier begin the streets, even be
fore the headquarters of the army; hut you
may be -m e there are heavy arrears in hack
pay charged on every man's account from the
If we vote £1.500.up lo the President.
000 tor the pureha--- ->f San Domingo, and Haez
disburse* it. the lir-t debt- to he paid will be the
accumulated salaries of the olllee holders.
Thai will be a tine thing for tin* President’*
family, lor they are all in <dliee. 'flu* Deputy«’olh '-tor ami one other ollieer at the capitol are
tie president*.* sons. The (Governor of the city
A second brother is a General.
is his brother.
A half-brother is < iovenmr of Azmi. A brotheriti law is Secretary of State. So you see il is
perfectly natural that President Haez should!
“iin
want to have the handling of the
order to del'.- it fraudulent claims.”

just
splendid hall erected a tew
Senator Davis and Ben. Butler.
years ago by the Masonic fraternity. It
The scene in the Senate chamber
is the property of Charles Francis Adams,
wherein Butler sought to disconcert the
and much time and money have been con- venerable Kentucky Senator, Garret Davis, by seating himself close to him and
It is large and
sumed in its erection.
staring at him in the most insulting manlofty, and elegantly constructed of light ner, occasions much comment, and the
private
free-stone fancifully ornamented with
general verdict is that Butler was playing
it
But
ot
the
its
With
dark brown stones.
bully.
pointed, ids favorite game
There was Davis,
was not a success.
pretty towers and rounded corners, it prevery small, quite aged,hut vigorous, courto assist Mr.
| gents a striking appearance, and without ageous
C. Whitten’s band, will insure and if a favorable
and daring, only a little taller
disposition is manifested by
a full attendance.
those through whose lands the route is to be
exception is perhaps the handsomest than Butler in his sitting position, deliberOur Savings Bank yesterday declared a divi- constructed, we think it will ensure the buildIt will shortly lie ately daring to physical combat Butler,
structure in the city.
of the road this year. The landholders
dend of live per cent, for the last year. This ing
who is half as tall again, and weighs alought to itc ready to give or sejl at nominal occupied as a family hotel.
institution is well managed, and in a very flour- price the real estate necessary to he used, for
most, if not quite, as much again as DaAT THE STATE IIHUSE
the railroad will greatly enhance the value, of
vis.
Shaking his fist in Butler’s face,
ishing condition.
The Davis demanded “What do
their remaining property, besides furnishing wondertul affairs arc transpiring.
you mean In
Mr. L. A. Torrens, of Bangor, teacher of
employment for themselves and all the auxiliar- State Police ate
We confess th-.u this is nil ofleetive piece
being put through a looking at mein that way? You are a
vocal music, who has charge of that department ies they can bring to the work.
I repeat of ridicuh*
It is impossible to read it
Mr. Hiehbom reports that there can be but course of
But it would require d— scoundrel and a thief; yes,
in the public schools of that city, has a very
sprouts.
The picture of a 1 •reslittle doubt that the other end of the road, from
you are a d-scoundrel and a thief.” without laughter
understand
to
large class here. His abilities are highly aphead
a
conditioned
well
he
built this year.
Bangor to Winterport, will
Butler, without dropping his eyes from ident putting all his relatives in fat otliecs
preciated in our town. Preparations are being A meeting of the Bangor & Winterport R. R. whether its because they havn’t done their those of
Davis, his face coloring with an- anil insisting upon supporting them out of
made for a concert at the close of the term—the Co. will he held on Monday next, when their
duty enough, or have done it too much. ger, and endeavoring to restrain himself, the public treasury, and paying them their
course will he decided upon. That section can
class to have the assistance of foreign talent.
look very much as if in alow tone of voice replied, “You be shares ot any plunder ho may obtain, is
he built under the charter of the B. & W. R. R.
The students of the E. M. C. Seminary are or under that of the P. B. & R. R. R. it is im- The developements
(1-d. Sit down I don’t know you, so funny that not even the tone of mock
one man had a better right than another to
preparing for their annual exhibition which material which, so long as the work is done.
and I don’t want to know you.” Senator
indignation in which the description is
Informal meetings of citizens have been held
takes place next month. Extensive subscripget his neighbor drunk. But it may not Wilson, who had been watching and lis- written can bring the reader to serious
ami Frankfort, which were largely
tions of money are being made by our citizens in Prospect
himself
between
We
don’t pretend to tening, quickly placed
ness.
attended, and the unanimous sentiment was in lie so after all.
to help defray the expenses of the occasion.
the belligerents and pushed them a little
favor of municipal aid to the Bay and River
Hut why protend ti ;t this is support ol
understand
further apart, fearing Davis would strike tlu* Administration
There was launched from the ship yard of enterprise. [Camden Herald.
Is that only another
“These ways that are dark and tricks that arc

allowed to solve a firm when it has no more business
pray for our to do, and xve consider that one defunct.
The next thing to be done, after a railerring brother of the Age, instead of jabbing him with a steel pen ? Are we to be- road has been built, is to run it. We suplieve the State rum-shops all honest instiposed ours xvas to be run by another cortutions? If so, we fear our commission
but found it on our hands.

main consideration.

Boston, April 3, 1871.
image has

Generalities.

about equal ia number. It is her opinion
that a good managing woman can remedy
this evil of eighteen thousand old maids
in one state alone.
Mrs. Livermore delivered an able ser-

Bcston.

Correspondence of the Journal.

paper

sitting in Congress us examples of the clemcnency and magnanimity of our government.
[Kennebec Journal.
Yes. What is your estimate of (lie disare among the most respected citizens of
Massachusetts. II. O. Alden, of Belfast, tance from the capitol to the gallows on
is largely in the enterprise. The bonds of which Mrs. Surratt was hung?
—Win. II. Clifford, Esq., of Portland, a
this company, bearing 8 per cent, interest,
in gold, arc now in the market, to the rising young Democrat, made a tine
amount of $150,000, and the attention of speech at Washington, on the occasion id
those having money to invest is directed the celebration of the New Hampshire

Considering that eaeli of these officials
weighs 230 pounds, while we can hardly
pull down 175, it was a badly loaded car- j
riage, dangerous to ride in, and'terribly
hard on the horse. That is why we preferred to go

The works

progress which will render the navigation
(lov.
and water power permanent.
Clatlin, of Massachusetts, is President
of the company, and many of its officers

Editor ot Journal.

Mr.

in this city. No half marexperienced man, and have no other busried folks will be left to their own de- iness. Mr. Ilayford knexv nothing pracstruction. We propose to tie ’em up in
The latest senatorial !
tically about running a railroad. He has
Amks a Eaii.i lit;.
the most substantial manner, and put it other business
extending from the Bay of
ililiuluntc, in the speech-making line, is
Adalbert Ames, late of the State of Maine, in the paper with an appropriate verse of
to
the
Potomac,
varying from sawFundy
but now assuming to represent the State poetry—all for a moderate fee. Office
staves to catching porgies and shiping
of Mississippi in the senate of the United
hours, most any time. Don’t all call at
ping potatoes, cement and corn, besides
States. Much interest was manifested to
once.
hear the maiden effort of this specimen
running an opera house and the care of
of New England enterprise, who has
one
W e call the attention of those interest- much real estate. It is impossible for
flourished so like a green bay tree in a
man to do all the business of the country.
to
the
letter
of
ed
in
shipping
Capt. Henry
Ames is quite a
more southern clime.
of the irons he has in the fire xvill
youthful senator; he is the son-in-law of McGilvery, one of our most intelligent Some
case
and
his
certificate of
ids wife’s father,
builders, which will be found in this burn—and wc feared the iron in this
ship
railroad. Again, the superelection to the senate by the legislature of
the
be
xvould
occasion
to
visit
St.
Johns,
paper. Having
Mississippi was signed by himself, a feat
embodies in a letter the intendent of a railroad should be its sernever having been performed before, even Capt. McGilvery
not its master. The President is
in this age of radical political legerde- result of his observations in that British vant,
main. Hence the interest to hear his first port, especially upon the difterence in the the company’s executive head, to see that
effort. We are sorry to learn that the cost of
the officials and servants perform their
building and sailing ships as comsenator fell far below the expectations of
It is the old duty. In the case of our road, it is Axel
with
American
ports.
pared
he
suffered
a
comthat
and
his triends,
by
of the reckless Ilayford, President, xvho judges the acts
parison with his former mulatto colleague, story, the same recital
was
a
llis
only repetition ruin of our shipping by an infatuated Con- of Axel Ilayford, Superintendent.
Kevels.
piece
Tho plain distinction betxveen building
of the talk about outrages in the south,
of relief.
gress, with no sign or prospect
and was regarded by all who heard it as
a
railroad and running it after it is built,
exthe
is
oh
how
How long,
Lord,
long!
a
puerile and .silly affair. [Dubuque
Mr. Ilayford lias not been able to see.
clamation of all patriotic Americans.

Herald.

The statements made in the article from

reading the above,

—Wednesday of last week was a reAge, concerning the work on the road
was to take no notice of it. further than
and after the storm, are grossly markably clear day, and from the deck of
to say that we had no explanation to make during
Mr. Rayford the steamer
talse in most particulars.
City of Richmond, when off
to the Ago concerning our issues with
was at the depot in Brooks when the
Portland, the White Mountains cottld bo
others. Hut information having come to
hand-car came along with the information distinctly seen. Mount Washington lift43T In sending money, state T1IK POST OFFICE
us in the most direct manner that the artito which the paper is sent.^jfr
the road was impassable and the train ed its head heavenward, white, pure and
cle copied above was inspired by Mr. Hay- that
at Thorndike. Re went to bed firm as the principles of democracy, of
detained
The Hudson Gazette revives a debate ford and made up from information furnwith no more exposure which it is the watch tower.
Wo couldn’t
that occurred in the Senate in 1860, as ished by him personally, we cannot re- soon afterwards,
It is not
to his lodgings.
oil'
our hat in respect and adthan
walking
help
taking
\va«
about
to
enter
it
than
as
ids
otherwise
comments
the Republican party
gard
true that the Supt. and his crew worked miration.
upon the administration ot the Govern- upon our course. As such we shall reply
all day to get here, and arrived late in the
—The Portland Transcript commences
ment. To tiie boast of Seward that the to it. There is a method of hunting called
afternoon. The hand-car that was sent
its volume with new type and and an enRepublican party “would now take pos- stalking pursued in some countries where
out that morning front this city with five
session of the citadel,” Senator Hammond game is difficult to approach. Concealing
larged form. The Transcript is one of
men, was met by the Superintendent near the most valued of our exchanges, always
a
the
is
behind
hunter
enhimself
mule,
said:
and ordered back to bring him,
“The Democratic party .surrender the coun- abled to get within striking distance, with- Brooks,
genial, pleasant and interesting, with a
at the depot here before noon.
arriving
try without a stain upon her honor, boundless out
no
idea
discovered.
We
have
strong corps of talented contributors.
being
in her prosperity, incalculable in her strength.
Mr. Rayford rode by our office a dozen Mr. Elwell understands the art of
We have kept the Government conservative of allowing Mr. llayford to go a gunning
making
to the great purpose of government. We have
all the way from noon to night. a
after us by hiding behind the long-eared times,
popular and thriving paper, and wo
placed her and kept her upon the Constitution ;
and his crew undoubtedly wish him and the
and that, sir, has been the cause of your peace animal at the Age office. 'He must come Mr. Mitchell
Transcript all success.
ami prosperity. Time will show what you
did well. And it was fortunate that his
and
shoot
fair.
out
of
the
Rockland Free Press
in
A
writer
that,
will make of her: but no time can diminish
crew contained such men as Raymond S.
our glory or your responsibility.”
the Democratic Selectmen
Noticing the remarks as above quoted,
against
brings
Rich and A. K. Bumps. We are sorry
The Democratic party is moving on in the order in which
of some undesiguated town, the very
they occur, we come
the Superintendent got in way of the
that
an irresistible
like
and
first to the assertion that the Mayor and
surely,
steadily
serious charge that they spell the word
crank on the hand-car and received a blow
It is till
army, to take possession of the citadel. ourself were the past season “as thick as
business with an extra "i.”
in the back. The fact only strengthens
The constitutional monuments erected by
They need all the extra eyes poshasty pudding.” This is an embellishright.
the Fathers of the Republic it will find in ment which Hie author of the article our position, that a railroad Superintend- sible, and then can’t search out half the
ent should have experience enough not to
an illustration out of the
many cases defaced, and may be shatter- furnishes,
rascality of radicalism.
be
its
care
to
but
it
will
ed beyond repair,
get hurt by his own machinery. As we
editor’s own head.
—Some remarkable exhibitions were
But
when
wo
our
he has
sympathy!
JNext we are cnargea with having ridden said,
preserve what is left of constitutional libannounced
by the papers of April 1st.
set the hurt down to his credit,
erty. Time has shown what the Radicals in a carriage with the Mayor. This alle- arc asked to
The Gardiner Reporter had a white polar
with
no
are
we
we
that
The glory
acquainted
have made of the Republic.
say
gation lias more substance than all the
bear on exhibition at one of the hotels,
of the Democratic party has not been di- rest of the article—in fact, it is true. We scale df merit which gives a large amount
and tlu; Portland Argus a steam walking
refor
a
wound
a
commander
of
honor
to
minished, but the responsibility of the did ride frequently with tin; Mayor. We
of iron. The attendance was large
man
ceived in the back, while employing five
Radical party has shown how little calcu- were often
requested to look at portions
in each case, the family of Damphool beaide bodied men to propel him from the
lated are its managers to administer a
of the work as it progressed, and did so
ing numerous.
field at railroad speed.
Government restrained by constitutional look, and made notes thereof to
print.
—In addition to other disorders. New
It is not pleasant for us to enter into
limitations.
When the Directors had business at differthese explanations. They are personal York has the small pox, at the rate of
ent points, we often rode with the Mayor.
Hitt it is
Speech of Mr. Voorhees.
now cases a week.
It was pleasant to do so, for ho has good matters, about which the readers of a pa- eighty-six
is
deal
which
a
of
radicalism,
cured
Our readers, wo trust, will not fail to
good
but
little.
The
mission
horses and carriages, and is a man who per usually care
the worst affliction.
of
a newspaper we believe to be somegive attention to the speech of lion. D. can be
entertaining in conversation. We
V. Voorhees, of Indiana, which in large
—“Order of the Crusaders,” i- the name of
than that of a vehicle for the
were also frequently taken along the line thing higher
the new secret Democratic organization in Misof
on
the
outside
this
likes and dislikes of its conducpart is published
personal
souri. [Kennebec Journal.
by Mr. Willson and liy Col. Wildes, but
The gentleman is one of the
tor. But still, if crowded hard, we may
paper.
The “order of the Ecmonaders” is a
neither of these gentlemen lias yet seen
most eloquent members Congress, as well
be allowed to say something in
fit to parade the fact in print. Whatever perhaps
very old order among the radicals. The
as a man of keen perceptions, statesmanIf the editor of the Age anti Head Centre at
services the Mayor’s horses have rendered our delence.
Washington puts a stick
like views, high courage and an unfailing
will doubtless be found in the Dill on final the ex-Mayor have got up a mutual ad- in his.
friend of the people. The stormy and
we have no objection
settlement. It will not be strange oven if miration society,
—if the rebellion is to he fought over again it is
in the world to the institution, so long as host to know who is accountable. [Kennebec
dangerous days of the war neither broke the
services
of
so
the
kinpresent
Age,
Journal.
lie now stands, as ho alnor bent him.
If the}’
dred to those rendered to Balaam of old, they do not cast slurs upon us.
It is hoped so, especially if paper credwe can only grind our pen to a sharper
ways has, for democratic ascendency and shall
be included. It ought to be paid, do,
It lms cost a good
its
are to prevail.
of
the
The
the rights
people.
arraign- and well
point, and pitch in, tceling like the vigorpaid.
to discover who isn’t acment of the radical party and the adminous
fellow who announced his worldly many shekels
The next point made is that wc no
countable for the former raids on the
istration, for their violations ot the conto bo that ho was “chuck full ol
ride with the Mayor
This also is capital
longer
stitution. and the unwarranted use of
treasury. Doth the gentle l-'arweii still
works.”
true. The road is finished, and when wo day's
live ?
forcible
is
most
and
at
tin1
polls,
bayonets
go in that direction we get into the ears.
Wo are indebted to Ex-Mayor Slnirtconvincing.
is
advertisement,
Attention
to
the
called
There is another
which is that we
on
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question

couple recently
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Boylston
opposite

the

William Beazley & Co., to-day, a fine modeled
Butler, which Ids attitude and actions
vain.”
indicated.
and superbly built schooner of about 200 tons.
A daring attempt was made in New
Jennie Collins’ determined efforts to really
This vessel is the third of this class which has
York to rob the Central Park Savings
secure a charter for the Young Women's !
The Maine partner Rays that a little girl !)
been built by this enterprising firm during the Bank on 3d avenue. Three men enterAssociation has also stirred tip some strife. | years of age, daughter of Daniel 11. Cushman,
past year, and fully sustains the reputation of ed the bank about noon, most of the emof Burnham, had an encounter with a bear a
this company. She is owned by S. P. Hall, S. ployees being absent at lunch, and after But matters look now as if she might get few days since. It appears that the little girl
C. Ilomcr, Fred Spoftord, wm. Beazely & Co., locking the front door bound and gagged the charter without the money. Aurora had been to visit a neighbor about half a mile
distant, and was returning home when she was
j
and Capt. Amos Arey, who Is to command her. the paying teller, Mr. Ellson, and pro- ! Phelps has a bill before the legislature startled by
seeing a huge bear about six rods
ceeded to rille the safes. Dr. Holden,
distant. She being very much frightened starta
two
used
the
story building
Quite large
by
asking for a tract of land and an appro- ed
one of the directors, finding the door lockto
but
on discovering that the bear gave
run,
work
above company as a
shop, was destroyed ed broke it
open, when the burglars lied priation of money for single women, that chase, she stopped, and seizing a club confrontby fire on the night of the 27th of last month.
ed
the
which
also stopped,sitting back uprear
and
bear,
the
escaped.
through
they may set up house-keeping on their on his
Tlie- loss was quite heavy on the workman in
haunches, and displayed his paws in a
own account.
Adams
tiic
It
to
is
similar
very playful manner. The little girl ran tow
the way of tools, and the proprietors sustained
at him at the
Greely wrote something about “Suburban Homestead Bill,
in this case the ards him, club in hand, shouting
a still greater loss in yard, tools, stock and
only
The
Journalism
Advancing'.’’
compositor
same time, when old Bruin took to his heels
moulds.
thought it was one or his agricultural articles, women are to hold a lone hand.
for the woods, leaving her master of the field.
Hancock.
nn<l launched out wildly on “Superb Jerusalem
It was a rare instance of heroism and presence
VARIOUS ITEMS.
of mind in a child.
A Massachusetts firm has received an order Artichokes.”
A
thinks
of
wise
this
in
little
city
lady
from Brigham Young for sewing machines for
A young lady, being.asked to play the
A New Orleans man went crazy when he
his wife. By putting on fifteen extra hands the
She has been
a “Match Office.”
“Malden’s Prayer,” cheerfully struck up,
'Urm expect to till the order in about two found he had been making love to his mother- opening
and
the
sexes
mav 1 go out to swim.-'”
finds
the
statistics,
a
“Mother,
at
in-law
studying
masquerade.
months.

part of.tin* joke
Corn

apomlriH

of tlia .Journal.

TiiomMarch 31, 1871.
You sm* iu error in your notice of the deathof Dr. Daniel Rose 2d. w ho died at his residence
in this town on Tuesday, 2Ut inst. The late
Dr. Daniel Rose, although a staunch and active
Democrat, was never in political life.
Ilis father, lion. Daniel Rose, was in the
service of 1. *>. as engineer in war of 1812; a
physician, magistrate, surveyor «fee, in Boothbuy. Removed to Thomaston in 1823, as the
first Warden of the State Prison; was president
of the State Senate 1822 to 1824, and acting
Governor of Maine, Jan. 2 to Jan. 5, 1822; land
agent in 1828-20-31, and died Oct. 25,1833. DrDaniel Rose 2d was born about 1813.
Yours &c.,
I..

Local

Items, &

Tlii? frame of the Wassaumkeag Hotel at Fort
f eint, is nearly completed. It was made in
this city, and a part was taken down river to
the site, yesterday. The cellar is completed,
and the bricks for the chimnies Ac., are on the
ground. The hotel will probably be dedicated
in June or the first part of July. [Bangor

c,

Newslof the County and City.
Affairs.

City

April:?, llev. Wooster
"Whig.
Supervisor; Cyrus PatPile Adelphian Comedy and Burlesque Com!. rial Harbor Master, in place of K. ]>.
lerson
on
I
*leiick, declined; Chari B.‘Thumbs elected pany, which is to perform at Hay ford Hall,
riiursday, Friday and Saturday evenings of this
< ny
1?. Mathews, deMar.-hal, in place ot
week, comes heralded by an excellent reputaclined.
satisfacPetition of IL Sibley to discontinue portion of tion. They performed to the utmost
tion during their stay at Bangor, and were
f 'itt -trout; of 1. M. Boardmun and o.thers
the
•gainst consolidating School Districts 1 and ‘2: complimented by a rousing benefit upon
that our friends who may
Jewett and others for -idcwtdk. Were last night. We think
attend will be gratified by witnessing an excel•’•! read and referral to C’ommttec
In <11 \ ioincil.
Parker elected School

Be port ot Committee

on

<

ii\

Printing

lent

was

i'’committed.
Bond of l)anic Hamden Cnv Treasurer, appro\ ed.
l'h> City < ierk we mslrucled to publish
notices for Collection ot 'faxes and meeting of
I iiTii-e Board

l-t

on

“Life is

Monday

of

There is

along the
steal the property ot the
company. One night last week a pile driver
which was at work protecting an embankment
it Unity pond was stripped of the big hammer,
A search revealed
rope, and tools generally.
the rope under the hay in a barn, and led to the
arrest of three boys, who were brought to this
«
ity. The hammer was sunk in the pond. A
few cases of severe punishment will stop that
kind of fun.

shad—Oh how il flies.’’
There are two kind- of shad, the street shad,
i»d the -alt water shad. We intend to tackle
the latter class, not being posted on the habitg
»-t the former.
Our hay i< a regularly established fish boarding house.
Many varieties of fish board by the
vi ar, while others
tody spend the slimmer here.
Among the regular boarders are the flounder
«-i I. rod.
sculpin and cunnor, and the summer
S»Al>.

vi-itors

a

shad, salmon, tinker,

the

are

a

prevalent disposition

The usual jokes cropped out on April first,
innocent looking hats on the sidewalk concealed boulders to be kicked. Hot horse-slioes prevailed. One gentleman was called from his bed

by

the grave

joke

that his

neighbor

was

dying.

very lively joke was perpetrated in the evening
bv a rope stretched across the walk oil Church
street, by which a woman was thrown down
and had her wrist dislocated.
A

horse

mackerel, porgie and Penobscot Indians.
I he shad Was named for old Shud-rach whom
Ncbu-clmd-nezzar considered a -« aly chap, till
after ho passed thr »ugh hi- licry furnace when
lie was found to he a man of much back bone,
and in this re-pect the <had resembles him in

Hamlet having once engaged m a sword combat with a rat, the incident is quoted to sustain
And now we
the theory that he was insane.
invited to try issues with A-mouse!

are

gv at <juaiitifi< >. ’-had arc nature’s pin cushions
• •a
bones
They an built of the refuse stuff

The

What is Dyspepsia ! The Question SetTwo young medical students were disputing tlie other day at the home of mutual
friend, as to the nature of dispepsia. One said
the primary cause was a diseased liver; the
other insisted that the disease originated in the
epigastrium. “I can tell you what dispepsia is,
for I’ve been there,” observed the host laughingly. “Well,” said one the, young medicos,
“let’s have your opinion.” “Dyspepsia,” said
lie. “is a complaint that vou can’t relieve, and
that Plantation Bitters cures in six weeks!”
The person who made this remark resides at
198 Greenwich avenue, and his name is Martin
W. Myers.
Our modern eourso of living begets a
tion of the body that requires occasional

Hartford, Ct., April 4.
The election is very close. It will probably take official returns to declare who
is Governor. The Times, (Democratic)
claims a majority of 8 for English, and
the Courant, (Republican) claims ,87 for
Returns in the office of the Evening
Post this afternoon from the entire State,
give English a plurality of 45. Should
the scattering vote exceed this number
the election will lie by the Legislature.
In New Haven 20 scattering votes are
reported, and it is not unlikely that
enough have been polled to defeat an
election by the people. The Times makes
English’s plurality 8, but there is an error of fifty in one place in its
figures.
Should the election go to the Legislature
is
no
doubt
there
of Jewell’s success, as
the Legislature is Republican in both
branches.

known

condirelief.

individuals

are aware

The Library of Poetry <fc
With

CULLEN BRYANT.
supervision the volume was
compiled.
The handsomest and cheapest
subscription book
extant. Over MOO pages, beautifully
printed, choicely illustrated, handsomely bound. A Library of
over 500 volumes in one
book, whose contents, of
no ephemeral nature or
interest, will never grow old
or stale.
It can be, and will be, read and re-read
with pleasure by old and
young, as long as its leaves
hold together.
“A perfect surprise. Scarcely
anything at all a
favorite, or at all worthy of place here, is neglected.
It is a book for

ICE !

Court of
DIED.

\

years.
In Northport, April 4, Dea. George Knowlton,
aged 75 years and 5 months. [Boston papers please
copy.

their busines.'.

They

He also

have

be made populous by
the contributions of Knox County.
The offenders from that locality are to be sent to \\ iscus<

to

regulate the town clock, so
«s to have them
go correctly. They can come
into our bay at just such a time, stay just so
lung, spawn so much, and if one allows itself to
be caught within a certain time, the
penalty is
to be cut open from belly to back and broiled on
a hot grid-iron.
A person tolikohad wmi> l<> eat them often,
we

as

a man

Mir

The

by furnishing all sceptics with

a

written affidavit.
1 'OSS

E. II. 1\ Thompson. ;»ur
remember that the brig Sarah,
Ironi Galveston for Bremen, commanded by
(■apt. Thompson, of this city, was picked up
abandoned at sea and towed into Halifax. On
or

readers

Cai*t.

will

Monday, a
Thompson,

letter
of

wa-

received from

Wmterport.

('apt. 1>.

master

of

ship

to

from

new

law in regard to milk measure has
of

gone into effect, and the venders of the juice
the cow govern themselves accordingly.

Master Holly Bean, who last year built a vessel at Sandy Point, has contracted for another
one in the same place, also one at Camden.
Geo. F. White cleared four vessels for Jacksonville last week—three from Bock port with
ice, and one from Belfast with hay and brick.
The Devil’s fiddle hasn't reached our city yet.
old chap i- here, but he doesn’t play on

The

that instrument.

Drew, of Augusta, preached at
Universalist church in this city on Sunday

Bex. W. A.
the
last.

neighbor Ilowes has a new patent match
that is attracting a great deal ol attention.

Our
safe

v

correctness

longer

Lucy Ames,
Baltimore, with S100
bushels of corn, for flkowhegan, is discharging
at our railroad depot.

<

•.

no

Sell.

near

simple and even graceful. It
«*alcu!ated that during the shad season a good
a',
widget ti-Min ten to fifteen bushels of bones
from what shad he 1 .it-.
Alter the last shad is
destroyed. In tears oil' hi> shirt, sandpapers oil'
tin- ends of the b>*t:cs wlia-h ate
sticking out
through his skin, dons clean linen, and is himself again. M e are an climated shad
eater, and
■we like shad.
They are sweet and toothsome,
and if any of our frieii I- want
know how to
•eat them without choking, just broil a nice one
and call us in.
If we have in our remarks said
e
aught that looks as though
Jmd wandered from the truth, we are
willing to vouch for

is

Lewis Jackson is third Selectman of Morrill,
instead of Silas Storer, as announced last week.
Mr. Storer is Treasurer.

fur

learns the art it is

jail

set.

intei vnls, once every t wenty four hours
eleven or nineteen weeks. The champion
place for getting up an appetite for shad is at a
Brooklyn boarding .house. The thing there is
reduced to a science. As soon as -had become
heap and plenty the landlady announces at the
breakfast table that she wi!i have shad for dinner.
The boarder immediately goes to his room
an l puts on the poorest shirt. In* lias, and when
he conies home to dinner he has provided him‘•elf with a magnifying glass which makes the
bones look larger, a small basket to put the
hones in, a tooth p:--k an 1 .1 pair of tweezers.
When one eat- shad, la wants !•• a? it ; he don’t
want to talk or discus-- the stab of all airs in
France, as he will get so full of the honey parts,
that lie will -igh for a little more BourboiL
H hen lie swallows a hone all lie lias to do i-' to
»»
his tweezers and prill it out: after one
at

lectured before the Normal School.
delivered a lecture at Unity.

where he

subject t »the laws of the state just
same us New England rum.
In Sr■<-. :i:> is
an act “to regulate shad," and there i< a man
appointed by the St-.tc wh<» regulates tiiem, just
are

the

!

It

sells well.
Shout cake.

The gentleman who picked
up the hot horse shoe on the 1st day of April,
concluded he did not want it, and laid it right
down.The cavalry are out every morning;
they carry arms—and flap them like wings.
The II and I in the Adelphian’s poster opposite
our window are put on bottom side up, making
them shade wrong—How is that for HI? but
the company are right side up.We saw a
spotted Arabian horse on the. street the other
day. We know he was an Arabian, for we are
acquainted with the chap that sold the owner
the dye to make the spots with.There was
some windiuess Wednesday.A pair of fur
spectacles and a pair of gold bowed mittens
were picked up in the Hall Tuesday.
The owner can learn of them at the Savings Bank.
About these times everv man is seen carrying
home a c.od-lish.It takes just four days to
kill’a eat with strichninc; we have tried it. and
know.The annual Parish meeting was holden
at the Unitarian church Monday afternoon—
.ml the officers for the coming year elected

Peruvian, dated at Lherpool. .March 22d. stating that the brig M. V\ Norwood. of ( .uiiden.
had arrived with the survivors of the Sarah.
«*n the Pith o!
February, in a terrible gale, the
bouse was washed off the deck of the brig,

parish party by the Unitarians gathered at
TTayford Hall on Tuesday evening, and was a
very pleasant occasion, interspersed with talk
and tea, beauty and hlanc mange, coffee and
conversation, doughnuts and diverse discursive

carrying

discussions.

with it ( apt. Thompson and a
lady
passenger with her two children. This intelligence in derived from Mr. Pike, the mate, one
f»t the survivors, rapt. Thompson leaves a
wife in this

city,

permitted

Manufacturing

in

Waldoboro.

the

daughter of lb v. Wooster
Parker, upon whom this utllidion falls with
terrible weight. !!■ was a gentleman ot manv
xcellcnt qualities, and much beloveil and respected by his numerous friends.
Since the foregoing was in tyjie, we have
been

V

to make the

following

extract

AValdobouo, March 24, 1871.
large and spirited meeting was held in
Union Ilall this evening agreeably to a call for
a public meeting of the citizens of this town
for the purpose of inaugurating a movement in
favor of the establishment of manufacturing
A

On Friday James Hennessey
claimant of the boat in which
the robbers rowed to Dobbs’ Ferry, but
Ins story being disproved, and he being
believed one of the gang, officer Armstrong arrested him. Hennessey threw a
handful of Cayenne pepper in the policeman’s eyes, and then ran. The officer
pursued, in spite of the pain, and chased
Hennessey into the cellar of a house on
Thirty-first street, and then up stairs. In
the upper story, Hennessey tried to escape
by the scuttle, but finding it locked, hurled a small refrigerator down the stairs
upon the oilier. Armstrong caught in on
the shoulders and pi uckily pushed »ii,
when Hennessey drew a knife and swore
he would kill him. The policeman was
plucky, and, parrying the stroke of the
knife, knocked the ruffian down with his
club, and with the help of another officer
took him to the station-house. Cavanagh
died last night, and Hennessey was committed in default of $10,000 bail, for an
attempt on the life of the officer arresting
him.

dangerous.
appeared as

letter.

'apt. Thompson writes—
Mr. Pike says that on the loth of
February,
they experienced a hurricane, in which they
l«»st foremast, jib-boom, main
topmast, sails,
Ac., and had decks swept.
While lying to
.under small after convas, was boarded by a sea
which stove in the after bouse,
sweeping the
Captain, a lady passenger and two children
overboard. The mate was knocked senseless
*m deck, and when he recovered
they wore
gone, and he could see no traces of them.
As
he expresses himself, the sea was one
complete
sheet of foam. He says that about ten minutes
before the sea boarded the vessel, he said to the
•
.'upturn—4* Would you not be more safe on deck
Ilian in the cabin ':” The vessel then was labornog heavily, and not laying well.
Captain
Thompson replied that he was prepared to die,
and might as wd! ,!i< in th.- cabin as to be
washed overboard.
<

interests of

some
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—
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Corrected
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lour,
Corn Meal,

Butter,
Cheese,
Eggs,
Lard,
Beef,
Ap’ls, Baldwin,
Veal,
Dry Cod,

Rockland.
4. Schs

Tookoleta, Reed, Boothbay;

Furguson,
5.

Ellsworth.

Empire,

Medford, Owen. Boston,

Sch
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Manager
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JOHN L.

&
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MANUFACTURERS,

MECHANICS AND CAPITALISTS
Great Western

Navigation. Hater Power anil Lauiln,
TOWNS

Capital

SIMPLE
This Company holds one of the most liberal chart
crs ever granted by the State of Illinois,
conferring
perpetual and exclusive, right to create Navigation
and Water Power by the construction of Dams and
Locks on the Kankakee and Iroquois Rivers, with
authority to issue stock and bonds, fix and regulate
its own tolls within the charter limits, to condemn
materials, lands lor dams, locks, mills, and water
power, to purchase and hold lands for town and city
sites, and for all purposes of manufacturing; also
power to sell, lease, or otherwise dispose of any
part or all ot its properties, franchises, or possessions, at discretion.
When completed, this will give navigation from
the Illinois and Michigan Canal, with which it connects, to the Indiana State line, a distance of nearly
one hundred miles in Illinois, and
extending more

vincing.
The

EOXS UIPTIOX.
The Mandrake Pills are composed of one of Nature’s
noblest gifts—the Pcdophillum l'eltatnm. They possess all
the blood-searching, alterative properties of calomel, but
unlike calomel, they
EiElIIXi).”

The work of cure is now beginning. The vitiated and
mucous deposits in the bowels and in the alimentary canal are ejected. The liver, like a clock, is wound up. it
arouses from its torpidity. The stomach acts responsive! v,
and the patient begins to leel that he is getting, at last,
A

SIPPL1

OF

GOOD

BLOOIL

The Seaweed Tonic, in conjunction with the Pills, permeates and assimilates with the food.
Chylilieation id
how progressing, without its previous tortures.
Digestion
becomes painless, and the cure Is seen to be at hand.
There is no more flatulence, no exacerbation of the stomach. An appetite sets in.
Now comes the greatest Blood Purifier ever yet given
by an indulgent father to suffering man. Schenck’s Pulmonic Syrup comes in to perform its functions and to
hasten and complete the cure. It enters at once upon its
work. Nature cannot be cheated. It collects and ripens
the Impaired and diseased portions of tlio lungs. In the
form of gatherings it prepares them for expectoration,
and lo l in a very short time the malady is vanquished,
the rotten throne that it oc cupied is renovated and made
new, and tho patient, in all the dignity of regained vigor,
steps forth to enjoy the manhood or womanhood that was
11*

As

LOST.

Tho second thing is, tho patients must stay in a warm
room, until they get well; it is almost impossible to prevent taking cold when tho lungs are diseased, but it must
bo prevented or a cure cannot be effected. Fresh air and
riding out, especially in this section of tho country in the
fall and winter season, arc all wrong. Physicians who
recommend that course lose their patients, if their lungs
are badly diseased; and yet, because they are in the house
they must not sit down quiet: they must walk about the
room as much and us fast as the strength will bear, to get
The patients must keep
up a good circulation of blood.
in good spirits—he determined to get well. This lias a
great deal to do with the appetite, and is the great point to

gain.

To despair of cure after such evidence of its possibility
in tho worst cases, and" moral certainty in all others, is
sinful. Dr. Schenck's personal statement to the Faculty
of his own cure was in these modest words:
"Many years ago I was in tho last stages of consumption confined to
my b< d, and atone time my physicians
thought that I could notIh a week: then like a drowning
man catching at straws, l heard of,and obtained the preparations which I ndw offer to tho public, and they made
cure of me.
a
It seemed to mo that I could feel
them penetrate my whole system. They soon ripened the
matter in my lungs, and 1 would spit up more than a pint
of offensive yellow matter every morning lor a long time.
As soon as that began to subside, my cough, fever, pains
and night sweats all began to leave me, and my appetite
becamo so great that it was with
that I cob id
keep from eating too much. I soon gained my strength
anil have grown in flesh ever since,
I was weighed shortly after my recovery," added the
Doctor, “then looking like a mere skeleton; mv weight
was only ninety-seven pounds ; my present weight is two
hundred and twenty-five (225) pounds, and for years I

perfect

difficulty

|

|

have enjoyed uninterrupted health."
Dr. Schenck lias discontinued his professional visits to
New York and Boston. lie or his son, Dr. J. II. Schenck,
Jr., still continue to see patients at their office, No. 15
North Sixth street, Philadelphia, every Saturday from 9
A. M. to ft P. M. Those who wish a thorough examination with tho II(-spirometer will be charged $5. The Itespirometer declares the exuct condition of the lungs, and
patients can readily learn whether they aro curable or
not.

The directions for taking the medicines aro adapted to
intelligence even of a child. Follow these directions,
kind Nature will do the rest, excepting that in some
eases the JUandrake Pills are to bo taken in Increased
doses; the three medicines need no other accompaniments
than the ample instructions that accompany them; First,
create nppettte. Of returning health hunger is tho most
welcome symptom. When it comes, as it will come, let
tho
despairing at onco ho of good cheer. Good blood at
pneo follows, the cough loosens, tho night sweat Is abated,
fit a short time both of these morbid symptoms pro gone
the

pud

forever.
Dr, Schenck’s

medicines aro constantly kept in tens of
thousands of families. As a laxative or purgative, tho
Mandrake Pills are a standard preparation: while tho
Pulmonic Syrup, as a euro of coughs and colds, may be
regarded as a prophylacteric against consumption In any
pf its forms.
Price of the Pulmonic Syrup and Seaweed Tonic, $1.50
a bottle, or $7.50 a half dozen. Mandrake
Pills, 25 cents
For sale by all druggists and dealers.
a box.
h
0150. C. GOODWIN & CO., Agents, Boston.

M.

A.

1-AI’ER.IIANGING, GRAINING, GLAZING,
WHITE-WASHING, ENAMELING
AND VARNISHING.

and
Parlors and

i

than seventy miles in the State of Indiana.
The fertility of this section of the country is shown
from the lact that one-twentietli of the two hundred
and fifty-two million bushels of corn alone raised in
the State (one hundred and two counties), in 1870,
was produced in the three counties through which
these rivers flow, and lrom the peculiar richness of
the soil, it has been aptly termed “The Garden of
Illinois.”
The extent and reliability of the Water Power is
not surpassed by any river in the State or New England, the Kankakee River being adapted by nature
for this purpose, having a solid lime-rock bed, high,
sloping banks, and a never-failing supply of water.
The works are now under contract, and in part
completed ten miles above and below the City of
Wilmington, and the Company will be prepared the
coming season to sell or lease Water Power for
manufacturing purposes.
The facilities for the transportation, both by
water and rail, to and from the two great distributing markets of the West, Chicago and St. Louis,
the low cost of living, the large and extensive fields
of coal {the bc*t in the Stale) within threo miles of
the river, at two dol’ars and fifty cents per ton, a
fertile soil, cheap building materials, salubrious
climate, and other in fucements that will be offered
by the Company, afford a most inviting opportunity
lor a remunerative investment of capital, and the
employment of skilled labor in manufacturing interests, which must of necessity develop western
Lowells, Lawrences, and Lewistons,
About -two hundred and fifty acres of land are already scoured by the Company contiguous to its
largest Water Power, nearly all ol which is within
the limits of the flourishing City of Wilmington
(only fifty-three miles from the city of Chicago),
whose citizens have indorsed this enterprise by a
liberal subscription to its bonds of over fifty thousand dollars.
This Company also ownes the entire capital Stock
($79,500) ot the “Kankakee Coal Company,” with
its valuable pailroad charter, and GOO acres of the
choicest of the Wilmington Coal Lands, selected by
actual test in boring, and with guaranty ol quality
and quantity.
The Company solicits investigation by manufacturers and mechanics of the merits of this enter
prise, and others to capitalists and others who desire
to make a sale and paying investment one hundred
and fifty thousand dollars of its eight per cent, goldbcaiing bonds, payable in ten years, interest semiannually, secured by a first mortgage on all of the
Company’s property and improvements; the pro
ceeds ol the bonds to be expended entirely in im-

provements.
Pamphlets will

soon be issued giving full particulars.
These bonds can be obtained of
Messrs. BREWSTER, SWEET & CO., Bankers, No.
-10 State Street, Boston, Mass.
Messrs. R. L. DAY & COBB, Bankers, No. 31 Kilby
and 1G Lindall Streets, Boston, Mass.
Messrs. GEO. W. LONG & CO., Bankers, No.
Cougress Square, Boston, Mass.
Messrs. J. 11. DANIELS & SON, Bankers, Wilmington, Illinois, and at the Offices of the Company.
REFERBXCE8.
II. O. Alden, Boston, Mass.
Edw. Appleton, Railroad Commissioner, 7 Pemberton Square, Boston, Mass.
Hills & Brother, No, 117 South Street, Boston,
Mass.
Willis Phelps & Co., Springfield, Mass.
T. W. Stanley-, New Britain, Conn.
YVillia.m h. Odell, Mayor City of Wilmington,

I>. U.
E.S.

Papering Front Entries,
Sitting-Rooms made a
Specialty.

GRAINING WITH

“MACHINE,” IN

tar All work done in the best manner.
left on Slate promptly attended to.

OIL.
Orders

Shop over FRANK B. KNOWLTON>3 Store,
Hlffli Street,
Belfast, We,
3m35f»r

Cobb, Wilmington, 111.
Waters, Company’s Engineer, Wilmington,

William Gooding, Secretary Trustees, Illinois &
Michigan Canal, Lockport, 111.
W. A. Gooding, Superintendent Illinois & Michigan Canal, Lockport. III.
J. Y. Sc am mon, President Marine Bank, Chicago
*
•
111.

Richard P. Morgan, Jr., Bloomington, 111.
Further information in regard to this enterprise
may be obtained at the otlices of the Company, Ifo.
II United States Hotel Block, Beach
Street, Boston, and No. 100 Water Street, Wilmington. Illinois,
•10
E. P. CARPENTER, Managing Director.

Small Farm for Sale.

CULLNAN,

HOUSE PAINTER,
Painting

$1.000.000.

President—Hon. WILLIAM CLAfLIS, Gov. of Mass.

themselves of his wonderfully efficacious
medicines, they would not have fallen.
Dr. Seliem k has in his own ease proven that when
ever sufficient vitality remains, that vitality, by ins medicines and his directions for their use, is quickened into
healthful vigor.
In this statement there is nothing presumptuous.
To the faith of the invalid is made no representation
that is not a thousand times substantiated by living and
visible works. The theory of the cure by Dr. tSehonck’s
medicines is as simple as it is unfailing.' Its philosophy
requires no argument. It is self assuring, sell-con-

STSN<;

VILLAGES.

KANKAKEE COMPAN Y

and availed

LEAVE NO

AND

—BY THE—

TKEAT.MEXT,

Seaweed Tonic and Mandrake Pills arc the first two
weapons with which the citadel of the malady is assailed.
Two-thirds of the cases of consumption originate in dvspepsia and a functionally disordered liver. With this
condition the bronchial tubes “sympathize.” with the
stomach. They respond to tho morbific action of the
liver. Here then comes the culminating result, and the
setting in, with all its distressing symptoms, of

MA.RINE

WE OFFER FOR SALE THE
Eastern sections of lot No. 12, in
the first division of lots in Searsport. This section will extend
lrom the bay to the northern ex12, embractremity of said lot No.
ing tillage, pasture and woodland.
It contains about 35 acres, and is
well watered. On this lot is an
Orchard of Young Apple Trees.
North of the
road is one of the finest building spots between Belfast and Searsport. This land is about three miles
from Belfast
and about two miles from

bay

bridge,

Searsport Village.
For Terms
Se

rsport,

Apply to

us on the Premises.
JBNNETTE D. HOUSTON.
SARAH J. HOUSTON.
tf30
April 3, 1871.

OF

SPRINGFIELD,

Correspondence,

ANDjCADIZ

Politically

COX &
ANNUAL

&c.

in favor of

STATEMENT

$933,400.94:.
Detailed statement of same, showing ditferen:
classes of assets and amount >d each,
Real Estate owned by Company,
$: >.uuu (
Loans on Real Estate,
'..Hi
Loans on Collateral,
1 .1
U. S. 5-20 of 1,805, Rig. Rond-, “Old,
$100.1)00,
Ik; ,.I 00
U. »S. 5-20 of 1805, Reg, Bonds, “New.

2.

■

Tariff Reform, & DimiuisM Expenses.

...

-()-

$70,000,

Cash Premiums Offered.
All persons

SALT.

fer of

premiums

and
of-

:

Subscribers,
“

For 10

$7,000,
St. Louis, Alton and Terre Haute It. It.
Bonds, $5,000,
66 shares Springfield Aqueduct Co. Stock
$6,000,
Cash on hand and in hands of Agents.
Office Furniture,
Accrued Interest and Rents,

for year-

subscribers

ly
For 5

IT.

$1.50

sending.

4.00

The

be sent at

one

9.00

names

time,

registered letters,

00

e--

$036,4(H)

01

$20 "hi

is

22,437

must all

.*»'• 1

,o.5<»

m-

6,.;uu

•"*

$300,840.1.2
E. FREEMAN, President.
SANFORD J. HALL,

shape

Secretary.

COX & FIFA A >, Audit s,
3w38
Maine.
BELFAST,

orders,

The Great Remedy For

j conveyance.

Subscription,

<»

7,500 i"p
m.I5u
2,363 e:
4,00.5 : 7

liabilities, viz Commissions due
Agents on December business,

other safe

or

>.n
1

Other

with the

Send cash in
money.
of drafts, post otliee

4,mx)

to reinsure outstand50 per cent, ot premiums received on lire risks.
Whole amount received on Marine and
Inland, none.

Premiums to be deducted from
cash sent.

-l

7,000 00

ported,
Loans, none.
Amount required
ing risks, viz

For 20 Subscribers & one copy
to person sending.

LlA Itll.ITtKS,

Losses and Claims adjusted but unpaid,
Losses and Claims unadjusted and re-

and one copy

to person

n

C. S. 5-20 of 1868, Reg. Bonds, $10,000,
11;
»•
C. S. 6’s of 1881, Keg, Bonds, $5o,i.nm,
1146 shares Bank Stocks, £11 i,6<>u,
$146,187
1743 shares U. R. Stocks, $ 171,:uw,
1:. 1 r*>
Rome, Watertown and Ogdensburg K. R.
Bonds, $2,700,
2,."00
Potsdam and Watertown R. R. Bonds,

invited to pro-

are

cash

subscriptions
with
forward,
following

Cadiz Salt.

PROBATE NOTICES.

FIELD,

Of the MPItl.U^l'IELII FIRK A fl A
him: nMHAM i: conivt^v
Springfield, in th State of Mass., to the Iiisur me.
Commissioner of said State of Maine, for the vear
ending on the 31st day ot December, ls70.
I. Assets.
1. Gross amount of assets at their true cash vuhi.

Low Taxes

!

MASS.

A«*EXT«.

the Journal is Demo-

cratic,

cure.

RHEUMATISM !

$2,00 per year in adyauce,

■WUSTG-’S

-(>-

To the Honorable
of Waldo.

At a Court of Probate, held at Belfast, within and
for the County of Waldo, on the second Tuesday
of March, A. D. 1871.

Upon the foregoing Petition, Ordered, That the
petitioner give notice to all persons interested, by
causing a <*>py of said petition, with this order
thereon, to be published three weeks successively in
the Republican Journal, a
paper printed at Belfast,
that they may
appear at a Probate Court, to be bold
at the Probate Office in Belfast
aforesaid, on the
second Tuesday of April next, at ten o'clock in the
lorenoon, and shew cause, It any they have, why
the same should not be granted.
ASA Til UR LOUGH, Judge.
A true copy. Attest—B. P. Field Register. 3w37

Assignee’s

In

Bankruptcy.

6CUOOXEII HICKORY',
together with her tackle, apparel and furniture as
she now lies at said Brookliu. Terms Cash.
O, S. ANDREWS, Assignee,
Rockland, Maine.
Rockland, March 15, ls?l.
:>w.i?

You

Dresses,

can

Ladies

T

have your

Sacks,

DYED, CLEANED,

&

<fcc.,

PRESSED,

ripping, also with the trimmings

on.

Dyed

Office at B. F. W/I.LS’S
Main Street, Belfast.

mate

Movable Comb See Hive
purchased this valuable!
patent lor Waldo County, 1 will sell farm
rights with directions for making, tor £3,00 each.
Bee Keeper’s Text-Book, HI pages sent post
paid,
10 cts,
Also Hives and Glass llouey Boxes for sale,
at low priees.
Italian Oueen Bees raised from
selected stocks of undoubted purity, sent by mail or
express. Purity and safe arrival guaranteed in all

Having

New circular lor 1871, sent tree.
Address
j. p. GRAY,
3mos35*ow

cases.

Dixmont, Me.

Dress and Cloak

Foreclosure of
JOSEPH

Mortgage.

W.

591

co.,

Fancy Good Store, No. 17
jyr3t>

BROADWAY,

It has a wide range of application.
The -ur n d
immediate relief trom jain. Imlispeusible lot
Colds, Cough, DiarrliO', Dysentery, Cholera, \c.
Made expressly for t!r>.-e who want the !>.-t,an :
know alter they get it.
None other- m d buv.
Every person ought to have it, wh« tlier at home
abroad. Sold by all Druggists.
March 30, 1671.
lyrHrs
<

..

Rare Chance for Sale

A VALUABLE HOTEL STAND !
IN SKA US

FASTENING FOR HEAVY

FRAMES,

NEW YORK,

Invite the attention of the Trade to their extensive
the above goods, of then' own publication, manufacture and importation,

assortment ot

BOOTS

AND

and
«

GRAPHOSCOPKS,
YOSEMITE,
E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.,
6tu Broadway, New York,
Opposite Metropolitan Hotel.

SHOES,

proved superior to either Thread or Pegs. For
all the lighter grades of work it is equally applicaand
the most delicate lady’s slipper or the finest
ble,
pump-soled boot is more pliable, more durable, and
preserves its shape better, if fastened with

popnlar 4*oo<l«
everywhere.

Notice to

are

Teachers,

PKUNIIVIi PBOPOIIJIL! TO
teach in Belfast the ensuing summer, are requested and notified to meet me at my house ior examination on Friday the 21st or Friday the 28th of
the present month, at 1 o’clock, P. M.
WOOSTER PARKER, Supervisor.
3w3'J
Belfast, April 6,1871.

ALL

|

PIIOTOG1UPHIU MATERIALS.
4moe34

CALL AND EXAMINE
T If A T

wold l»y
Gw3‘.>

Boston and Portland Steamers call here daily
within six miles of Uailroad minimimention with
tor Boston and Portland.
One of tin*
most desirable locations in Maine
tor the Hotel
and summer resort, sold on account of business in
Calilornia demanding the Proprietor’s immediate
attention.
If not disposed ol at private sale prior to May 1.
1671, the property will be sold at Public Auction’ on
the 10th day of May.
Full particulars as to terms of sab- &c., ou uppb
cation to the proprietor.
W. II. MATHEWS, Scarsport, Me.
'.»w3.»
By C. C. CUAKY, Scarsport, Me.

daily trains

IMPORTERS AND MANUFACTURERS OF

CABLE SCREW WIRE.
Theici
Healers

driving.

NEW VIEWS OF

Has

New and Elegant Stock of

SEWING

Paper Hangings!

MACHINES!

CLOTH & PAPER

FLORENCE At IIOWK

CURTAINS.

MACHINES

.___

LOUT!

pUBI
LOST MARCH 28, A

SUITE OF

Books and
FURS, BE-

tyeen Searsmont and Liberty. Any one giving inlormution concerning the same, will be suitably rewarded by addressing the subscriber.
MRS. D. F. SPILLER.
2w39
Liberty, April 4,1871.

And

tfNPRKCEDENTED

—Large

Jerseys for Cream! Jerseys for Batter!
HAVE SEVENTEEN JERSEYS, LARGE &
small, full-blood and grade animals. I offer some
for sale at reasonable prices, and recommend them
is good as the best in Maino.
4w39
W. A. P. DILLINGHAM, Sidney.

I

Freedom Notice.
valuable consideration i
hereby relinquish to my son Frederick A. Wesjott, the remainder of his minority. Shall hereafter
daim none of his earnings and will not be responsible for any debts of his contracting after this date.
CflELSKA WE8COTT.
Witness—E. A. WESCOTT.
3w39*
Gouldsboro, March 29, 1871.

For

Stationery

GEORGE BLISS’

Bookstore,

FOR SALE.
SITUATED IN NORTH POUT,
ono mile from Saturday Cove, on
the road leading over Beach Hill,
containing about one hundred acres of the best land
in Town, cuts about ^0 tons of hay, has :.'0 acres of
second growth wood, well fenced, and plenty of
never-failing water, a good House with L, 40 feet
long. The place will be sold at a great bargain, together with the stock and farming-tools. If required, one-half of the farm, with the buildings will
be sold to suit the purchaser.
It has a Carriage-House, Joiner-Shop, Blacksmith
Shop,and Barn. Call on the subscriber on the premises.
DAVID DKINKWATKK.
March 37, 1141.
3w3S

a

Rooms to Let!
pleasant rooms to let,on High

Three
Street, enquire
J.
tin

at

CACCIOLA'S
HIHHIII

9ALE

AHOP,

AT

Carle & Morison’s
HARDWARE STORE,

Waldoboro, Maine.

Com-

) missions I Wanted, AGENTS, male and female,
to sell Pictures everywhere. One agent alone has
retailed over 8,500 at 75 cents each. Another agent
writes, “I can make more money in this business
;han 1 could on a $10,000 farm all stocked.” Address
bnly with stamp, WHITNEY & CO., Norwich,
Im39*
3oun.

(Oil

JUST OPENED!
selling with a rush at

3w37
SALES!

POUT, ML.

TITHE WELL KN< *WN, *«»ar«|MM*t llou<»«>
JL three stories high, tinished in Modem Style,
and containing -ij or more large and convcuiV nt
rooms, is now ottered for sale. Attached is a Stable
nearly new, 10x70, both llou-e and Stable abundant
ly supplied with water. The LIVELY STOCK.
S to 10 Horses, Cart iages. Harnesses, Kohes,
will also be sold.
This Hotel is the only Public House, in the place
is situated in t he central part of Seat sport, at tin
bead ot Penobscot liay, om ot the most beautiful
bays in the world for lishing and sailing, which
renders Scarsport a line summer resort, one that
lias already become very popular with the traveling
public, and whose patronage is constantly increasing. Fine roads afford every facility, for pleasure

PHOTO LANTERN SLIDES

CABLE SCREW WIRE,

PHENOLINE,

W ing s Ciitlinlifiiii, The (Irrat Ui‘iii*'<lv hr Pain.

dated November >‘l.-t A. 1). 1863 and recorded in
\> aido Registry of Deeds, Book KH and
page 3Ji,
and the condition in said mortgage having been
broken, by reason whereof, I claim a foreclosure of
the same. Dated March 13, 1871.
3w36*
JOSEPH W. SIIAW.

VIEWS,
ALBUMS,
CHKOMOS,

Adhesive Phenol Saive,

s

most

Also,

AS A

Wing

Is put up iii rolls, fitted for family use, and no family
should be without if. Its healing properties are unequalled by any Salve ewer before in us,-. It-* adhesive qualities are such, that it cannot be washed otr
of exposed surfaces, like wounds on the hands, ffcc.
It; immediately sooth.- ami removes the
pain of an
inllamed Sore, and quickly puts an end
all symj
toms of malignancy, fry it and von will never !
willing to bo without it.

WING’S

House. E. & H. T. ANTHONY & CO.
&

rivalry.

Is an unsurpassed healing Vegetable Lotion, free
from stain, and its healing properties are such, that
if once one becomes ae<piniuted with tin in. tluw wii.
always keep it on hand. For Chunped llan Is, Pim
pies on the Face, Sore Lips, '-ore Eye-, and 1.e-ionof Cutaneous and Mucous surface.-, it is the most
positive cure. Among all the medicine- for tVarrl;
nothing approaches the benign action >f this mj
It quickly restores the glands ot th
plication.
mucous membrane of tin. nasal cavities to a norm tl
and healthy action, No family should be without it
a single
day. Full directions accompany ad article. Sold by Druggist-.

SHAW, of Swanvillc, hereby
jgive public notice, that I claim to own. bv virtue
ol a mortgage deed front John B. Huff of Swanville, to me dated the eighth day of March A.L>. isro,
the following described piece ol land situat'- in
Swanvillc, bounded uorthly by land of T. It. Nickerson. easterly by the
County road leading from
Swanvillc Mills to
Searsport Village, southerly by
land oi John Sanders, and westerly by land of James
Lewis, and being the same premises conveyed to
said .John B. Huff by Ambrozc Strout, by his deed,

I

a

The PAIN of Rheumatism fades away by the use
of this Liniment so rapidly and so permanently that
everyone who has used it, is astonished at its' salutary effects.
The MYALEIC PILLS restore all the secretion.and cleanse the blood, making complete cure an 1
a return ot the disease,
lrv them. Sold
preventing
by all Druggists.

Making.

J. PEIRCE will return soon from
-i Boston to Belfast, to continue her business as
a
Dress and Cloak Maker. Having had extensive
practice as a cutter lor the firm of JORDAN,
MARSH & CO., she feels confident that she can
please the ladies ol Belfast. Thankful for past favors
she hopes for a continuance for the coming season.
March 13, 1871.
tl'16

AT THE

Steam Dye
e. barbies

Among the medicines for Rheumatism, WINE'S
MYALEIC LINIMENT and MYALEIC P1I I.S
stand far ahead of ail others, none veil approxi-

THE AMERICAN

Cleaned,

or

Myalgia is derived from two words, one meaning
muscle, and the other pain or pane, it therefore
means muscle pain.

W. H. SIMPSON, Publisher,
Belfast, Maine.

i AdJr™

STEREOSCOPES

GENT’S GARMENTS THE SAME.

Kid Gloves

to

IENORE

Maine District SS.

Laclies !

Specimen Copies Mailed Free
Persons Applying.

-<)-

Sale.

In the matter of ALDEN LITCHFIELD, Bankrupt.
By virtue of authority from the District Court of
the United States for the District of Maine, 1 shall
sell at publie Auction, on Monday, the j;tli
day of
March, inst.,at Centre Harbor, Kggeraoggin Reach,
in the town of Brooklin.at 10 o’clock in the fore♦
noon, the

Without

Myalgia Liniment, Myalgia Pills

Judge ol Probate for the Countv

W. SPROWL, Administrator of the estate
of John G. Sawyer, late of Moutville, in said
County, deceased, respectfully represents that the
goods, chattels and credits of said deceased art; nut
sufficient to answer his just debts and
charges ,q
Administration, by the sum of four hundred .md
titty dollars.
Wherefore your petitioner pray your honor to
grant him a license to sell and couvey so much <>t
the real estate of said deceased, (including the reversion of the Widow’s dower thereon,; as will
satis'.y said debts, and incidental charges of administration.
AMOS YV. SPROWL,

AMOS

With beautiful sites for

rBKVESTIVE,

Ki ll HACK'S

|

Enterprise,

—COMMXINti KXTKNSIVK—

being has passed away, fur whose death

fll.

&

INSURANCE COMPANY!

Sketches,

Markets,

IS TO GIVE NOTICE that a Petition has
been presented to the Court, this 15th
day of
March, A. D. 1871, by Alden Litchlield ol Rockland,
in said District,a
Bankrupt, praying that he may be
decreed to have a full discharge from all his debtprovable under the Bankrupt Act, and upon reading
said Petition, It is Ordered by the Court that :i
hearing be had upon the same, on the lil'tli day ol
.June A. D. 1871, before the Court in
Portland, in
said District, at 10 o'clock, A. M., and that notice
thereof be published in the Kocklaud Free Press
and the Republican Journal, newspapers
printed in
.said District, once a week for three weeks, and that
all creditors who have proved their debts and other
persons In interest, may appear at said time and
place, and show cause, if any they have, why the
prayer of said Petition should not be granted
W M. P. PREBLE,
3w37
Clerk of District Court for said District,

DEVELOPEMENT OF A

there was no other reason than the neglect of known
and indisputably proved means of cure. Those near and
dear to family and friends are sleeping the dreamless
slumber into which, had they calmly adopted
JOS1 PIS

FIRE

Poetry,

Paragraphs,

THIS

For further Particulars See Bills of

TO

thorough-

rupt.

-(i-

By J. H. SCHENCK, M. D.

J>It.

Tales &

Belfast, Maine.

SPRINGFIELD

Editorials, News,

District Court of the Uni- )
lK Bankruptcy
ted States. District ol Me.
{
lu the matter of ALDEN
LITCHFIELD, Bank

Entire Change of Bill each Evening.

Consumption.

human

72 MAIN ST.,

3m3g

Agriculture,

Local

BANKRUPTCY NOTICES.

NJG

Thursday April 6th,

Ami take no other. See that the portrait of Dr.
Clarke is upon the label of each bottle. No other
is genuine. They arepuerly vegetable and will not
intoxicate.
tfsp

a

ALBKRT .a BDJiGKSS,

departments

devoted to

IIHDS., LIVERPOOL, & SOOhhds.,
For sale at Boston prices.
SAMUEL ADAMS.
Castine, March 17, 1871.
Gw27

FOR THREE NIGHTS ONLY !

Ask for Dr. Clarke’s Sherry fine Bitters.

Many

AS* Orders by Mall or Express, solicited and will
prompt attention.
I’OR iALi: HI

receive

newspa-

SUBSCRIBERS,

OVU

Comedy S Burlesque Company

SPECIAL NOTICES.

ITS

as a

It will have

per.

ALBERT C. BURGESS,
St.,
Il^lfaNt, Maine,

LIVERPOOL

A I) K I. P H I AN

Weekly for the Journal.

AM.

2 Main

THE

HAYFORD HALL

10 to
Round llog,
11
Clear S’t Pork$22 to
21
Mutton per lb. 0 to
8
Lamb per lb.
7 to
b
Turkey per lb. 25 to 30
Chicken per lb.22 to 25
Duck per lb.
25 to
00
Geese per lb. 15 to
IS
Hay per ton, $18 to 22
Lime,
$1.25 to 00
Washen Wool 40 to
42
Unwas’d
30 to
33
:s:i to 05 Pulled
lo to
00
<»o Hides,
20 to
7 to
00
17 to 00 Call Skins, 1G 2-3 to
00
is to 00 Sheep Skins 1.00 to $2
s to
lo Wood, hard,$5 50 to 0.00
1.25 to 1.50 Wood, jiolt, $1.00 to 00
0 to
8 Dry Pollock,
5 to
G
8 to
10 Straw,
$8 to 10

(TIIK

attractive features

Bankruptcy.

Assessors of the City of
Belfast, hereby give notice to the inhabitants
of said Belfast, to make out and bring in to them
true and
perfect lists of their polls, and all their estates, real and personal, not by law exempt from
taxation, which they are or may be possessed of on
the first day of
April, A. D. 1871, and that they will
be in session at their office over the store of Oakes
Angier, in said Belfast, from the first day of April
«o the tenth day of April next, for the purposo ol
eceiving said lists.
Highway Surveyors of the several districts are requested to bring in their several tax-books of 180'J,
alter the llrst day of April.
Agents of the several School Districts are requested to make returns in writings to the assessors
of
the number of scholars belonging to each
family in
their School Districts, their name and ages,
together
with the names of tlie heads of the family as soon
as may be after the lirst of
April next.
OAKES ANGIER,
As scssors of
GEORGE WOODS,
the city
NOAH M. MATHEWS. S
of Belfast.
March 30, 1871.
;>,s

iwPiucns as vsuALjn

ITS

the

form,

new

Publisher calls attention to its

Assessor’s Notice.

Curtis, Rockland.
April 2. Schs Malabar, McCarty, Baltimore; Mary,
McDonald, Bucksville; Everglade, Jacksonville.
3. Schs Banner, Parker, Bangor; James Jewett,
Sylvester, Stockton; Jack Downing, Patterson,

$s.ootoll.00
l.OatoO.OO
1.25 to0.00
1.00 to 0.00
l.OatoO.OO
Corn,
05 to 7o
Barley,
2.00 to 2.75
Beans,
Marrowfat Peas.i.ooto 1.25
55 to 00
Oats,
85 to oo
Potatoes,
Dried Apples,
8 to
00
75 to 1.00
Cooking, do.

Bye Meal,
Bye,

in its
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March 31. Schs Abby Gale, Ryan, Boston; Cameo,
McCarty, do; Esperanza, A Jams, Portland; Banner,

Belfast, Wednesday, April 5,1871.

A Novel Gun Carriage. There is a
comical story connected with the Ordnance
Select Committee. It was at one time
proposed to fire mountain-guns off the
backs of mules that carried them. It was
urged that this would obviate the necessity of dismounting the gun from the
mule's back and mounting it on its carriage ; a mountain battery could thus come
into action in far less time. This proposal was warmly taken up by the committee. who forthwith proceeded to test its
feasibility. A mule or donkey was procured, and a small gun strapped firmly to
a cradle resting on the
pack-saddle, so that
the weapon pointed over the donkey’s tail.
The animal was then led into the marshes
at Woolwich, accompanied by the committee and several “big-wigs,” who were
attracted by such a novel experiment.
On arriving at the butt, the gun was loaded, the donkey turned with his tail towards
the earthern mound, and the usual preparations made for firing by means of a lanyard and friction tube. Hereupon one of
the committee remarked that this mode of
firing might derange the aim by the jerk
on pulling the
lanyard. A discussson followed, and it was finally arranged to fire
the gun by the piece of slow match tied to
the vent. This was done, and the match
duly ignited. Hitherto the donkey hail
taken rather a sleepy interest in the proceedings; but the fizzing ot the match on
on his back
aused him first to prick up
his ears, then to lay them back, and finally
to begin to turn round.
The committee
wore thunder-struck, and “skedaddled”
in all directions ; tfie secretary threw himself fiat on his face ; there was an agonizing moment of suspense: then bang the
shot went ricochetting away in one direction. while the wretched donkey turned a
complete summersault.

kind.
The meeting was called to order by M. M.
Sensible Advice.
ilawson, on whose motion Asa R. Reed was
made chairman, who addressed the meeting
Always treat a lady with politeness. Such
briefly in favor of investing capital in manufac- is due to her sox. No matter though it
turers here, and the necessity of taking im- may cost you an act of hypocrisy, no matlor a time you may seem to be
mediate action in the matter, and thus retain at ter, though,
a gentleman, and therefore ill at case, don’t
home the capital and labor daily seeking emfail to perform the act of grace. Duty is
ployment elsewhere. In behalf of same object duty; and the iron man has said success is
earnest remarks were made by H. Kennedy, B.
duty, whether duty is success or not. To a
B. Haskell, I. S. Perry, S. W. Jackson, C. D. lady, use kind words. They are easier,
Jones, G. W. Caldwell, 13. X. Philbrook, Thos. cheaper, ought to mean more that others.
You have or once had, a mother; you may
Genthner and M. M. Rawson.
or
<>n motion of Mr. Rawson a committee of
ma^ not have, or have had, a sister. It
is one and the same. The sex merits politelive was appointed by the chair as follows : M. I
uess.
It is better for it. The giver Is betM. Rawson, Chas. Comery, 8. AV. Jackson, B.
ter, even under the circumstances just
B. Haskell and T. 8. Perry, to report a com- named. It is an investment that
always
The steamer city of Richmond has been remittee, whose special duty it should be to in- pays.
fitted and refurnished during tin* winter, and
the
various
branches of manufactures
vestigate
looks as nicely as a parlor.
It is said of a late physician that he was
The saloon has new and report the result of its
investigation at a
waited upon one day by a neighbor to
ami elegant carpets, with new settees, chairs, future
meeting. Chas. Comery, A. R. Reed, C.
come and see a child sick with the croup.
Ac. The table will be in future conducted on D. Jones and G.
AV. Caldwell were reported
“Oh certainly,” replied the doctor, “if
the European, of selecting dishes from a bill of
and accepted for said committee ana authorized
there is anything I pride myself on in my
fare with tixed prices, and paying only for what to visit
manufacturing cities and towns to ob- profession, it is my treatment oi that disis ordered. The public will be glad to see the
tain desired information. On motion of Mr. ease. As the doctor
stepped out a moreturn of Mr. Warner, the popular Steward.
Richards voted that the proceedings be
publish- ment to make ready, his waiting visitor
The following are 1 tic oflicers of the Richmond— ed in the Rockland
Free Press and Belfast Jour- was somewhat taken aback to hear him
William E. Dennison, Master; E. Cushing’ nal.
say to his wife, “Sarah, what do you do
Clerk; 0. Kilby, 1st Pilot.; Geo. A. Pollster,
On motion of Mr. Caldwell adjourned to for the croup ?”
-d Pilot; A. P.
Warner,Steward; Edwin Clap- meet Saturday evening of next week.
P«t, l*t Engineer; Geo. M.
lienne’s Pain-Killing Magic Oil is used by a
II. Kennedy, Secretary.
Loomis, 2d Engineer; diaries Millikon. Mate; James M.
number of the families in our town, and they
well of it as a remedy for curing most
speak
Sturdivant, Baggage Master.
Belfast Police Court.
painful complaints. It is the cleanest and most
delicious article to use we have found. The
large si/.c bottles arc cheapest in proportion to
Henry Buffum, of
I-Incolnville, a young lad
the price.
Reported for the Journal.
-if fourteen, opened n large |,:lrn ,|,ll)r
few
1st. Two lads of 14 and 15, belonging
April
Many Doctors, having learned the great
-t»y« sinee, when u gust of wind lilew it away in
Unity, were brought before the Court curative properties of Dr. Wing’s medicines by
fVom him, turning him around so that the lar^c
force of the cures done under their own obsercharged w ith stealing the tools of workmen on vation, and under
old-fashioned hook used to fasten the door
circumstances, that will adthe Belfast and Moosehead Lake Railroad. mit ot no
doubt, have thought it must be he had
of
his
in
hack
collar,
aught
tjie
swinging him One was acquitted, and the other found
come in possession of receipcs of great
luckily
guilty;
toffof his feet iu such a manner that he was unbut in consideration of the youth of the latter, value. They did not know the doctor; his
medicines are all original.
2w39.
able to extricate himself.
Persons at work and
other mitigating circumstances, he was
around the farm, saw him hanging there, but not
ffiST*If
you desire rosy ebooks and a complexion
committed to jail, but let off on his good
lair and free from Pimples and Blotches, purify
supposed that he was amusing himself by swing- behavior. The two older
boys concerned, and your blood by the use of l)r. Pierce’s Alt. Ext.
ing on the door. He was not taken down for wbo were the most
or
Golden Medical Discovery. It has no equal
evaded
officer.
the
criminal,
nearly half an hour, and it was with the utmost
A lot of young bloods of
for this purpose, nor as a remedy for severe
our city, who ought
that
he was resuscitated.
difficulty
Jt was to have more
Coughs or Bronchitis. Sold by druggists. To
respect for themselves, went on a
avoid Counterfeits see that it has, upon the outthree hours before they were able to discover
serious
‘‘tare”
one
very
night last week, after side wrapper, Dr. Pierce’s private Stamp, issued
signs of life. He will recover. [Camden Herald.
lull
of
various fluids. Their first ex- by the LJ. S. Goverumrnt expressly for stampgetting
Last fall seven sheep belonging to a fanner in ploit was to whip a Boston
ing his medicines, and whioh bears his portrait,
runner for presumname and address upon it.
the town of Monroe, got under his barn. Soon ing to be abroad at an
unseasonable hour.
Children whose brain’development is unafterwards the careful man boarded up about Then a house, the inmates of which
are reputed
usually large in comparison with the body, are
tbe under-pinning to make the barn warmer. to be no more chaste than
ice, was stormed and most Irequentlyfsingled out for a premature final
There was great search made for the lost sheep, taken
possession of, to the daffiage of the goods resting place. Why is this? Simply because the
hut they were not found until March first, after and chattels therein
besides other like ex- functions of the body are too frail to supply the
waste of going on in the brain consequent upon
three mouths imprisonment, when four of them
the bloods aforesaid active
For
all
of
which
ploits.
intelligence. Fisli.ows’ Compound
were dead.
They could get hay through the were sentenced by the Court to the payment of Syrup of IIypophosph itf.s is so prepared
flooring, but had no water except in the form of fines and costs. Likewise they all had bad that it imparts the vitiil principle directly to the
brain, while it assists in developiug a vigorous
jsnow.
headaches the neyt morning.
and robust hodv.
from tlie
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For light and heavy Carriages. All sizes
ly seasoned, and for sale low by

BELFAST.
ARRIVED.
March 30. Sell a Lucy Ames, Carr, Baltimore;
Helen Maria, Prince, Portland.
31.
Schs Jachin, liana, Baltimore; Tookoleta*
Reed do; Kmelinc Ifnight, Avery, New Castle;
James Jewett, Sylvester, Boston; Banner,
Parker,
do; Medlord. Owen, Winterport; Mosell, Boston;
Eva May, McFarland, Fishing.
SAILED.

BUTTER—We quote choice and tine lots ot New
York and Vermont butter at 35a-10c per lb; good to
line lots do25a30e; inferior 18a22c; bakers’ 12 l-2alGc
CHEESE—We quote liue factory cheese at 15a 10
l*2c; good do 13aHc; choice dairy at HalGc; common
to fair ldts at 8al0c; good do 10a 12c.
EGGS—The market to-day is dull, and 20c is the
outside price for the best Eastern, while Southern
und Western sell at 17al0e per doz.
BEANS—We quote choice hand-picked mediums
$2 37 per busli; common do at $1 75a2 UO per bush ;
yellow eyes at $ i 12; choice hand-picked pea beans
$3 00; common $2a2 50 per bush.
GRASS SEEDS—We quote jobbers’ prices of
Herds Grass at $6 25aG 75; Red Top $0 75a7; Clover
11 l-2al2 l-2c for Western and New York.
HAY—We quote choice Northern and Eastern hay
at $28a20 per ton and New York $27a2S; common
hay sells at $20a22,and Straw at $30 per ton.

John McCormick and Bryan Cavanagh,
well-known New York thieves. They
were taken to the city and removed to
Bellevue Hospital, their wounds being

the

the Journal to

presenting

HICKORY AND OAK SPOKES,

PORT OF

Monday, April 3, 1871.

New Yokk, April 2.
The railway banditti, who for months
past have robbed the freight cars of the
Hudson River Railway at Dobbs’ Ferry,
where the locomotives stop for wood and
water, were spotted on Thursday night
by private detectives Scannell and
Gillespie, who saw three men on the track
and attempted to arrest them. The thieves
opened lire with their revolvers, to which
the officers replied, and brought down
two of them, who were recognized as

In

ICE !

Spokes! Spokes!

SUIT3 NEWS.

BOSTON PRODUCE MARKET.

Robber.

The ROLLERS are of largo size and Rest
of White Rubber, and are secured to their
in the most permanent manner, by the Moulton Process.
^d. The SPIRAL COGS used on this Wringer
gives the utmost ease and steadiness in working,
and will not throw’ out of gear.
3d. The ELASTIC, CURVED CLAMP readily
adjusts this Machine to tubs of any size or thickness
fastening the whole width of the Wringer.
4th. SIMPLICITY, S I RKNGTII, and REA UT ^
are combined in this Machine, with ull the
requisites
of a tirst-class Wringer.
Prices as low as other standard Wringers.

(Quality
Shafts

PAPER!

Just received ten thousand

and one Democrat.

a

COLUMN

-o-

lor the fifth
-A*- Congressional District, also for the
Connty of
Lincoln and so much of the County of Knox, as is
included in the fourth Congressional
will
District,
be held at my Office, in Rockland, on
April 15, 1871,
at V o’clock, A. M.
PETER TUACHER,
Register in Bankruptcy.
Rockland, March 20, 1871.
Iw3?

[ Obituary notices, beyond the date, name and aye,
must be paid for.]
In this city, March 31, Charles It., infant son of
Horace and Mary L. Dean, aged 3 months.
In Bucksport, April 2d, Daniel Robinson, aged 55

that the deseases

COURT OF

SUPERIOR TO ALL OTHERS, FOR THE
FOLLOWING REASONS:
l.-’t.

A 32

thickest, coldest, clearest and purest ice ever
gathered in this or any other locality—frozen expressly to order. I shall be happy to supply customers regularly and in
any quantity.
ITHOMAS LOGAN.
Belfast, March 21), 1871.
2m38
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With

ENLARGED!

HAVE IN STORE A LARGE LOT OF THE

I

_

SPIRAL GEAR.

JOURNAL

-O-

MARRIED.

E LI ANC

REPUBLICAN

every household.” fN. V. Mail.
“We know of no similar collection in the
English
language which, in copiousness and felicity of sclec
tion and arrangement, can at all compare with it
Y.
Times.
fN.
Terms Liberal. Selling very rapidly.
Send for
Circular and Terms to J. B. FORD & Cl©
‘*1 Park Place, NT. If.
4w38

In Bangor, Mr. Warren A. Griffin of Searsport,
and Miss Laura E. Young of Bangor.
In Winterport, Mr. Abbott E, Campbell to Miss
Ella A. Snow, both of Winterport.
In Bangor, March 29tli, Mr. V. E. Cort and Mis s
Laura A. Morrill both of Glenburn.

WRINGER.

Introduction

an

3mo»34sp
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Desperate Fight

H

By WILLIAM

the mind, and
tone and elasticity to the whole
system. The
Home Stomach Bitters are compounded with the
greatest care, and no tonic-stimulanthas ever before
been offered to the public so pleasant to the taste
an l combining so many remedial
agents, endorsed
by the medical fraternity as the Pharmacopoeia. It
costs but a little to give them a fair trial, aud
EVERY FAMILY IHOILD HAVE
A BOTTLE.
JAS. A. JACKSON & CO., Proprietors,
105
& 107 N. 2d st., St. Louis, Mo.
Laboratory
For Male by all Drng-g-ists and Dealers.

RELIANCE

*

Song

Under whose critical

Strengthening the body, invigorating

feet, if not fatal to one's life are certainly
17
English’s majority,
as annoying as can be, and the remedy is simthat was left after all the rc-t of the fish were
This is claiming a Republican majority ple and sure; the corn, bunion, or inverted nail
elsewhere.
ply
oneocted. The interior of a shad looks like a
of 144 in Stamford, which is perhaps only must be skilfully and carefully treated, and the
tine tooth comb or a wool card, and the best
A grocer the other day was surprised at the
101. The Times claims 42 maj. for Eng- pain entirely ceases. The best way to obtain
wav to gd the meat out. is to use a tooth pick.
cheap rate at which a boy offered to sell eggs# lish, or with Stamford changed, 32. The this relief is to burehase a box of Briggs’ Allev iator or Curative, can be obtained at any drug\ little later in the -cason and the shad will
His neighbor was equally surprised that the result is not
absolutely certain, as other gist store. Sold bv Richard IT. Moody, S. A.
make their appearance.
BeWhen they ome, they
<>uut of his eggs didn’t hold out better.
errors are suspected. A majority is required
Howes & Co. Belfast, L. Curtis Jr. Searsport,
Roberts & Hichborn, Stockton, Mudgett &
come a good deal, there i- many of him, he is
tween this plus and minus a boy that frequentfor an election and possibly there are
Prospect, J. \V. Loney, Frankfort, and
multitudinous. We are not read up as to where
d the latter place was badly tangled.
scattering votes enough to throw the Sibly,
all druggists generally.
lm3S.
ibe shad lives before he conics this wav, but lie
election into the Legislature.
The Eastern Express Co. have sent to their
Sea Moss Fa rive from pure Irish Moss for
boards where they set a poor tuble. When lie
The Congressional delegation stands Blanc
Mange, Puddings, Custards, Creams, &c,
agent in this eitv a new and elegant wagon with
tirst puts in an appearance he i- extremely
the same as before, three Republicans &c. The cheapest, healthiest, and most delicovering to protect goods from the weather.
emaciated. He is so thin that his skin don’t fit
cious food in the world.
The company does a large business here, both
him, hence the phrase “thin as a shad." You
over the railroad and by the steamers.
Ned is
anything thinner than a spring shad.
as smart ns an agent can be and live, and accomunless you take
couple of them, when of modating as he is smart.
course they will he twice as thin.
They look
The editor of the Prog. Age has backslidden,
much like a purge—about twice as much, but
nd declines to come into the church, after all!
they are not so high -c-ntd. Shad fishing is a
Well, if he thinks there is no hereafter, let him
lucrative Inisine—.
If the fishermen has good
luck they will net him considerable, or he will
keep on. He will find a place by and by where,
it he continues to issue the Age, it will have to
et them considerable, we are a little doubtful
be printed on sheet iron.
which.
Like their namesakes on shore they are
fa^L they don’t stop to loaf any more than a
lion. Nelson Diugley, Jr. was in this city on
thoroughbred pill, but just keep right on about Thursday of last week, on his way to Oasttne,

A

Being Choice Selections from the Best Poets,
Engligli, Scotch, IriMli and American.

giving

Piles! Dr. J. Briggs’ unrivalled Pile Remedy is mild, soothing and reliable for Internal,
External, Bleeding and Itching Piles. Tt affords immediate relief and rapidly euros the
most distressing cases, except those requiring
surgical operation.
Few
of the

Phy-

BENEFICIAL TO FEMALES

.suecsss.

game is too small. Any blind mice that want
their tails cut off with a carving knife, must ap-

ONE.

FOR

particularly

headaches and ailments of that nature, that lias
yet been brought to public notice, is Briggs’
Allevantor. This valuable compound is prepared by Dr. J. Briggs, the celebrated chiropodist, and like his corn curative is an undoubted

3.

SN

Agents Wanted

!

For Fever and Ague. Intermittants, Biliousness
and all disorders arising from malarious causes.
They are highly recommended as an Anti-Dyspeptic,
and in case of Indigestion are invaluable. As an
Appetizer and Recuperant and in case of General
Debility, they have never in a single instance tailed
in producing the most happy results.
They are

Immeasurably tiie best
neuralgia, rheumatic pains,

for

cure

VOLUMES

500

A SIRE PREVENTIVE

For Neuralgia.

47,333
47,350

English, (Hem.)

Arc endorsed and prescribed by more leading
sicians than any other tonic or stimulant
now in use. They are

Napoleon.

At Midnight the Coiirant foots up:

Jewell, (Hep.)

sTOMACSl BITTERS

The public are hereby assured, through the
columns of the Journal, that Parsons, Purgative Pills contain no injurious principle, but
that they may lie administered to children and
the most weak and shattered constitutions in
small doses, with great certainty of success.
Dr. A. Johnson, one of the most successful
practitioners of his time, invented what is now
called Johnson’s Anodyne
Liniment. The
great success of this article in the cure of Bronchitis and all diseases of the throat and lungs,
will make the name of Johnson not loss favorably, is less widely, known than that of Louis

Jewell.

CELEBRATED

HOME

The system becomes enfeebled, deranged, clogged, and labors in its task. The mind sviupathizes with it and both sink, or depressed together. To restore tiie vita! energies, purge the
system—cleanse the Wood—take Ayer’s Pills.
Itn39
[Glasgow!Ky.) Free Press.

The Connecticut Election.

Hartford, Ct., April

THE

tled.

You pays your money and takes your choice

entertainment.

iinc of the railroad to

May.

CONNECTICUT.

j

Belfast, Me.

IS~Also needles, oil and all the fittings for both
tl.'Jo
Machines kept constantly on hand.

SOLDIERS OF THE WAR OF 1812.
ATTENTION !
HAS PASSED A LAW, GIVING
A Pension ot $s per month to the officers ami
soldiers of the War of INI--’, who served sixty days
or over, and to the widows of such as have died,
thus doing justice to this brave and meritorious
band of Patriots.
1 have all the Rolls and Records of this service,
and they are not to be found at any other place in
the State to my knowledge. I will give every soldier the benefit of my records to establish Ills claim
to a pension and I will assist him in the prompt
and speedy prosecution of his claim. 11 the discharge
of the soldier is lost, these records are invaluable.
The fee is lixed by law, at $Ui. No charge made unless a pension is obtained.
Application can be made, in person, at my office
in Bangor, or by letter giving name ot Company,
Officers, date and length ot service.
IV IIBOW f,
Office near D. BUG BEE’S Book Store, on Kenduskeag Bridge, Bangor.
3mos33
Bangor, Feb. «0, 1871.
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The
T. V

W«
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eked

our

rounding:

u

Hawk’s
MUST

H

Nest.

ARTIS.

pace—the re«> road sharply

We ln-ard tin* troubled How
'll' dark olive depths of pines,
A thousand t'e t below;

resounding

‘v''..v« lb* imuult of the canyon
lifted,
gray hawk breathless hung,
‘r «*n tic hill a winged shadow drifted
Where furze and thorn bush clung;

hi re, half-way, the mountain side was furrowed
With many a seam and sear,
(»r some abandoned tunnel
dimly burrowed,
< M* mole hill seemed so
far;
w

W

THE

|lclu Jbbnitscmcnts.

looked in silenee down across the distant
I nfathomable reach,
A 'ilenee broken by the guide’s consistent

FOR

MachinelSewing
J. & P. COATS’

Handiand

m m & t
SU-COED IH ALL NUMBERS,
From No. 8 to No. 100 inclusive.

e

FOR

All Dealers in Dry Goods aM Notions.

A mi realist ie

sjM.*eeh:
Murphy’s blew

Walker of
Peters
For telling him he lied,
Then up and dusted out of
Across tile long 1 >ivide.

a

hole through
Pronounce the

fou't us game; somehow I
*b‘>l how the thing kem round:
say 'twas wadding, some a
ber
Fro nr fires on the ground.

'inc

in

disremember
scattered

em-

minute all the hill below him
as just one sheet of
flame;
(iuardin’ tin* crest, S.-un Clark and Trailed to

40 WEEKS FOR GNE^DQLLAB !
THE AMERICAN RURAL HOME from April 1,
lt>71.—A First-clans, Eight-page. Agriculfinal and Family Weekly.
Specimen?
HOPKINS & WlLCOX, Rochester,N. V.
Free.

him

were round
him.
The pit of hell below;
W sat and waited, but we never found
him;
And then we turned to go.

Viul

then—you see that rock that's
bristly
With ehapparel and tan,
s-uihin'crept out—it might hev been

grown

a

II

so

1 hat's all. Well, yes, it does look rather
risky,
Ami kinder makes one queer
An-1 dizzy looking down. A drop of whiskey
A ii’f a bad tiling right here!*’

4S

Buildings
Suburban Views. Elegantly printed on Tinted Pavol. svo.
per, with Map and Descriptive Text,
Price 50 cents. 0 copies lor $2.50; 12 copies, $ l. Sent
tree bv mail to any address of receipt ot price.
D. APPLETON & CO., Publishers, N. Y.

Si. N. FlFf'll’M Family IMiy siclan
BO pages; sent by mail free. Teaches how
to cure all diseases of the person; skin, hair, eyes,
complexion. Write to 714 Broadway, New Y ork.

DU.

Every

'onId we have vision clear,
A- one of old. touched by flic Prophet’s hand,
How dose1 v would this world of ours appear
Linked to the Spirit Land.
<

Me, mortals,

see

it not.

Man;His^Own®Painfer,need

If your, House, Farming Tools or Wagon
Painting, send lor “Every Man iiis own Paintto mix and do all
i.i:,” It tells you how
ot
kinds
Painting, U f a Graining, Whitein F.ngli»li.
Pla
in
■
I
I
&.C.,
washing,
and Grain at home
Boy* can learn to paint
Books sent post-paid lor 50 cts. by A. GILMAN,
Me.
Box 298, Lewiston,
(tftatc where you saw this.)
ft II E K

M A I

11 O l

We >eem at such a time
Akin unto that brighter world that lies
the
Beyond
misty river’s marge—that (dime
l'nseen by mortal eyes.
Oh! when the lonely heart
(irows weary of earth’s hollow hopes and fears.
When all it> clinging ties are torn apart,
And graves grow thick with years.

’Tis then the soul doth feel
A longing for a better world than this;
And shining messengers at times reveal
Its dream of lasting bliss.
W( never are alone—
I"en when bereft, we weep beside our dead.
For there i> round us many a watchful one.
With soft and loving tread.

E.

C ourt

and
person. Located in the most central
convenient part of the ciiy lor business
men or pleasure seekers.
BARNEY HULL, Proprietor.

senatorial term of Aaron
Burr—1791 and 1797—he was one day
driving along a lonely country road in Ulster county, New York, when his horse
cast a shoe, and he stopped at a blacksmith shop to have it replaced. While
waiting the completion of the operation,
he happened to glance at the door ol the
rude building, and saw there a truthful
and vigorous drawing of liis vehicle and
team done in charcoal, which must have
been executed in a very few minutes.
He inquired for the artist, and a haltgrown boy, dressed in coarse garments,
stepped forward and said: “I did it, sir.”
Burr entered into conversation with the
lad, and soon ascertained that though
wholly uneducated, he was unusually
bright and intelligent; that lie was born
and reared in the neighborhood, and had
hired himself to the blacksmith for six
months.
Writing a'l'eiv lines on a slip of paper,
Burr handed it to him, and remarked:
“My boy, you arc too smart a fellow to
slay here all your life. If you ever want
to
change your employment and see
something of the world, put a clean shirt
in your pocket, go to New York and
liis income straight to that addiess.”
numerable schemes, and the cares and
duties ol political life soon drove the incident from the Senator’s mind, and lie
was surprised one morning some months
later, while sitting at breakfast at his residence at Richmond Hill, when a servant
entered and delivered him a small bundle
which had been brought by a boy who
was waiting outside.
Opening the package lie found within [:i .clumsily made
clean shirt.
1 imikmg there must be a mistake, lie
ordered the boy shown up, and in a moment there entered the blacksmith’s apprentice, with the slip of paper given him
Burr gave
as a guide and introduction.
him a hearty welcome, took him into his
family.'directed his education, procured
him instruction in the primary principles
of drawing and coloring, and iinally assisted him to go f Europe, where he
spent live years. When misfortune and
misdeeds had.driven tho patron a l'riend4^'ss, penniless exile across the sea, the
protege was exhibiting his pictures at the
Louvre, and gaining compliments and a
gold medal from.Napoleon.
He did all he could to aid his.benefactor when they met in Paris, but though
Vanderlyn bad won fame, money was almost’as scarce with him as withfBurr
He came back to America, painted the
“Landing of Columbus,” now in the rotunda of the Capitol at .Washington : the
portrait of Jackson in* the City Hall, New
York, and several other well-known
works, and died not long since near the
spot where he had received his lirst encouragement to study the art his achievements have adorned.
Previous to his tour abroad Vanderlyn
painted the portraits of Burr and his
daughter, which have been made familiar
to all through the engravings attached to
tlie lives of the former, written by Matthew L. Davis and James Parton. This
portrait of Theodosia, next to the idolized
original, Burr prized more than all else
the world contained.
It hung in liis
drawing-room at Richmond Hill, and
whenever Theodosia’s birthday came
round, after her marriage to Governor
Alston and removal to South Carolina,
it was always brought out for the admiration and toasts of the assembled guests.
When he went to Europe he carried it
with him, and whether visiting the houses
of distinguished people in England, or
hiding away in a Parisian garret, the
sweet face looking out from the dumb
canvas, was ever near to brighten and to
bless. He brought it hack to New York,
and it was at his bedside when he died.
From the death-chamber the portrait was
transferred to the keeping ot Miss Theodosia Prevost, daughter of John B. Pre:
vost, Burr’s stepson. There it remained
for some time, and was then carried to
South America by another member of the

!

NATURE’S REMEDY.
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thence it found tempothe household of Kev.
of Pleasant Hill, Mis
sottri, whoso wile was also a daughter ot
John 15. Prevost. A few weeks since it
passed into the possession ot Mrs. Lucy
Breckinridge of Alton, Illinois, and is
now in the studio of Mr. J. R. Stuart, corner of Fifth and Olive streets, St. Louis.
The historic picture is on canvas, ratliei
under the ordinary size for halt lengths,
and still has the same wooden frame,
painted black and varnished, which it

probably

seventy years ago.
It shows evidence of age and travel,
but the accurate drawing and careful coloring for which Vanderlyn was noted, arc
wore

yet plainly perceptible, anil the soft brown
hair, hazel eyes, clear cut nose and lips,
cheeks blushing with the palest tint ol
the rose, and exquisitely moulded neck
and bust, recall in lifelike reality, the fact
and form of her over whose unknowi;
grave the ocean rolls, and whose story it
one of tint saddest and the noblest recorded in American annals.

Trip

SimontonBros.&Co
For the generous patronage received from the public the
past year we extend our
sincere thanks and
trust that with
an

Enlarged Stock & Low Prices
shall

we

secure a

continu-

of the same.
taken
Stock, this firm
Having just
has resolved to keep one of
its members in the Boston and New York
Markets most of the time, conse-

FRAGRANT SAPOUENE
Cloths

Cleans tKid Gloves and all kinds of

Clothing;

removes

anil

Paint, Greesc, Tar, &cinstantly

without the least injury to the linest fabric. Sold
FRAby Druggists and Fancy Goods Dealers.
GRAN1 SAPOLIKNE CO., 33 Barclay St., New
York, hi La Salle St., Chidago.
USE THE “VEGETABLE

4Qf)/»

A

t \

Io^Opulmonary balsam.”!*'/ U

Capt.

Bangor, touching at Rockland, Camden, Lincolnville, Belfast, Searsport, Sandy Point, Bucksport, Winterport and Hampden.
Returning will leave Bangor every Monday, Wed0 o’clock, touching
nesday and Friday mornings at
at Portland
at the above named landings, arriving
in time to connect with G o’clock, P. M. Express
For

Varl

how made in 10 hours, without drugs
F. Sagk, Cromwell,
Particulars 10 cents.

Conn.

CAUTI03ST.
Should occasion require yon to purchase
B. A. Fahnestock’s Vermifuge, bo particuto see that the initials are B.
A. This is the article that has been so

larly careful

Favorably

Known Since 1829,

And purchasers must insist
if
do not wish to have
forced upon them.

they

on
an

having it

imitation

Agents ! Read This!

AirE WILL PAY ACEITS A HAL> V till OF $30 l'EII WEEK and
E\|H>iia<*«, or allow a large commission to sell our

new and wonderful inventions.
NEK & CO., Marshall, Mich.

Address 31- WAG-

Employment for all classes.
per month.
Business new, honorable and permanent.
Address
with stamp, F. A. Waldkon, Waterville, Me.

THE BEST OPPOBTUNiTY YET

HUACKS.—A victim of early innervous debility, premature
vain every advertised
decay, &c., having
remedy, has a simple means ot self-cure, which he
will send fret* to his fellow-sulfercrs.
Address
,J. II. TUTTLE, 76 Nassau st. New \ ork.

AVOID
discretion, causing
tried in

ami OlistrucPeriodical

Irregularities
ti»n*.—Dr. W, F ostor’s Female
I.YE.YXAI.E
Pills
and
all

remove
obstructions. Nothing
regulate
injurious to health. $5abox. Office No. Ill) Nassau
st., Hoorn 14, New York City. Sent by mail anywhere on receipt of the amount.

Cure for Female Weakness.
Made from

an Indian recipe; a certain cure without
supporters. Prepared aud sold by Mrs. Lines Bki,CHEit, Randolph, Mass. Send stamp lor circulars.
Sold by all Druggists,

MEDICAL GOOD SENSE.
2,000,000
COPIES CilVEK AWAY.
Containing startling valuable information. Send
•
atainp. Dr. Kinoet, Box 35, Station, L, N. Y.
EXII AiKTIOY and the
whole Sexual Science in man aud woman. Send
stamp for pamphlet. Box 2990, Boston P. O.

T)HYiI('AL

JL

Ayer’s

Hair
For

Vigor,

restoring Gray
Vitality and

Hair to

i'.s natural

A
is at

Color.

dressing which
agreeable,
healthy, and effectual
for preserving the
once

hair. Faded or gray
hair is soon restored
to ‘its original color
with the. gloss and

freshness
Thin

of youth.

FOB

found so desirable.
Containing neither oil nor dye, it does
not soil white cambric, and
yet. lasts
long on the hair, giving it a rich glossy
lustre and a grateful perfume.

Prepared by Dr, J, C. Ayer
Practical

and

Analytical

&

Co,,

Chemists,

LOWELL, MASS.
PRIOHI

p

I.

SICItBBII**,

Counseller
t«2

£1.00.

Attorney

at Law!

OFFICE, HAYFORD BLOCK,
Belfast, Maine.

DR. DI \

proudly refers to Professors and respectable Physicians—many ot whom consult him iu critical cases,
because ot his acknowledged skill and reputation,
attained througli so long experience, practice, and

THE STEAMER

Cambridge,

observation.

AFFLICTED AND

Monday, niarcu -wm, wm uihku mu
trips per week, leaving Bellast every MONDAY and
THURSDAY, at 2 o’clock, I*. M.
RETURNING— Will leave Boston every Tuesday
and Friday at 0 o’clock 1\ M.
On

and alter

Tit I I*

OIE

FOREIGN AND NATIVE SLACKS,
who know but little of the nature ami character ot
Special Diseases, and less to their cure. Some exhibit forged Diplomas ot Institutions or Colleges,
which never existed in anv part of the world: others exhibit Diplomas of the Dead, how obtained,
unknown: not only assuming ami advertising iu
names of those Insert- d in the diplomas, but to further tin ir imposition assume nnm< s ot the celebrated physicians long since dead. Neither be d« ccived by

QUAC K NOSTK UM-M A K ERS,
through false certificates and references, ami recommendations of their medicines by the dead, who
cannot expose or contradict them; or who. besides,
to further their impositions, copy from medical
books, much that is written of ihe qualities and effects ot different herbs and plan ts, ami ascribe all
the same to their Pills, Extracts, Specifics, &e,.
most of which, if not all, contain Mercury, because
of the ancient belief of Its “curing everything.”
kill more than is cured,” aim
but now known to
those not killed, constitutionally injured tor life.

PK.H WEEK.

Capt. C11AS. 1 IKK KING,
leave

mu

Wharf.

;untn

lurtner

XKABE MABni M't'lh
Are still the favorite Brand for
our customers, and as we
cannot find their equal
for cheapness and

continue to keep

grades

of

Through the ignorance of the Quack Doctor,
knowing no other remedy, he relies upon Mkhcuhv,
and gives it to nil his patients, in Fills, Drops, &e.,
so the Nostrum-maker, equally ignorant, adds to
Ills so-called Extracts, Specifics, Antidote, &c.,l>oth
relying upon its effects in curing n few in a hundred,
it is trumpeted in various wavs throughout the land ;
but, alas! nothing is said of the balance, some oi
whom die, others grow worse and are left to Huger
and sutler for months or years, until relieved or
cured, if possible, by competent physicians.

EVENIN' G,

AT 10 O’CLOCK,
for
Or on arrival of Kxpress Train from Poston,
Rockand, Camden, Belfast, Searsport, Castinc, Deer
MillIsle, Sedgwick, So. West llnrbor, (Mt. Desert,)
bridge, Jonesport and Machiasport.
Returning will leave Machiasport every luesday
morning at 5 o’clock, touching at the above named
For Tull particulars inquire of ROSS & Si L 1)1YANT, 170 Commercial Street,Or CYRUS SiLDIIfeVNT, General Agent.
Portland, Feb. 25,1871.

QUACKS ARE NOT IGNORANT,
Notwithstanding the foregoing facts are known to
doctors
and nostrum-makers, yet, requack
gardless of the life and health of others, there are
those among them who even perjure themselves,
contradicting giving mercury to their patients, or
BUT ALL

some

STEAMSHIP

we

that it is contained in their nostrums, so that the
usual lee” may be obtained for professedly curing,
or
the dollar,” or fraction of it,” may be obtained for the nostrum. It is thus that many are deceived, also, and spend large amounts for experiments with quackery.

allianc e.

our

them,

Stock of

IGNORANCE OF Ql ACIv DOCTORS AM)
NOSTRUM-MAIC ERS.

nou«;

Portland, every

shall
as

usual Large
well as all

Alpacas.

COTTON CLOTHS.
This department will be found to
contain all the Leading Brands
of Bleached and Brown
COTTONS.
Look at our Prices of them. The
popular Bleached Hill Cotton, 14
cts, sold recently at 18 cts.
BOOT B. BLEACHED COTTON
at 12 1-2 cts.
Sold everywhere
at 14 cts.
We have most all the different
Brands of Bleached Cottons, that
we intend to close out cheaper
than ever soil before.

1 >1\( )W\ COTTONS
Great bargains in this depart-

Capt. T. 11. S1IUTE,
Will resume her regular trips, leaving uosion
every Thursday at 2 o’clock, 1*. M., for BELFAST,
SANDY POINT, BUCKS PORT, WINTERPORT,
and BANGOR.
Returning—Will leave Bangor at 8 o clock, A. M.,
touching as above.
The ALLIANCE is in tine sea-going order,having
renew Boiler, Shaft, &c., and being .thoroughly

DU. DIX’S

charges are very moderate. Communications sacredly contidential, and all may rely on him with
the strictest secrecy and conlidenee, whatever may

4

paired throughout.

ROSS G.

38

be the disease, condition or situation of anyone,
married or single.
Medicines sent by Mail and Express to all parts of
the United States.
All letters requiring advice must contain one dollar to insure an answer.
Address Du. L. Dix, No. "i Endicott Street, Boston. Mass.
Boston, Jan. 1,1S71—1 yr.

LEWIS, Agent.

AUCKIOR LISE STEAMERS
every Wednesday and Saturday,

Sail,

to

AND FROM

Calling

NEW YORK AND GLASGOW,
at Londonderry to land Mails and Passen-

gers.
The St

favorite line

pressly

Passenger Trade,

amers ot this
tor the Atlantic

are

THE LADIES.—The celebrated I)U. L. DIX
A. particularly invites all Ladies who need a Medical or Surgical adviser to call at his Rooms, 21
Endicott St., Boston, Mass., which they will lind
arranged for their special accommodation.
DU. DIX having devoted over twenty years to
this particular branch of the treatment of all diseases peculiar to females, is now conceded by all.
(both in this country and Europe,'that he excels
all other known practicioners in the safe, speedy
and effectual treatment of all female complaints.
His medicines are prepared with the express purpose of removing all diseases, such as debility,
weakness, unnatural suppressions, enlargement of
the womb, also discharges which 11 >w from a morbid state of the blood. The Doctor L now fully
prejared to treat in liis peculiar style, both medically and surgically, all diseases of tin- female sex,
and they are respectfully invited to call at

rpo

built exand fitted

up in every respect with all the modern improvements calculated to insure the safety, comfort, and
convenience of passengers.
passage Rates, Payable in Currency,
TO GLASGOW, LIVERPOOL & LONDONDERRY
FIRST CABIN, $05 & $75, according to Location.
Cabin Return
dations.

Tickets, $130, socuringbest

accommo-

$38.
$33. | STEERAGE,
INTERMEDIATE,
Parties sending for their friends in the Old CounFor
fur
try can purchase tickets at reduced rates.
ther particulars apply to HENDERSON BROTH&
Or
to
N.
COX
FIELD,
Y.,
ERS, 7 Bowling Green,
(5m35*
Insurance Agents, Bcllast, Maine.

H'o.

F F
A

new c.ase

just received,

T S
of Beautiful Prints
selling at 10 cts.

G-IN&HAMS
at the Low Price of 12

Selling
1-2 cts.

Cotton Flannels
At the surprising price of 10 cts.

j per yard.

.aTs

H
Good Crash Towelling at G cts.
O F

per

yard.

«_

Spool

Cotton.

1). and Hi. Lake Railroad.

Shop.

Blacksmith
I

S. A. II 1.0DCJDTI'. Iiavius
lo cnted himself in his new Brick

Shop, opposite J.. A. Knowlton &-■
Co’s. Store, would inform his old
customers and the needy public, that

ne is ready to attend to an jous
line,
Endless Quantities of all Linen ing
Ship work and general repairing.
tUl
Handkerchiefs sold from 8 cts. to Belfast, Feb. 8,1871.
12 1-2 cts. in good qualities.
REAL ESTATE FOR SALE
The great sale we have had on
these goods, prove that low prices IN THE TOWN OF MO NRQE & JACKON.
OF A GRIST MILL, and priviinsure large sales.
in

ms

Humm-

CONSISTING

We cannot say too dm eh in favor
of these Collars that are having
such an Extensive Sale with us.
Linen Finish, Cloth Lined Button
Holes, 2 Boxes for 25 cts.

Hamburg Edges.
The

city.

stock ever in this
call the attention of
to these goods, as we
the benefit of a large
at Cheap Prices.

largest
We

sure

them

a

prices
good profit,

Dodge’s Rug

Patterns.

Stamped in Brilliant Colors on
Burlap. Eor Sale Here.
The New Year will be devoted
in englarging our Stock and Trade
and for that reason have made
improvements in the store to accommodate our increased Stock.
Those indebted to us are requested to call and settle their
accounts.
SIMONTON BROS & CO ,
Hayfork Block,

Belfast.

Boston,
advice must e :t iin one dolM..

FISHERMEN ?
TWINES AND

NETTINGS,

MANUKACTl’Iila) BY

WM. E. HOOPER & SONS.
A^Send for Price-List, lining Bt;«lii

Notice.

Co-Partnership

rilll E

leges, with lour run of Stones, two of them
French Burs, and two Bolts; it Is one of the best
Country Mills in the State, the lower part is constructed of Stone and Cedar. Also one Saw Mill in
good repair with opportunities lor other Machinery,
all the lumber manufactured finds a ready market at
the Mill.
Also two Stores, Blacksmith’s Shop,
House lots, &e., all situated in the nourishing Village of Monroe, which is distant from tide water, or
Belfast & M. L. It. It. some six miles. Also in the
town of Jackson, several lots of valuable timber
lands, most of them containing a heavy growth of
Hemlock, Spruce, Hardwood and Cedar, l'he above
lots lie six miles from the Mills in Monroo where
the logs may be driven at small expense. Most of
the land is within four miles of B. & M. 11. L. It. R.
The Hemlock Bark finds a market at Plymouth which
is distant about- ten miles, or at Belfast. For particulars apply to
JOSEPH PALMER, Monroe Mills or BENJ.
tfoO
WILLIS, Bangor House, Bangor, Me.

UNDERSIGNED, having this day formed
under the name and style of
CARLE & MORRISON,

a

A. Copartnership
For the purpose of

carrying

JUST RECEIVED.
5000 Best New Hampshire WHITE OAK AND
HICKORY SPOKES, from 1 1-8 to 2 3-4 Inches
wide. Also a good Ascortuint of seasoned HUBS,
I will warrant the above goods to be of the best qualCall at my store
ity and will sell at low prices.
No 1 Phcnix Row.
tf33
OAKES ANGIER.

a

A Perfect Title Given !
\

J|f

L

-O-IN (‘KDKlt TO CLOSK A COXccrn, the Two Story House atui 1.,
in Rockland, on Sout h side of Hock-

t-land
—

Benjamin

street, adjoining

Knowllon's, will

he*

sold va ry low,
The house is

and Churches. It contains sixteen liuished rooms,
Cellar
numerous closets and other conveniences.
under the whole. The house is in good repair, has
two handsome parlors, parlor chambers ami ~pacious entries, above and below, all which are eleIt is very suitable tor
gantly papered and painted.
a private dwelling, or lor a Boarding House, and is
convenient lor one or two families. A perfect title
will be given free from all claims to dower. The
premises may be examined on application t<> Benj.
Knowlton, or to

PETER

THACHER, Agent

of Proprietors,
No. 2 Kimball Block.

Rockland, Ja'.i, k.“*, Is. I.

a o ir n

tiV'l

i

*

o

<

>

it,

CORONER!
BELFAST, M Mine.

OYSTERS!
F PESII AND S O L 1 IT,
daily from Portland, by

Oross,

and for sale by the PIS1T. (Ai ABT or CIAI-.
LOUT. Also Crackera, Picklen. Hetcliuiiw.
Ac., besides a good assortment of fruit and con-

fectionery.
\-c\i «loor

32tl,

Vo

in other Hair

Scientific and

Vfio Court llouwi*
Belfast, Maine.

Gregg Plyer

All business entrusted to his care will meet with
pror.pt attention. Best of references given it retf 34
quired.

T

Earth Closet

nAOf

Company,
tO

^AR**

DOANK st.,

BOSTON,

lyrll

pLACE
AS AN

WAITED!

EDITOR, OR ASSOCIATE EDITOR,
(jood references given. Address X. Y. Z.
Journal Office.
1137
Belfast, Maine,

THEY ARE NOT

FANCY

Popular Medical

|
j

j
j

Works

j

|

Manhood, Womanhood, L
Nervous Diseases,
PUBLISHED BY T11E

TRUMANSBURO,

&
N.

Go.,
V.

simplest, cheapest, lightest draught machine
existence; has no side draught, nouseless boxes,
bus no hinges or
or bearings; easily managed;
joints, the pitman protected from obstructions of
any kind or size; always in line, lvnilo running
equally well in any position, Irom a horizontal to a
perpendicular. This mower has been thoroughly
tested, and is adapted to rough land, having a floating cutter bar. We invite the attention of Farmers
and others interested in Mowers, to examine our
Mkadou IvlS<> the coming season.
For selling agencies and descriptive catalogue,
apply to or address
FIIEII. AT WOOD. Winter-port,
General Agent for Maine.
(iw33
Feb. 20,1871,
NimOATOX.

Attorney

at

AND CONVEYANCER

DRINK

Made ot
ooi* Kiiin. \\ hiski'y, ?Vo«*f v*iuriiM
tnulReftiHC Li<|iitirw doctored,spin
coed to please the taste, culled “Toi ;.-s,
p t
a t■.
Restorers,*' Ac., that lead, the Lp;
era,”
drunkenness and ruin, but are a true Medicine,made
from the Native Roots and Herbs of California, free
from nil Alcoholic Stimulants. They me tin*
GREAT RLOOI) PURIFIER a ml A LIFE
GIVING PRINCIPLE uperfect Renovator and
lnvlgorator of the bystem, carrying ofF all poisonous
matter and restoring the blood to a healthy condition.
No person cap. take these Bitters according to din
tlon and remain long unwell.
ide 1
S100 will be given for an incurable <
p.-.
the bones are not destroyed by mineral poison ■•••
other means and the vital organs wastedN y mJ the
point of repair.

1 hey an; Mounted in the Finest Manner,
In 1 rames ot the h< t pi ility, of all materials used
tor that purpose.

I'll FHi

Law I
AT

SAINT RAUL, Minnesota.
Special attention paid to conveyancing and examination ot titles of Ileal Estate; The payment

of taxes; or Tin collection and investment of monsale of Lots and Lands in tlie
ey ; The purchase and
elty of Saint Paul, elsewhere in Minnesota.
49"Post Office address, 218 Third Street, Saint
t(3-l,
Paul, Minnesota.

DniMULlTI

F/XI -II A \I>

ann**i i;k st lU’Assrn.
At I l( >N.
N' .ne genuine unless
hearing their
trade mark<>
imped on every frame.
—

I ■-? A A (
ALI.VRD,
Jeweler and Optician, is Sole Agent for
MEC.FAMT, Slain.From whom they can only be obtained.
These
goods are not suptdied to I’edlers.at my price.
lyr4(S

>

1'iir I nil a in in a lory and < hrouir if HoumaIir«in nuii Gouii Dyspepsia «»• Indigent inti,
HiMous, If emit ten! and Intermittent I'cvcrs,
Diseases of the lllood, Liver, Kidneys, ami
HladiU r, those Kilters luiv been in •,-t, sure
I'-iI.
Vitim.-d
Such Diseases an- caused
lllood. which is generally produced by «K a;;g i:
of the Digestive Organs.
adDYSPEPSIA Oil INDIGESTION,
ache, Pain in tho Shoulders, Coughs, Tightness of the
Sour
Eructations
of
the
Stomach,
Che3t, Dizziness,
I!ad taste in the Mouth, Bilious Attacks. Palpitation
of the Heart, Inflammation of the Lungs,Pain In the
regions of the Kidneys and a hundred other panin:l

™

Farm

lor Sale.

si h a n i*
fn north poki,
r
—-.
()u, .|,a|i
mil. From Brown's Cor
tin* fli .i.' load.
The I arm contains sixty
IUT. "i
acres *t land, has.i huiHe, li.irn
shed, good well ot
•vat*
orchard, and t*v*> hundred cords ot standing
-*>tt and hard. This farm will be sold at good
ulvnmage to tin* nurchaser, Ajinly to

If

1'*

i-?.

M trch

'.

Mrs. KOBKRT II,
1&71.

COOMBS.
tf34

Ayer’s Sarsaparilla,

arc tho oflspr.ngsof Dyspepsia.
They Invigorate tho Stomach and stimulate th torliver
anti
bowels, which render them of u:m*iua’.le'l
pid
cfllcacyln cleansing the blood of all in;;.unties, an

OK

S

5M 9ISF* 9

THE

IILOOU.

Thu reputation this e.t
rollout medicino enjoys,
I imparting new life and vigor to the whole sy«t<
is derived tYom its cures,
FOR SKIN DISEASES, Eruptions. Tett r. -imany ol‘ w hich are truly
* :rRheum,Blotches, Spots,Plmple9, rnstulc: P.
marvellous.
Inveterate
banclcs, Ring-Worms, Scald-IIcad, Sore Eyes, Key -i;
eases of Scrofulous disease, where the system
elas. Itch, Scurfs, Discolorations of fho Skin. 71;:
seemed saturated with
andDiscases of the Skin, of whatever name ornatur
(Opposite S5«*v«*r« lEouvc.)
corruption, have been
ere literally dug up and carried out of the system in a
Dll. \V. H. PARKER, Assistant Physician.
purilled and cured by it.
short tune by the use of these Bitters. One battle in
MTofulous affections and
-’ jo,GOO coj>ies
Medical knowledge for everybody.
such cases will convince the most incredulous of tf-ir
disorders, which were ui<sold in two years.
curative effect.
uvated by the scrofu
p
'iA iSook for every Man.
contamination until
Cleanse the Vitiated Blood whenever you find its
"err
an::ii11a’uirtmg, nave been radical]/
THi. SCIENCE OF LIFE, JR SELF PRESERImpurities bursting through the skin in Pimples, Erup- ;
[most even
VATION. A Medical Treatise on the Cause and
tions or Sores cleanse It when yon find it obstruct- !
*:i1111
ih.it t!, t:11i Ii.- scarcely need t«>
I \- '' 1,1
Cure of Exhausted Vitai.u y, Premature Deand eluggl9h in the vclr.3; cleanse it when it Is foe' ! i.*e mlormed ol it \irtin nr uses.
cline In MAN, Nervous and Physical Debil-1
-•■rolulous poison i- iM. ,.| the most destructive
and your feelings will tell you when. Keep the LI
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once certain and effectual by
every sufferer,
blood
Thi silts tr tit /11. 1 is a great reresponsible profession il gentleman of eminence, as no matter what his condition may be, may cure -torei for III.
length and vigor of the system.
THIS
a source of instruction on vital matters, concerning I himself cheaply, privately, and radically.
lho-e u ho :ae l.a nguid ..; I 1 istless, lies pom
which lamentable ignorance exists. The important ! LECTURE WILL PROVE A BOON To THOUSdent, Sleepless, ai in
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prehensions
any of the affections
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r*l-: and convincing evidence ol u-. re.-lorutivc
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publican, Lancaster N. II.
pv addressing the publishers.
power upon ; rial.
"The author of tl ese books is one of the most
Also, 1>R. CULVER WELL’S •‘Marriage Guide.
learned and popular physicians of ihe day, and is
ice g.i cents.
PULP A 11 ED BY
entitled to the gratit* do of our rae-- for these invalAddress the I’ublisiu -,
Mr. J (
* S 111* tfc (
uable productions. J t seems to be his aim to induce
CM AS. .1. C. KLINE a CO..
Lowell, YTun..
men and w omen to avoid the cause of those disease*
l'£7 Bowery,
Vork.l'. o, Box -4. »*»<».
Practical ami Analytical Chemists.
to which they are subject, and he tells them just
Iyr8
how and when to do it." [Chronicle, Farmington,
:
$01.1 > r.v
i>i:i <o.i-r- i;m;i:yh iu-;itf
Maine, Sept. 7, l.v
SOI. II. \ AM. DUiddSTS.
Either book sent 1 y mail on receipt of price.
N. I>, The autho of the above named medical
vv
works is the Chief Consulting Physician of the
Peabody Medical In dilute, and is so constantly employed in consultation with invilids from all parts
of the country, that, he has no time to attend to
mere business deta Is.
Therefore all letters should
be addressed to the PEABODY MEDICAL INSTITUTE, or Dr. XV. II. PARK EH, the Medical Assistant ol the author, and his Business Agent, who,
as well as the .,ut!u
himself, may be consulted on
In order to avail, themselves of
all diseases reipiiiir g skill, secrecy and experience.

Wo. 4. Buifincli Street, Boston.
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TRUNKS!
WM. P
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DRU< JUKI'S IS A 1.1

FIRST

|

HI.I.FAS I, lie wt.-l sid
if I’henlx How, over
Ii! ink’s Straw Factory.
t he*- Trunk' tire offered to the public at whole
sail- <>r retail, and a* cheap as tin v can be
purchased
in Boston.
1 hey are warranted to suit.
Trunk* and Valise*
made lo order.
BES'I*
a Kl *<« IMRSMN

Phosphate of Lime!

TTIIK
2m3ii
at

“

BEST EKIMTI.IZEB IN THE MAUIvEr
K. BtAJIAS'K

Foot of Mam Street.

EVES

BELFAST.

fiSirskeH's Magic Suite
c u

it

-()

J. C. ROBBINS informs hi* friend*
aii-i .'
public that h- ha* loused the above
"'•like wu e.*taliii*hment. where lie oiler*
< nw
tuii.m- i.t to the trav
elling public,
lie will
thorough reuovato the hou*«
m
ke iinpro- mi id* and v.
ry way conform to mod
ern needs.
1 he table will be supplied with all the
delicacies that cm he procured, and
special at ten
tioil given [u_< id,
ami neatness in The
sleeping

i: s

tetter: tetter: tetter:
itch*

rmi::

etch::!

Scald Head, Ringworms. Ulcers Burn -.
Salt Rheum, (’hillblalns, Scalds, Pimples. P. >t i:
Frosted Iambs, Intlanud Lyes, Piles, ami all Kru|
tions of the Skin.
Also good for .Scratvin
on
horses.

Eiysipelas,

apart incut s.
All the M l.',
leaving the city take their departure irmn thl* I: .a-!
Coaches run regularly
te the bout.*, ai d pm *t* c
oiveyetl to unv part ot
the city or country,
Bella*t, May lo, 1
44

Warranted to Cure

or Money Refunded.
by all Druggists and country stores.
F. B. 1! IESKKLL, Proprietor, Bangor, Me.
G.
Goodwin & Co., Wholesale Agents, :N Hanover Street. Boston, Mass.
Price :JJ* cents pi
For sale

Box.

!l. !!. FOlil'.KS

lyrM

SHOE

WAR OF* 1812.
SOLDIERS AND SEAMEN, WHO
served sixty days in the War of isiy, or the
widows ot such married previous to lsl5 are now
entitledtoa pension of $s per month. I have U the
rolls and records of such service, and sup. rior advantages lor presenting claims, can apply in person
or by letter.
All persons entitled that want their
claims prosecuted promptly should apply to tb reliable agency
ii
in tmmo\

X

OFFICERS,

Boots, Shoes
!

Custom work

*e

>

R e s t o E Eli.
The best

Roots, Herbs and Barks enter into the
composition of this Rcmcdv, making it a simple
and safe, as well as an unfailing cure lor all diseases
oT the blood.
GEO. C. GOODWIN & CO., Boston.
For sale
by nil Druggists,
ImosTt

t

stock,

in the f.atest Style, ami of the
Lowest Brices. Also repairing
and «f Short Notice.

done

lie

m

manner

rrr home
Belfast Nov. la,
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•••*«■> -'C the KASTKUN EXPltKSS
< ’). will run u

Express

Beliast A‘ Uooselipad L It. K.

Broadway

(Amin

■■•ting

at HPI1NII AM with Exproasoa to nud
trom BOSTON and PORTLAND.
f*
B.
AftM.

tl-7

!

I

Belfast

Proprietors.

NOW

Savings
I1MK TO

IS THE

“A penny saved is

WANTED !
ONE OR TWO BOOK AGENTS OF EXPERTand ability to canvass Belfast and downs in
the vicinity lor

enoo

,vee * jym
H. H. FORBES.

EXPRESS COMPANY!

K A It

ROOT AND HERB BITTERS
This medicine is, without the possibility of a doubt,
the very best remedy known tor the following and
all kindred diseases
Indigestion, Costiveness, Liver
Complaint, Piles, Headache, Heartburn, Dyspepsia.
Dizziness, Scrofula, Suit Rheum, Languor,Laziness,
Debility, Jaundice, Flatulency, Foul Stomach, <|,-e.
By the tlmtdy use ot this medicine the blood is
purilled. The appetite is restored. The system is
strengthened. The liver is invigorated. The breath
is sweetened. The complexion is beautified.
And.
the general health is

and Rubbers.

Largest and Best assart
price.*,: to select trom iu th<

city.

done in the best

F U LT ON Fkrry.KKW YOUR.
This well known ami favorite Hotel hits recently
been renovated, remodeled and furnished m u e
elegantly throughout. It is kept on tie* Fur >;.* u
plan, and has ample accomodation lor lour bun.in
I guests.
The location is more accessible t<> all parts ol New
I
York and Brooklyn than any other house in t,,.
city. The
stages pass the Hotel e\er\
three minutes besides various lines <>f street ears’,
one of which intersects every other route in Nt w
York.
JKbeing blit two blocks from Fulton Ferry, make s
it convenient lor those wishing to visit the ( 'itv (,i
Churches,” as from this Kerry diverge all the pViuj cipnl railroad routes in the city ol Bro* klyu.

s*t i'(*el,

AND ClIKAl-l'sr I*I \CK «»

! In re von will find the
nieiii md the ciie ipe*l

United States Hotel,

GEO. N. &. H. S. TERRY,
lyrH4

STORE!
Main

:>

rilK

Cor. FULTON AND WATER STS.
N

1

>.

Is buy yourItKST

Law & Pension Agent.
~m;:i
Bangor, Maine.

No. I Main St.,

Buy mo, and I’ll do you Good.”
j
Dll. LANGLEY'S

HI*

MORTGAGE BONDS.

riAUE attention of mrsons making inve.Mmeut
"( money is called to the above vny deOral
1
l.MVIV 1MI.U.AM t.,r tlu 1‘hlliUtc,
security. The Bonds run tor twenty years, it six
cent,
interest in gold, and are secure t up >u
per
\
I.
WAX'S
1 > !•: 1,1
the madbed of the corporation, which costs i■ .i i.
nine hundred thousand dollars, lie- whole mi mt
I in mo*! 1 »i-1 re ding cases of l’ltthisie in a few min
ot these bonds to be issued is limited > on huml
uiv
Inhaled with the breath, it goes directly t.red and tifty thousand dollars, each bon.I bearing 1 the l.uirg* and air cells, and relic! is immediate and
a certificate of one of the trustees that it -s a
I certain.
p.u
non of the said limited amount.
l’A TKN I Kl>. May is, N.y.
The money markets of the wurld do not pta
nt
l*iicocts. lij Mail $1.1)1),
a better or safer security.
,5
<
R 2-'. Vt IS. I*r«»|»rlvi«»r,
Those, bands are now offered for sab* on liber.i!
tno
terms.
llelfaitt. Tlainr
Apply to W. 1'. COLBURN, Treasurer.
lit
Beltast .June 1. isro.

FISHING VESSEL FOR SALE.

X. L.

CO

A

AMERICAN HOUSE

DR. DOW, Physician and Surgeon, No.; Kndistreet, Boston, is consulted daily tor all diseases
incident to the lemaie system, i’rolapus Uteri or
Failing of the Womb, Flio r Albus, Sujipression,
and other Menstrual Dcnugenivuts, are all treated
on new pathological principles, and speedy redief
So invariably certain is
guaranteed in a few day s.
! the new mode of treatment, that most obstinate
! complaints yield under it, and the afflicted person
soon rejoices in perlect health.
Dr. Dow has no doubt had greater experience in
the cure of diseases of women than anv other physiciau in Boston.
Boarding accommodations lor patients who may
wish to stay in Boston a tew days under his treatment.
Dr. Dow, since 18-15,
having confined his whole attention to an office practice for the cure ol Private
Diseases and Female Complaints, acknowledges no
superior in the United Slates.
N. B. All letters must contain one dollar, or
'.hey will not he answered.
DI lice hours from 8 A. M. to'.' P. .M
Boston, .July 25, 187'.».
lyr'l

^

Styles,

OF

J
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Phthisic! Phthisic !

OF Tin; WORLD.
Price .'.o cents. Si nt by mail, posipaid, on receipt
of sixty Gents, or lour packages t.. two dollars, lbware of ebuiiterteits and worlhle,imilaiiims. See
that my private stamp, which i-a positive guarantee of geimiucma;.-}, L upon the outside wrapper.
Remember ibis private Stamp, issued by the United
States (.overument expresslv tor
stamping my medicienes, has my portrait, name mid address, and the
words
l S. Uertilieate of (omuim uess,’' engrav
ed upon it, and need not be mistaken.
Don’t be
swindled by travellers and others representing
themselves as Dr. Sage; I am the only man now living that has ihe knowledge and right to manufacture the (Jenuine Dr. Sage’s Catarrh Remedy, and 1
never travel to sell this medicine.
R. V. PIF.RUM. M. D,
dmosg.i
b:; Seneca Street, Buffalo, N. Y.

h it a u i. e y

TIM

W. 1*. Bl liltll.l

PARTS

Tli© Nclioonor Nenutor, :ia tons,
_o. in., a very good vessel iu every refound in Sails and Rigging, has 120
Well
spect.
fathoms new cable. Will be sold very low.
E. B. GARDNER.
tf 18
Bucksport, Mo.

Mtuiutactureof

Belfast, April si, ISM).
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FACILITIES,

.1 in-

"mm i.

IN

A First Class Investment.

SOLD RV MOS'I

•

Iii all Varieties and

Peri; vian

1

remedy

BUR RILL. & CO,

TRUNK IS
the

sTiirr," (not “Peruvian Bark.”) blown in the :lss
| A R'i-nago pamphlet, sent free. J. r DiNdMoius
Proprietor, 3G Dey St New York
Svld by aU Drug^ieta

do not wish to inform you,reader, that Dr. Wonderful, or any other man, has discovered a remedy
that cures consumption, when tie? lungs are halt'
consumed, in short, will cure all diseases whether of
mind, body or estate, make men live forever, and
leave death to play for want of work, and is designed to make our sublunary sphere a blissful Paradise,
to which Heaven itself shall be but a side show.
Vou have hoard enough of that kind ot humbug
Hut when I tell you that Dr. Sage’s Catarrh
gery.
Remedy will postivolv cure the worst eases of <’atarrh in the Head, 1 <»nlv assert that which thousands can testify to. A plmnphlet giving symptoms
and other intormfil ion- r'lt trv ’> any address. This

TRUNKS!

RAILROAD

Hltl.tKF.

1

in

J^DWAIID

in which they are constructed brings the core or
vntreof the .ena directly In front of the eye, producing a clear mil bisdim-f vision, us in the natural,
le
Miy tdghf and preventing all unpleasant noi>
ali 'iH, sin.li as glimmering and wavering of fbght,
\e
di/ inev
pei uliarto all others in use.

VILE

A

Symptoms,

The

to buy an Earth Closet, which is a substitute for
the water-closet or common privy, and places within reach of all, rich and poor, in town and in the
country, a simple means lor providing, in the house,
a comfortable private closet, affording comfort,
neatness and health. Prices $0 to $3p. Send for
Circulars to

Preparations.

ON

A

NO CAITALIPST IS TOO RICH
NO FARMERIS TOO POOR,
NO MECHANIC IS TOO POOR

0

AND FOUND A f 1 ASi
It restores and prev. tits the Hair from becoming
Gray imparts ;i soft, glossy appearance, removes
Daudrull', is cool ami rein lung to the head, checks
the liair Hem falling ofl,and restores it to a great
extent when prematurely lost, prevents Headaches,
dates all Humors, cutaneous
eruptions, and unnat
oral IIcat.
AS A DRESSING FOR THE JlXlR
FT IS HIE BEST ARTITEK IN THE MARKET.
DR. G. SMITH, Patentee, Groton Junction,
Mass. Prepared only by PROCTER BRO THERS,
Gloucester, Mass. The Genuine is put up in a panm l butt le, made
expressly for it, with the name of
the article blown in the glass. Ask your Druggist
tor Nature’s Hair Restorative, and take no other.
Enclose a t hrcee< nt Manip, and send for “Treatise on tl.e Human Hair,’’which is worth $3Uu.0u to
Omowj*
any person.

THE MEADOW KING

S.LUCE,
Attorney at, Law!
HAYFORK BLOCK.
Belfast, Maine.

Natural, \r‘ in; 1 help to the human eye ever known
They an- ground under their own supervision,
from minute * r\ -1 »1 IVbblos, melted together, ana
derive tfn ir nan
Diamond,' on account of their
hardness and brilliancy.
The Scieatilie Principle

T.

le. To Females in Delicate Health.

The Sch IDA MORTON, ot M tons,
«• m.built, of white oak, and in good orLz-z. (],.r win i,e sold at a bargain.
Kn.pnre
of
K. A. KNOWLTON, Agent.
Hit
Belfast, March 1, isn
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MOST PERFECT
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tor S

Which are noworten d to the public,are pronounced
hv all tin* celebrated Opticians ol the World to be the

S3

Transparent and clear as crystal, It will not soil
fabric—perfectly SAKE. < LEAN and EFi F1EIENT—desideratuins LONG SOUGHT FOR

I! Y

E. SPENCER & CO., N. Y

J

rj

the finest

tf25

Selioonei*
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FOR SALE AT A BARE ALT.
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TWO STORY DWELLING HOUSE

a

C/3

Health-destroyingDrugsused

At the oia stand of F. A. CAULK, No. 52 Main St.,
take this method of informing ail old customers
and others that we are now prepared to oiler goods
ot the best quality and at prices as low as the lowest
by adhering strictly to our motto, quick sales and
small profits. We’hope to meet a liberal share of
A. ( klk,
patronage.
mop.uison.
Belfast, Jan. 9, 1x71. :5mos27 is.

;

THE DIAMOND GLASSES,

H»

0

Contains no LAC SULPHUR—
No SUGAR OF LEAD
No
LITHARGE-No NITRATE
OF SILVER, and is entirely
free from the Poisonous and

the

on

p
L.
o
VH

w
b

Hardware Business.

Edward.

A \ » HARM!

gPOHES

!¥l«l.

possession given immediately.
pleasantly situated, in a good neighborhood, i.veor
six minutes walk from the Post Otlice. High School

NEW

LINEN HANDKERCHIEFS.

COLLARS.

Eiiclicotr

and

A large assortment of the Best
Make of Spool Cotton in Buff
Shades for Basting 2 spools for
5 cts.

PAPER

vf 1

All letters requiring
lar to insure an answer.
Boston, Jan. I b>71—1 yr.

ment. We shall sell a good yard
wide Cotton at 0 1-2 cts. per yd.
Sold recently as a good bargain
at 10 cts. Extra Weight Cottons OPEN TO_IBURNIIAM !
On and alter Slonday, Dec. 2f>, 1870, trains will run
marked down from 14 cts. to 12 between
Belfast and Burnham as follows
1-2 cts.
Leave Belfast, 7 A. 31.; City Point, 7.12 A. M.;

Brooks 7.17 A. 31.; Thorndike, 8.20 A. 31.; L'uity,
8.31 A. 31.; Burnham, Ar. 0 A.M.; Mixed, 1,-10 1
31.; 1.50 1*. M.; 2.47 P. M.; 3.34 1*. 31.; 3.50 1‘. 31
4.3U P. 31.; Leave Burnham, 5.15 1’. 31.; Unity, 0.11
P. 31.; Thorndike, 0.22 P. 31.; Brooks, 0.54 P. 31.;
City Point, 7.20 1*. 31.; Belfast7.38 P. 31.. Mixed, 0.30
A. 31.; 10.10 A. 31.; 10.28 A. M.; 11.08 A. 31., 11.50
A. M.; 12.14 P. 31.
Passenger Train leaving Belfast at 7 A. M., connects with Trains on Maine Central Railroad at
Burnham lor Portland, Boston, and all Stations
west of Burnham, on 31aine Central and Poitland
and Kennebec Railroads.
3Iixed Train leaving Belfast at 1.40, connects
with Train on 3Iainc Central Railroad lor Augusta
and Skowhegan, and with fra in going East for
Bangor and all Stations on 3Iaiue Central & European & North American Railroads.
Trains over Maine Central Railroad leaving Bangor at 7.30 A. 31., and Train over Portland and Kennebec Railroad (going East) leaving Augusta fit A.
31., arrive at Burnham in season to connect with
3Iixed Train over Belfast and 3Ioosehead Lake
Railroad, arriving at Belfast at 12.10.
Stages will leave Belfast for Searsport ami Stockton on arrival ot 5.45 P. 31. Train from Burnham,
returning in season to connect with the 7 A. 31.
Train lor Portland, Boston, &e.
Through Tickets to Portland and Boston are sold
at all Stations on this line.
1125
A. 11 AY FORD, Supt.

UNFORTUNATE,

be not robbed and add to your sufferings in being
deceived by the lying boasts, misrepresentations,
false promises, and pretentions of

LEWISTON,

Cash, goods

DRESSING,

large cities,

The Favorite Steamer

Country

else can be

STRANGERS AND TRAVELLERS.
To avoid and escape imposition of torcigu and n itive quacks, more numerous in Boston than in other

-< )-

o

ij

p

IMIVSIi’IAN

TWENTY YEARS
engaged in treatment of Special Diseases, a tact so
we are known to many Citizens, Publishers, Merchants, Hotel Proprietors, &c., that lie is much recommended, and particularly to

INDEPENDENT LINE

BEAVERMOHAIRS.

quality,

IS THE ONLY REGULAR OIi.\l>l ATE
ADVERTISING IN BOSTON.

PENOBSCOT&MAC1IIAS.

FANCYGOODS.

HAIR

he

'SANFORD'S

Those in want of Goods in this
$2.50.
FARE TO BOSTON,
4WEO. U. WEliLS. Agent.
department will find it for
tl24
Belfast, March 20,1871.
their interest to examSPRING ARRANGEMENT,
amine the Goods,
COMMENCING MARCH 10.
as we have made
INSIDE "LINE TO THE
them
EXCEEDINGLY CHEAP.

hair is thick- the Ladies
ened. falling hair checked, and baldgive them
ness often,
though not always, cured
i,v its use.
Nothing can restore the assortment
hair where the follicles are destroyed,
and decayed,
or the glands atrophied
iiut such as remain can he saved for It has been our aim to
keep a
usefulness by this application. Instead
and varied assortment of
large
of fouling the hair with a pasty sediand the recent purment, it will keep it clean and vigorous. Fancy Goods,
Its occasional use will prevent the hair chases have made this department
from turning gray or falling off, and
very attractive.
consequently prevent baldness. Free
from those deleterious substances which
Dealers.
make some preparations dangerous and
are
We
happy to see
always
injurious to the hair, the Vigor can
only benefit but not harm it. If wanted Country Dealers and will sell for
that will inat
merely for a

nothing

boldly asserts, (and it cannot be contradicted, except by quacks, who will say or do anything, even
perjure themselves, to impose upon patients,) that

3.

Capt. J. I*. Johnson,

Dress Goods.

Agents can make $150 per month selling a Pamphlet describing, in detail, United Mtate*

Treaiurr Totos, known as “Greenbacks,'
Tational Hank Totes, and the now Treasury Totes; also the process ot making this money. Coon receipt of 50 cts., a copy will be mailed to
For particulars, address LABAN
any address.
IIEAT11 & CO., 30 Hanover St., Boston, Mass,

I)R. DIX

CYRUS STURDIVANT, Gen’l Agerrt.

Prices.

remedy for Coughs, Colds, Consumption. “Nothing better.’, Ci tli-.h Bros. &Co„

if imEOAR,

office.

WHAT ARE THEY ?
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Street, IBowton, Iflaas.
is so arranged that patients never see or hear each
other. Recollect, the only entrance to his office is
Wo. 21, having no connection with his residence,
consequently no family interruption, so that on no
account can any person hesitate applying at his

of Ross & SturdiV For further particulars inquire
or
vant, 17D Commercial Street,
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ful Curative Effects.

a

SINGLE OR MARRIED.

It!

ran sight is priceless /

u

Hundreds of Thousands
Dear testimony

a.

im. l. mx s
PRIVATE MEDICAL OFFICE,

Commencing Monday, 27th,

Portland, Murcli 20,1871.

SEXES,

BOTH
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VINEG-AR BITTEEH
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youth

Money Cannot Buy
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Dr. WALKER’b CALK

RESTORATIVE!
M

vousness; Constitutional and other Weaknesses in
and the more advanced, at all ages, of

Will leave RAILROAD WHARF, loot of State
A Fristreet, every Moiuliiy, Wedneiilay.
day JEyoninsff*, at 10 o’clock, or on arrival of G
o’clock, P. M. Express Train from Boston,

A rcrsT
Uill.fi i

H

h ai a

SECRET AND DELICATE DISORDERS;
Mercurial Affections; Eruptions and all diseases of
the Skin; Ulcers ot the'Nose, Throat and Body;
Pimples on the Face; Swelling ot the .Joints; Ner-

Richmond
City ofDENNISON,

to close them out at tremendous Low

The old standard
Boston.

Their effects and consequences;
SPECIAL AILMENTS AND SITUATIONS,
Incident to Married and Single Ladies.

quently we are receiving
Boston & Lowell!
Large Invoices of Goods
SPRING !ARMBSEMEHT1F08 H811.
by every Steamer, intending
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SELF-ABUSE AND SOLITARY HABITS,

THE STEAMER

MATURED

an

of The Season!

F1?I DAY

Blood,Purifier..#'’

Great
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Broadway, N. Y.

tin*

family.
Returning from
rary lodgment in
Dr. Breckinridge

First

for

6. HARTSHORN, 4SG

WILL BE FORFEITED BY Du. L.
DIX if failing to cure in less time
other
physician, more effectually and perany
manently, with less restraint from occupation or les3
exposure to all weather, with sale and pleasant medicines.
!T

Bangor.

THREE TRIPS PER WEEK.

ftii a i»e iiollern.
and

or

Theodosia Burr—Historic Portrait.

During

E O PL

Balances used. Price lasts
No Cords
Karteioit.'I’m
Circular.
Models for the Trade. Send

Yet sometimes on imagination’s wing,
NY almost ivaeh some fair seraphic, spot,
And hear its music ring.

Through golden gates ajar,
AI times, we hear some broken, thrilling strain.
That sweetly float down to this world afar.
To soothe its grief and pain.

ft

ftquuro, Boston.—Kept on the European plan. Rooms, $1 per day for each

Watchers.

Kartli hath her mysteries,
!*»mn«l which eternal shadows ever blend;
And life b mantled in a darksome guise,
Mortals can never rend.

BOOK.

YORK 1 LLrMTRATKD; containing
VAOiT
Street Scenes, and
Illustrations of Public

grizzly,

might hev been a man ;
■■•-iithin' that howled and gnashed its teeth ami
shouted
In smoke and dust and
dame;
Sin bin' that sprang into the
depths about it.
«i riz/.ly or man—but
game !

Angel

NIPEllll

YKW

—

NEW YEAR

ance

the Best. 1,400 profusely illustrated Super-Royal
Octavo pages. Experienced Agents Wanted.
S. S. SCRANTON & <'0., Hartford, Conn.

one

And—well, the dog was game.
•II« made no sign: the tires of hell

Explanatory Bible

COMMENTARY

ran

Hi

"Ibit

Divines

100 Eminent.
South Ilornitos

him out of Strong's and up through
I Men.
And 'cross the lord below.
\iM up this mountain (Peter's brother leadin').
And me and Clark and Joe.
Wo

ISA'

SAJLE

Inside-Line to

a

Bank
DEPOSIT.

penny earned.’*

made on or before the 1st of
any
i"‘ placed
ttpott i merest every
except
ty amt November) ami Interest
eottiptitr.l upon the rame in .lun,. ami December
Deposits received I lily at the llankin* Room.
tu 1
M. Saturdays from

Deposits
It, will
M
motif

month,

; llic 1 neivilized Races of Men iu all Countries of Mrto“ v’j

the World.

li.i)I IMIt\, Treas. ASA KAUNCE, Presf.
Beltust, July 13, ls7u.
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A splendidly Illustrated Volume 1500 pages.
One agent in Massachusetts cleared $Y4 In #nv

•lay.

Other agents

$40 per day.

arc

making

a

clear

prollt of

to

large assortment oi Standard Sul)
scription IlQoka and we want energetic agents in
Send lor our descriptive
every town and county.
circulars and terms to agents.
BURR Sc CO., Publishers, Hartford, Conn.
We have
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ILACHXniTU .I COAL!

At

wholesale

or

retail

a

at

the lowest market

price hy

A. J. HARRIMAN &

No. 60 Main St.
Feb, 14, 1871,

CO.,
Belfast, Maine.
Uifci

